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1. INTRODUCTION
“The development of community currencies has reached a crucial stage: it has become evident that the
attempts of small groups of social activists to overcome the scarcity of money are not sufficient to
create alternatives. It will also be necessary to enter a political struggle and campaign for appropriate
framework in which economically viable community currencies can prosper” (Schroeder, 2011 i).
A decade has passed since the great financial and economic recession of 2008, and in many
respects, it has been a rich and prolific decade for complementary and alternative currencies
worldwide. The curiosity, search for and openness to new monetary and financial solutions and
designs brought a rapid multiplication of new experiments; the spread and replication of good
practices at different scales; the creative diversification of currency designs to fulfil new and
different functions; the potentiality of blockchain technology and the digital revolution; the
increased ‘municipalization’ of complementary currencies; and a tremendous boost in research in
this field. Of course, this time of growth and development also brought new challenges, new
tensions, new people and many intriguing questions to explore and research. All of it has made the
past decade unique, and there’s little doubt that these are great times to work in, research and
develop the field of complementary currencies (CC). Public awareness and interest are on the raise,
fuelled by campaigns to “Move your Moneyii”, to create “sovereign money”, to invest in Bitcoin or
Ethereum, or join a Time Bank. Funding opportunities have become more common and projects
such as Community Currencies in Action (CCIAiii) have made important contributions to the CC
world and represent a stepping stone for the future. The willingness and acceptance of
communities, municipalities and regions to welcome, develop and promote CC is stronger than
ever, stretching across the political spectrum, making CCs attractive projects to build alliances for
social integration and economic revitalization.
Within this socio-economic and political setting, Rolf Schroeder’s words from 2011, cited above,
remain relevant as the links and interdependence of the necessary monetary revolution and its
inevitable socio-political counterpart becomes more and more apparent. As the field evolved from
the scattered pioneering phase of the last decades of the XX century, through the building of
networks, experience and knowledge characteristic of the beginning of the third millennium, to the
slowly maturing communities of practice consolidating today, three key invitations present
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themselves. The first is an invitation to keep building a strong, resilient and sustainable community
of practice. Second is the invitation to connect with other movements such as solidarity economy,
the sharing economy, the degrowth and post-growth and the commons. Third, the invitation to
embrace and internalize the digital revolution and with it explore new socio-economic realms and
possibilities. Three invitations, or three movements in the wave of transformation that we are now
surfing, and that the Barcelona conference aimed at fully capturing and riding.
2. THE CONFERENCE
It was within this co-creative space of potential, new developments, challenges and opportunities
that the IV International Conference on Complementary and Social Currencies iv took place in the
vibrant city of Barcelona in May 2017, gathering more than 380 researchers and practioners from
34 countries for four days of presentations, debates, and mutual co-learning and co-development of
CC practice and research. With the support of the International Journal of Community Currency
Research (IJCCR), the Research Association on Monetary Innovation and Community and
Complementary Currency Systems (RAMICSv) and fantastically hosted by the Universitat Oberta de
Catalunya and Dr. August Corrons (Professor in the Department of Economics), the conference was
an opportunity not only to gather the global CC community, but also to have a small glimpse of all
that is happening in the field, and share valuable insights.
It was not by chance that the conference took place in Barcelona, a city and a region (Catalunya)
leading the way in monetary innovation and experimentation. From digital currencies such as
Faircoinvi to Municipal experiments such as the Gramavii and the growing value of the alternative
ECOviii, the strong presence of local and regional activists and researchers was an inspiring and
fertile ground for this international event. Of particular interest for myself and in line with the
program of the conference, four transversal topics were key: the relationship between multiple CC’s
as the interactions between them increase and the common space of complementarity expands; the
relationship with the wider economic, legal and monetary systems as CC’s gain scale and/or are
implemented by different actors such as municipalities and even governments; the promises,
challenges and opportunities of digital technologies and blockchain in particular; and finally, the
true economic, social and environmental impact and effectiveness of CC’s. These topics made up a
big part of the conference, and therefore also of this IJCCR Special Issue, aiming to honour and
publish some of the best works presented in Barcelona, while building the growing literature on CC
and exploring some of its edges.
3. BUILDING COMMUNITY, THE COMMONS AND THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION
The opening paper of this Special Issue - IJCCR Publications: A Literature Review 2009-2016 investigates the patterns, trends and overall conclusions of the IJCCR publications since 2009,
offering the reader a unique view of past research as well as insights for future developments
current research gaps. It is followed by two papers that explore growing edges related to the
management of the commons and the role CC’s can have in this crucial economic challenge for the
XXI century. These are a practical and pragmatic Swiss case study – The District Currency – A New
Currency Design for Managing the Commons -, followed by an exploration of the values-based and
theoretical principles underlying time credits as a tool for re-balancing power inequalities and
promoting a new economy – Forms of Money Power and Measure of Economic Value. Time Based
Credit for Care and Commons Economy. Our fourth paper adds yet another piece to the vast research
done concerning the Palmas currency and banking system in Brazil, looking into the phenomena of
the digitalization of the Palmas, the use of the e-Dinheiro platform and the different ways in which
new digital technologies can be adopted by CC communities - A digital community bank: mapping
negotiation mechanisms in its consolidation as an alternative to commercial banks. Continuing the
topic of digitalization, our fifth paper focuses on the potential of blockchain protocols to host and
develop CC’s, presenting the Trustlines Network system architecture and unfolding its possible
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uses for digital CC’s and for CC’s exchange - Extending Blockchain Technology to host Customizable
and Interoperable Community Currencies. Finally, our sixth and seventh papers look into the
impact and the sustainability of CC’s through the lens of empirical studies in Switzerland and
Poland, presenting important insights for future CC developments and designs - Swiss impact
currency: improving impactful currency systems for a sustainable economy in Switzerland;
Sustainability of local complementary currencies - Conclusions from an empirical study in Poland. Our
last paper of this Special Issue – Identifying Barriers and Solutions to Adoption of Social,
Complementary and/or Virtual Currencies – offers exciting and valuable recommendations to CC
practioners on how to overcome emotional, management, technological and environmental
barriers to CC implementation.
This Special Issue is the first of two, both building on works presented in Barcelona to showcase
some of the best current CC research. Both Special Issues also aim to launch new research questions
and trigger new insights for the development of the field and the growing scientific excellence of
the IJCCR Journal.
I wish you a fantastic reading!

ENDNOTES
Schroeder, R., Miyasaki, Y. and Fare, M. (2011) ‘Community Currency Research: An analysis of the
literature’ International Journal of Community Currency Research 15 (A) 31-41
i

This was a very famous movement in 2010 in the US and Europe that got media attention and
helped raised public awareness about the design of the banking systems. The link for the British
movement: http://www.moveyourmoney.org.uk/
ii

CCIA was a EU funded project through the Interreg Program that took place between 2012 and
2015: http://communitycurrenciesinaction.eu/
iii

iv

http://dineroyvalores.com/

v

https://ramics.org/

vi

https://fair-coin.org/

vii

https://www.gramenet.cat/moneda-local/

viii

https://cooperativa.cat/es/otro-sistema-economico/la-moneda-social/
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at a literature review of all scientific articles published in the International Journal
of Community Currencies since 2009 in order to identify research patterns and research gaps in the
literature. It complements the work done by Schroeder (2011) and Seyfang (2013), among many
others, who have focused on characterizing the literature and practice in this field of research. A
universe of 78 articles retrieved from IJCCR website in November 2016 are statistically analysed,
taking into consideration their structure, methodology and key conclusions as well as research gaps
and future research needed in the field of complementary currencies. Although a strong
heterogeneity can be found in the number of publications per year as well in the sample
characterization, both in format and content, our analysis enables clear patterns of the IJCCR in the
past eight years to emerge and research gaps to be identified, specifically the need for longer, more
in-depth, comparable and methodologically coherent socio-economic impact assessment of CC
experiments; more and better knowledge regarding optimal scale and design optimization; deeper
recognition and understanding of socio-psychological factors influencing CC implementation and
success; sustainable governance options and impacts; and finally, more research done into multiple
currency interfaces and exchange mechanisms between complementary currencies. These gaps and
research needs are presented and may serve as potential guidelines for future publications within
the Journal as well as the establishment of more refined research agenda for IJCCR that serve the
evolution of scientific knowledge in this growing field.
KEYWORDS
IJCCR Literature review; research gaps in complementary currency literature; trends and biases in the IJCCR publications
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to honour and better understand the field of complementary currencies through investigating a
period of eight years of papers published in the International Journal of Community Currency Research (IJCCR).
Not only past research was analysed, but also the published authors, their backgrounds, and what they see as
future needs, steps, opportunities and challenges. It presents a holistic perspective into IJCCR knowledge creation
and dissemination in the post-recession period, by diving deep into the microcosm of each individual publication
and author. While not covering the entire range of publications of the Journal – the IJCCR has been publishing
since 1998 – we have considered 2009 a cut-off point for our analysis, not only for its symbolic meaning but taking into consideration the structure and distribution of publications prior to and after the great financial recession
of that year, namely the fact that it is after 2010 that the IJCCR published its first and second Special Issues and cosupported the first three international conferences dedicated to complementary currency research.
This literature review aims at complementing and enriching the existing and on-going systematization, mapping
and understanding of complementary currency (CC) research worldwide while opening up the possibility of a
future integral management of this field of research that would allow other researchers to more easily tap into
existing publications and complement, compare or further analyse international CC research. By no means this
literature review presents an overall state-of-the-art of CC research worldwide or aims at a global picture of CC
research in the past decade, as we do not consider our sample within the IJCCR publications fully representative of
CC research. Nevertheless, being the IJCCR one of the reference journals within this field and the period considered the most prolific in terms of scientific publications we believe this work to be an important contribution to
our common understanding of CC developments and CC research.
Section 2 below discusses the methodology used, while in section 3 the results from the analysis are briefly presented before section 4 presents a proposal for a IJCCR research agenda beyond 2018 based on our findings.
2. METHODOLOGY
This paper is based on a literature review of a universe of 78 articles published in the International Journal of
Community Currency Research (IJCCR) in the period 2009-2016 corresponding to Volumes 13 to 20 of the Journal. For matters of coherence in the analysis, book reviews as well as editorial and introductory notes were not
included in our sample.
Our analysis considered four separate components: structure; methods; conclusions; and research gaps. Each
component contained a set of variables that were registered and coded. Regarding structure, we considered the
following variables: name, gender, nationality, affiliation and academic background of main author; name and
number of co-authors; number of pages, references and IJCCR references per article; key author referenced. Regarding methods our variables were: nature of the research – theoretical, empirical, both or none; research methods used; macro or microeconomic modelling used (Y/N, which model); time of the analysis – prospective, retrospective, none or both; number, scale, name, country and type of complementary currency in the case study; impact assessment; and finally, the use of new methods of research. Considering the conclusions, we retrieved the
main considerations made in the end of each article highlighting common visions as well as dissonant opinions.
Finally, and concerning research gaps, we’ve clustered them into four separated areas that emerged from our
analysis and that inform the final section of this paper where a research agenda for IJCCR for the period beyond
2018 is proposed.
All data was retrieved from the consultation of each paper downloaded directly from the IJCCR website and analysed using Excel spreadsheet and Excel statistical functions. The database will be made available after publication
of this article for researchers willing to follow-up and complement our work.
3. RESULTS
In this section, we present key results for the above-mentioned components of our analysis, starting with more
quantitative analysis regarding ‘Structure’ and ‘Methods’ and moving after to a more qualitative analysis concerning the main conclusions retrieved and summarized and research gaps identified. The discussion of these results
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feeds directly in to our later section where an IJCCR research agenda beyond 2018 is attempted. All data refers to
the period 2009-2016 unless clearly stated otherwise.
3.1

Structure

Between 2009 and 2016, a total of 78 scientific papers were published in the IJCCR. In this eight-year period the average number of publications per year is ten articles. However, and as can be seen in figure 1 below, yearly rates vary significantly from
the average, showing the impact of IJCCR supported and co-organized conferences (2011, 2015 and 2015) and Special Issues
(2011, 2012). With 23 publications 2011 is the most ‘productive’ year of the IJCCR representing 30% of all publications, while
2014 is the least productive with only two scientific peer-reviewed articles.

IJCCR Publications 2009-2016
25
20
15
10
5
0
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Figure 1 - Total number of articles published by IJCCR per year from 2009 to 2016
Regarding the composition of authorship, and although the author with most published paper is Dr. Irene Sotiropoulou (three
published papers), the IJCCR is not a gender balanced Journal, even when the gender of the main author is considered – 62,8%
men and 37,2% women. Findings also show that most authors prefer to publish alone (70,5%) while only a minority (15,4%)
co-authored with more than one other researcher, making Fesenfeld et al (2015) with six authors a clear outlier. No explanatory variable was found statistically relevant for this trend towards single authorship.
Regarding the nationality of main authors, half are Europeans (52.6%) and the top 4 countries – USA, Germany, UK and Japan –
together represent 52.6% of all publications. Africa is the least represented continent (one author only, from South Africa), and
some countries recognized by their vibrant complementary currency tradition are underrepresented, such as in the case of
Brazil (only one author, Freire 2009). This unbalanced distribution of authorship regarding nationality can also be found in the
case studies presented and discussed in the articles of our universe, where a large majority of projects under regular research
are in Germany, UK and the USA.

Distribution by continent

Nationality of main author
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Asia
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24%
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Figure 2 - Nationality of main author (per country and continent)
Regarding the academic background of the first author, 35,8% are from the discipline of Economics while only 11,5% are from
Business Administration and Management, 7,7% from Sociology, 2,6% from Law and 1,3% from Finance. The remaining 41%
that we have considered as “Others” either represent other disciplines such as Engineering, Philosophy or Forestry, or mixed
backgrounds that were difficult to trace back and/or cluster into a single discipline. Of note is also that a clear majority of first
authors reported their affiliation to a University (67,9%) followed by NG0s and Cooperatives (16,7%) and Research Centres
(5,1%). Other organisations and institutional bodies such as central banks and private companies have only a minimal presence, while authors primarily affiliated with commercial banks, municipalities and other government institutions have not yet
published in this Journal during the period investigated here. Two authors are present as ‘Independent researcher’.
Regarding the format of the examined articles, they have on average 10,6 pages – including bibliography (Average deviation
(AVGDEV) 3,32), 28,8 references, including references to grey literature and webpages in accordance with the practice of the
journal (AVGDEV 16,63), and two references per article to IJCCR publications (AVGDEV 2,14). As can be seen in the average
deviation, the numbers of references per article vary significantly. Important to note that the percentage of IJCCR references
per publication also increased during the period, especially after 2013, with an average of 14% in 2013-2016 compared to
4,7% between 2009 and 2012. The most referenced author is by far and for the entire period Gill Seyfang from the University
of East Anglia, followed by re-knowned authors Bernard Lietaer and Peter North. Other common referenced authors include
names such as Thomas Greco, Silvio Gesell and Karl Polanyi.

3.2 Methods
Concerning the methods used to research complementary currencies in the given period, most analyses are based on empirical
data and case studies rather than theoretical explorations, which represent only 23% of the sample (see figure 3 below).
Therefore, it is not surprising that 84% of all publications have a retrospective temporal dimension while only 19% have both
past and future and 5% are extemporal in their analysis (‘None’). These findings are consistent with the research methodologies used: 51,3% of all authors support their research primarily with secondary data, specifically literature reviews and analyses of meeting minutes; 16,7% use ‘Mixed methods’ approaches; 9% supported their findings in questionnaires; and finally,
7,7% are participant or non-participant observations. The explicit use of Participatory Action-Research (PAR) methodologies
is rarely mentioned.

Nature of the research

None
7%

Both
26%
Empirica
l
51%

TEMPORAL ANALYSIS

Both
19%

Prospecti
ve
9%

Theoreti
cal
23%

Retrospe
ctive
65%

Figure 3 - Nature of the research (theoretical, empirical or both) and temporal analysis
Still regarding research methods, 95% of the publications do not use econometric models or any kind of macro, micro or monetary economic modelling for the analysis. In those that use economic modelling, 75% are prospective with a single regional
case study.
Regarding case studies, 81.4% of the total sample discusses one or more case studies, with almost half (49,2%) having a single
case study as the basis for research – see figure 4 below. From the case studies and projects researched, 37% are either local or
regional in scale, 25% and 12% respectively, while 28% of all publications contain a nation-wide analysis and 16% include
cases from several countries or even with a global scale, such as Bitcoin. Nevertheless, most cases presented and discussed are
based in just 6 countries - USA, Germany, Japan, UK, Greece and France – with the Chiemgauer, the SOL and the UK transition
currencies (Bristol Pound, Brixton Pound and Stroud Pound) as the most researched experiments.
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Numer of case studies

Typology of case studies
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Figure 4 - Typology of case studies researched
Using the typology of complementary currencies proposed by Jêrome Blanc (2011), with a minor change, we clustered all
publications in 6 different typologies: G1 – LETS and other Mutual Credit Systems; G2 – Time-banks and time-credit systems;
G3 – Local and community currencies; G4 – Regional currencies; G5 – Digital global currencies; G6 – Others. Figure 4 above
illustrates this and shows a clear trend towards local and community currencies as well as LETS and Time Banks. We’ve found
only two articles that focus on Bitcoin as the world’s most famous digital global currency and also two articles which have
taken into consideration all typologies (G1-G5) in their research.
Finally, 35% of the articles analysed included some level of impact assessment of the complementary currency in economic,
environmental and/or social variables. In most cases a partial analysis using basic data is available while only a minority – less
than 5% - includes a thorough, exhaustive and mid to long impact assessment (more than one year of systematic data collection and analysis). Due to the variety of methodologies, indicators, proxies and the mixed temporal window used in the impact
assessments, a comparative analysis between assessments or even a compound macro simulation would prove hard to accomplish.

3.3. Main conclusions across published papers
“The development of community currencies has reached a crucial stage: it has become evident that the attempts of
small groups of social activists to overcome the scarcity of money are not sufficient to create alternatives. It will
also be necessary to enter a political struggle and campaign for appropriate framework in which economically
viable community currencies can prosper” (Schroeder, 2011).
If there is a main conclusion we’ve taken out of all these papers own conclusions is that complementary currencies are not the magic solution that will solve all our economic challenges, let alone the wider societal and ecological problems. The potential for societal transformation through re-designing and reconfiguring economic exchange and interaction is there and it’s widely recognized by the IJCCR authors as well as the potential for CC's to
be “strategic targets for evolutionist institutional design in order to solve current social and economic problems
caused by global capitalism” (Nishibe, 2012). However, experiences in co-designing, implementing, managing,
financing and sustaining an impactful CC initiative face multiple challenges and require much more than just good
intentions and some know-how. And this is particularly evident in the case of ‘social currencies’ in which key objectives involve the reduction of income inequalities, fighting long-term unemployment, integrate vulnerable populations, value non-monetized economic activities, fight gender discrimination, etc. As Ricardo Orzi points out:
“History gives us evidence of the low sustainability of social complementary currencies within the capitalist market system. (..) Designing a social currency to promote a ' new economy' requires thinking of it as one element in a
transition and within a transitional configuration which may evolve in different ways into a future 'new economy'.”, (Orzi, 2015). While most authors with concrete cases studies recognize the limited economic impact of CC’s,
only a small fraction points out processes of gentrification, exclusion and the mimicking of old monetary patterns
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of control, hierarchy and non-transparent management set within CC’s. Scott Cato words still stand mostly unquestioned and un-responded: “Perhaps the most telling criticism is that it is not a serious economic endeavour at
all, but rather a game for middle-class activists who have other sources of livelihood.” (Scott, 2012).
Nevertheless, the movement is growing and although many authors find it impossible to measure with accuracy
the number, diversity and scale of CC’s around the world, research shows that every year more and more experiments and CC initiatives are reported worldwide - see for example Neil Hughes for the case of Spain (Hughes,
2015). As the number and scale of CC’s around the world grows more and more, concerns are being raised that
demand clear and timely answers. As Lizzote mentions in 2011 “This [CC use] raises the legal question of where
does the civil right of exchanging informally become tax evasion.”. And she is not alone as several authors question the appropriate scale and function of complementary currencies within the current economic system, question its relationship with legal tender and the role of Central Banks and finally question existing power relationships through debt and investment that CC’s could shake with unknown consequences. Christopher Place, for
example, questions the impact of an intervention, even if well intentioned by the Central Bank: “Nevertheless, as
community currency innovation and circulation stability totally depends on a democratic management system,
would the possible control from the Central Bank of Brazil finally destroy this creativity through homogenisation
and standardization?” (Place, 2011). Marc Brakken suggest that “complementary currencies be treated as complementary and either established as non-competitive with dominant currency structures or seek to be competitive in different modes by redefining sets of relationships. (..) The national currency is better optimized for the
economic context within which it operates. It helped define that context. Changing only the scale of exchange is
insufficient.” (Brakken, 2012). Others claim for CC’s to drop the complementarity and assume the alternative in a
process of amending the economic and sociological concept of money, itself an agenda to ‘re-programme money’
and re-define its symbolism (Thiel, 2012). The middle stand is the one that defends monetary diversity connected
with stability, resilience and sustainability where multiple currencies co-exist and intertwine with each other
across different functions, stakeholders and scales. However, the sample here researched did not offer any clear
insights into what monetary plurality means regarding the optimal number of currencies, the exchange mechanisms between multiple currencies across scales, the competing consequences of monetary pluralism, limits and
costs for complex monetary systems, among many other inquiries. We may argue that the CC field is not mature
enough, scientifically speaking, or articulated enough to endure such intellectual and practical challenges but reality is catching up very fast in many CC projects and this particular set of questions will be pressing on the agenda
of practitioners and researchers in the near future. For the time being and considering research patterns in this
sample we’ve found a growing interest in appropriate design of CC’s and in understanding the concrete impacts of
different design choices in the success of complementary currency projects. Some design elements of CC’s are
presented and discussed, such as the impact of demurrage in the velocity of circulation for example, but in most
cases the results are inconclusive, confusing or even counter intuitive as in the case of Hugo Goldschalk: “Demurrage probably does not matter if the usage, turnover and velocity are the benchmarks; The main driver behind
higher level of circulation of CC is probably Gresham's law: Bad money drives out good money.” (Godschalk,
2012). Damjan Pfajfar paper, also in 2012, defies some beliefs and perhaps naïve views when stating: “We have,
first, found that measures of monetary stability (such as inflation, money growth and inflation volatility) are negatively related to the likelihood of ACC adoption. Second, we have found that measures of financial sector development (such as domestic credit, number of bank branches and non-performing lans) are positively related to ACC's.
Our final key finding is that overall developments of economic development (GDP per head and GDP volatility) are
positively related to ACC's. This suggests, contrary to what one may have expected, that alternative currencies do
not act as a substitute for fiat money.” (Pfajfar, 2012). These counter intuitive conclusions, found in the IJCCR
post-recession literature regarding the design of complementary currencies, represent, for us, a call for a new
phase in CC research focused more on understanding complex economic exchange systems, their design and its
socio-economic impacts and finally complementary currency acceptance and use in different cultural contexts. As
highlighted by several authors CC success in the end is a matter of identity positioning, community acceptance,
regular reciprocal use and socio-economic concrete, visible and recognizable impact. If a complementary currency
is not useful for the community it won’t last; if it’s not trusted, it won’t last; and if its badly designed in its key
assumptions it won’t last as well. Hélène Joachin and co-authors summarize: “Firstly, designers of the project have
to decide about the manner to motivate people to get on-board (motivation to participate), then design the functioning of the system accordingly (operations) and then choose the parameters for the currency itself (currency)”
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(Joachin et al, 2012). All those choices are interrelated and create mutual dependencies. For some authors, the
response for these multiple, complex and uncertain challenges is ‘Democratic Money’ or participatory currency
governance, i.e., re-embedding currency decision-making processes in community life. Once again, the path might
be inviting and logic but the road not so easy to drive in, as Shira Jones points out: “Currency stakeholder, including external regulators, internal decision-makers and currency users, are affected by currency governance, but
there exists no clear model for what shared decision-making among all stakeholders might look like.” (Jones,
2011). Still and as Shira Jones also concludes in another paper, some governance principles for sustainable currency governance can be extracted from the existing literature: “consistent regulatory framework treatment,
transparency, accountability and participation as applied to all stakeholders who are affected by monetary functionality” (Jones, 2011). To these, Skylar Brooks adds social and environmental principles stating that “monetary
systems do affect the natural environment. They do so by promoting economic activities that have real, often deleterious, environmental consequences. (..) Regardless of how monetary systems are governed, they can be governed according to social and environmental, rather than strictly economic, principles. As such, monetary governance arrangements can be designed to promote environmental behaviour.” (Brooks, 2015).
Returning to the beginning of these section and based on the conclusory remarks from our universe of articles, we
might add that the stakes are high for CC’s practice and research into the future. The necessary dive into the complexity of monetary systems in diverse and changing socio-economic and cultural contexts with multiple risks,
scales and iterative interactions will require new methods for economic analysis, more in-depth research, more
transdisciplinary approaches, more diverse case studies, better comparability between cases and more articulation between researchers, between researchers and practioners and also with policy makers and decision makers
at all levels.
3.4 Research gaps
Contrary to what could be expected in scientific articles specifically in new or under researched fields, 60% of the
publications in our universe did not explicitly call for more empirical tests, experiments or trials, and almost half
(48%) did not call for more or deeper research. While the reasons for this are beyond the scope of this paper, no
explanatory variable was found within our set of data collected. Nevertheless, from the 52% that did mention the
need for more research and clearly stated the research gap and/or a future research agenda, four clusters can be
identified: Impact assessment; appropriate design; sustainable governance; and better and wider data across
scale, stakeholders and economic sectors.
Concerning the impact assessment gap, several authors make the call not only for better and more consistent
methods, indicators and proxies, but also for longer periods of analysis across multiple scales, and for crosschecking with other socio-demographic and economic data from the region or country of implementation. The
effectiveness and real economic impact of CCs is regularly questioned in the sample both from a micro and macroeconomic perspective. A recent paper from Place and Bindewald (2015) aims at filling this gap by proposing a
coherent methodology – The Theory of Change supported by the Impact Assessment Matrix - for the impact assessment of CCs. Less present in the literature analysed are calls for more impact assessment of CCs in official
money markets and the wider monetary system. However, there is a clear trend for this topic to become more
central as CC experiments grow in number, users and scale. A tipping point is the growing number of municipalities issuing their own CC, which will potentially attract the attention of Central Banks and other institutional bodies in the near future.
This brings us to another research gap present in the sample, which is the need for more cross-sectorial, multidisciplinary, multi-scale data analysis and stakeholder engagement. Many authors identify the need for wider data
collection and analysis – temporal, geographical, socio-demographic and economic – that can be compiled, compared and made useful in improving the design of CCs and the complementarity between existing currencies. Following that, a need to research deeper and wider into exchange hubs for multiple currencies as these have become important nodes of confluence and meeting points with new and complex challenges is also identified in the
sample. We may conclude that more than single case-study short-lived empirical research – which as we have
seen represents half our sample - there is a concrete aspiration for longer timescales, better indicators, more
comparable data and integrating monetary complexity.
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Regarding the cluster ‘appropriate design’, there is a wide variety of research needs that concern the fit between
purpose, functionality, financing, scale and design elements of each CC and its sustainability, resilience and effectiveness. Several authors ask for more research into the appropriate design of each typology of CC according to its
objective and context, among other important elements. More recent papers have started to systematically analyse certain CC features, for example CC financing options discussed by Schroeder (2015) or the factors influencing the velocity of circulation by De la Rosa and Stodder (2015), but the need for more research into the fundamental issues of appropriate design of CC it is still widely recognised.
Finally, a cluster that is not widespread but rather characteristic of a small number of authors who recurrently
bring the subject up is the issue of CC governance. Not only the question of how different models of governance
impact the effectiveness and viability of a CC, but also how to measure its sustainability, coherence with the objectives and the most appropriate model of governance for each specific socio-political context. Once again, the research gap here is across scales, from the micro scale of CC governance at the community level, to the meso scale
of regional currencies and international exchange hubs of multiple currencies, to the wider macro scale of the
capitalist economic system and the governance of monetary systems.
Although many other research gaps are identified, for example regarding the cultural and symbolic impact of CC
experiments, the psychological and sociological factors that affect and condition CC acceptance and success or the
effectiveness of CC literacy investments, we believe that the above-mentioned clusters represent the critical mass
of important topics to feed into future research agendas in the IJCCR.
4.

IJCCR BEYOND 2018: FILLING IN THE GAPS AND CORRECTING THE BIASES?

In this paper we have mostly looked into the past and therefore we would like to conclude with a note into possible futures. The International Journal of Community Currency Research aims to “provide a common forum for
informed articulation and debate of empirical, critical and theoretical research on community currencies.” bridging the gap between currency ‘activists’ and ‘academics’ and making CC research freely accessible to all. Although
a clearer research agenda can only be found in the specific call for papers in IJCCR co-organized international conferences, we argue that in face of the results presented and the long track of IJCCR in the past decades, a new research agenda beyond 2018 might prove to be useful and successful in directing academics and practitioners not
only to fill the research gaps and correct some of the biases identified but mainly to invite new research that effectively complements existing knowledge and pushes our understanding of complementary currencies into new
realms. This explicit and intentional research agenda would actively promote co-authorship and more collaboration within the field, invite new authors from under-represented geographies or realities, embrace and strengthen
new research methodologies, encourage multi-case study and longer-term research as well as promote the use of
more economic and monetary modelling. On the other hand, this new research strategy should highlight hot topics within CC research, the key research questions alive in the field as well as theoretical hypothesis unattended
and research gaps to be filled. Some of these have been mentioned in this paper as a result of our analysis, specifically the four clusters identified regarding research gaps that we believe that should be prioritized: i) Appropriate
design of CC; ii) interexchange mechanisms and platforms in multiple currency systems; iii) Monetary governance; iv) impact assessment metrics and frameworks. We acknowledge the fact that scientific articulation, coordination and cooperation is not a simple task and the balance between scientific articulation and scientific freedom
is a fine thread to walk in. Nevertheless, we hope that some of the questions, clusters and patterns identified in
this paper serve as an invitation for the scientific community working in this field to consciously (re)consider and
(re)prioritize co-developing a common research agenda beyond 2018.
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ABSTRACT
Most schemes of complementary currencies developed in the last 50 years are based on the “money
as a means of exchange” concept, which means exchange of individual agents based on their individual needs and offers. The individual person or is an actor in a network and by establishing a
market it is possible to exchange goods and services. Mutual Credit systems LETS or Timebanks
support mostly this market case and many of them limit common activities to the sole operation of
the system itself. Therefore, community currencies today are often currencies operating within a
community but not necessary for the community. The case of a commons is mostly not recognized
as a completely different kind of exchange where needs of a whole group have to be satisfied
through offers of individuals and offers of the whole (commons) have to be shared among the individual members. Such an exchange asks for different features from a community currency. This was
the starting point of a project in Zurich, Switzerland to develop a more suitable and effective currency on the commons idea. It is the needs and tasks of the community, the public (community)
goods and common tasks which are the core and drivers of the currency. As a secondary element
the traditional individual market-based system complements this common layer and strengthens
its impact. Therefore, it could be seen as a two tiers model. The paper describes basics, premises
and functions of the idea including some historical background and more specifically the case of
Wörgel in Austria which has some interesting aspects still not widely taken into consideration. The
main features of the district currency model include intended and controllable circulation, democratic decision of spending and budgeting and a commons-based value system. The currency was
developed along a case study in a housing co-operative in Zurich. Experiences with the planning
district-currency-game give some important hints for the feasibility and the functioning of such an
improved currency model and the open questions remaining to be answered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The idea of using a complementary currency as a tool for the management of communities and their commons has
always been a part of the local-currency-movement. Many of the initiatives declared a positive impact on the
community as their first goal, but the results did not always correspond to these ideas. One of the reasons might
be the limited abilities of the available currency models. Other economic and social reasons might be equally important for the failures, but an advanced currency model, which is really dedicated to serve the community, could
nevertheless be a strong case for success. This was the background to develop a suitable model of a currency for
the purpose of communities trying to improve the management of their commons. One main type of such communities are co-operatives, that have by their nature the objective to manage economic resources as a commons of
their members.
In the first part, the economic foundations that lead to the consideration of a new type of community currency, the
commons-based currencies, are presented and the co-operative idea and the role of currency in economy are discussed. After this, a brief overview of the current conceptions of such a system and its implementation is given by
means of a look into history. In the central chapter the premises, design and functions are determined, and a currency model is derived and described in a generic form. In the closing part, the findings and possible advantages
of such a currency are discussed.
The paper does not intend to cover fully the requirements of a contemporary scientific paper. The reason is its
developmental character, which requires a more propositional methodology. Of course, this is based on assumptions and pre-considerations which are specified, but as the focus is on describing a new model in the first hand,
an extended support with literature, methodological proof or deep theoretical reasoning is therefore put second
and left to later elaboration, if the model as such gets enough recognition to be worthy to reflect further on its
qualities.
A first version of this paper was presented at the IV International Conference on Social and Complementary Currencies: Money, Awareness and Values for Social Change, May, 10 to May, 14, 2017 in Barcelona. An updated and
shortened version was then part of the EU-Horizon2020 net Commons project deliverable 2.6. This is the third,
reviewed and fully revised version, which presents a completed picture of the district currency model.
2. TASK AND METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
Most of the complementary currencies developed over the past 50 years are based on the individual exchange and
market idea and are optimized to individuals or companies as actors in a network of exchanges of goods and services. The frequently existing mutual credit systems, LETS or time-banks, preferably support this market-centred
view, and many of them limit joint community activities to the operation of the currency system itself. The metaphor of exchange as the basis of money has a long history and people in Western Europe are usually very romanticized about exchange and misunderstand it as the foundation of “the” monetary system or even of the economy as
a whole. This will be discussed in more detail in the next chapters. So the very important collective dimension of
money and the commons-aspects it includes, are not taken as the major issue, as they are. Consequently, complementary currencies that neglect this are limited and ineffective, as many stagnating projects and failures to date
have shown. 1.
The aim of the project therefore was to develop a more effective currency model, which is intended to include the
collective level. A deserved feature was the use as a tool to serve the community to manage its commons on the
basis of communal democracy and attempting to reduce economic, ecological and social problems.
Another starting point to design a new currency was today 's growing domination of the monopolistic national or
supranational currencies and the corresponding political and economic structures that manage them, which are
constantly conquering more of the hitherto unmonetized leisure-time or volunteering areas by either monetariz1

A recent study in Germany about Regional currencies showed that 39% of the systems failed, concerning all
types of currencies but 65% failed if only the typical group of Grassroot/NGO based systems were taken into consideration. (Leinert, 2016, p.2)
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ing former free contributions, efforts and spaces, or by occupation of resources, e.g. of the time that has to be used
more and more to acquire money (i.e., national currency) (see Edgell, p.228 ff.)..
A third problem area emerged from the question of the promotion of a sustainable society. The reduction of energy consumption plays a key role, which can be decisively diminished by the relocalization of economic activities,
the shortening of work and transport routes, the use of regional services and the promotion of shared resource
use (sharing). The monetary system plays a crucial role, since it is the main system of our society for resource
allocation. This was the practical starting point in the newly founded housing co-operative mehr als wohnen2 in
Zurich, which realized its first large-scale settlement, an exemplary flagship project with particularly resourceconserving, sustainable and community-promoting characteristics. This development was to be supported by a
new community currency model for the co-operative and its surrounding district.
3. BASICS
3.1

Management of commons

The management of the commons was already identified as a central topic of such a new currency model (D2.4,
p.40 and following.). There has been a lot of work to define “the commons” as a clear concept; elaborations and a
detailed definition of the commons term can be found for example in Ostrom (2009), in Helfrich et. al. (2009), as
well as in Helfrich / Heinrich Böll Foundation (2009). However, the concept of "commons" remains not a sharply
delimited, but a partly contradictory one.
For the basic concept of the district currency we shall consider under “commons” all goods which are administered in the sense of a collective property of a larger number of people with a basic claim to general wellbeing.
This includes, in particular, co-operative goods, club goods and jointly managed public resources. As we consider
housing co-operatives that provide land and housing (a settlement) and could therefore resemble a village or
commune, also public goods in their appearance in small scale structures 3 are included. Therefore, we will build
our reflexion on common values and the management and administration of community owned or used property
and refer to them as commons.
Ostrom has published detailed research results on the management of the commons and has also received the
Nobel Prize (Ostrom 1990, 2009). The eight design criteria of Ostrom (2009B, p.85ff) have been tested and further
developed by Cox, Arnold and Villamayor-Tomás (2010). The rules provide a framework in which the management of a commons can be shaped by a community of people (and institutions) involved. Production and consumption play an important role in the use of the commons, since they are either used as a production resource or
means of consumption.
Here we are striving to implement these rules directly into the currency framework as this would result in optimal conditions for the management of the local economy.
3.2

Co-operative model

A core idea of the co-operative model is the common self-help, which is related to external, social or natural circumstances. Henry Faucherre formulates this as follows: Economic and social distress, including mental suffering,
are the most powerful motives that awaken the community's thoughts. Times of hardship and community building
are closely linked. (Faucherre 1925A, p.8)
Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, the economic hardship has been linked more and more closely to
work in the sense of an employment workplace. For a worker, his outcome is equal to his wage, which in most
cases was paid out in money. Too little or no pay in money was the direct cause of economic hardship. Conse-

2

literally: more than housing
Inside a co-operative settlement there could appear public goods like cleaning, street management, waste
management, security, governance of public spaces, etc.
3
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quently, the question was addressed as a question of wages, especially by trade unions and left parties in the political sense. The owners and rulers should be compelled or agreed to hand over a sufficient portion of the production profits and capital pensions to the workers.
The co-operative approach, on the other hand, was an attempt of self-empowerment including besides self-help
other important principles like equality and democracy. The “method” of co-operatives was to abandon existing
production, consumption or trade structures and build up parallel such structures under the authority of the new
group, united in a co-operative. Common property ownership and proper management of the communities play a
decisive role in this process. A different approach to money and capital was often demanded by the circumstances
and implemented naturally.
For example, the approach of the two quite different German founders of credit co-operatives, Friedrich Wilhelm
Raiffeisen (1818-1888) and Hermann Schulze-Delitzsch (1808-1883), included significant changes in the money
supply (savings, loans, decision-making structures). Also, consumer co-operatives had an intention to change the
money flows, e.g. instead of a profit extraction by individuals, a reimbursement of the surpluses to the purchasing
members was provided. This idea was already mentioned in the fifth guiding principle of the original rules of the
Rochdale's co-operative pioneers: That profits should be divided pro rata upon the amount of purchases made by
each member.4 Such ideas probably meant a change in cash flows, rights and allocations, but they did not postulate
a fundamental change in the monetary order.
Unfortunately, there are still no scientific reflections on the relations between money forms and company forms.
Co-operative science (Engelhardt, 1985; Duelfer and Laurinkari, 1995) also presupposes the existence of money,
as it is done in the economic and social sciences in general. Thus, in the history of co-operative ideas the cooperatives are linked only marginally with questions of the monetary order 5.
In the utopia-concept for the development of the modern co-operative system developed by Werner Wilhelm
Engelhardt, the utopian designs and the concepts based on them are examined as important starting points by the
pathfinders or enablers of co-operatives, and on this basis the concretization by pioneers, i.e. first organizers,
managing directors, managers or other important practical sponsors (Engelhardt, 1985, p.65). A striking example
is Robert Owen, who saw a solution for an adequate remuneration of the workers in a parallel trading and hour
assessment system. From a new currency Owen saw the promising potential of great economic advantages and
advanced autonomy for the workers' movement. In 1832, he tried in London specially issued Labour vouchers
(Labor vouchers) at a new commodity exchange to set an alternative value chain. However, this failed after a short
time (see Elsässer, p.190-191). Further practical approaches of co-operatives that proclaimed or introduced their
own currency as an instrument of self-empowerment are found in the consumer co-operative movement between
1865 and 1930 with the various systems of consumer money or token money. Here, we also refer to the author's
contribution on Freidorf's money (Martignoni, 2016) a co-operative settlement started 1919 near Basle, Switzerland. More about the historical viewpoint, see section 4.
The co-operative movement has spread over the world. There are large numbers of co-operatives of all different
forms in practically every country. The main values and principles are well known and preserved by the International Co-operative alliance ICA 6.

4

http://www.rochdalepioneersmuseum.coop/about-us/the-rochdale-principles/ access, 10.03.2017
The position and importance of money and currencies in the utopian designs will be examined more closely in
the author's current PhD thesis.
6
Co-operatives are based on the values of self-help, selfresponsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity. In the tradition of their founders, co-operative members
believe in the ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others.
(https://ica.coop/en/whats-co-op/co-operative-identity-values-principles, access, 22.05.2018)
5
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Commons-based currencies

From a sustainability perspective, the economic crisis and its negative impact, caused by systemic dysfunctions in
the existing national currencies, is another important incentive for introducing alternative currencies. According
to the International Monetary Fund (IMF), there were, among other things, 208 currency collapses between 1970
and 2010 (Lietaer et al., P.19). Another reason is the apparent inadequacy of a huge monopoly-money in smallscale local structures7, and a third important reason is the increasing wealth of the rich, which in the poorer part
of the population is steadily drying up the vital money flow and so the need for the establishment of a more autonomous and local source of money is becoming very obvious.
Our point is to deal with currency models, which are intended to serve the community explicitly on the basis of
communal democracy and attempting to solve economic, ecological and social problems. We chose the term commons-based currencies (Antoniadis et al., 2016, p.22) to describe a new class of currencies with the following
goals:





They are based on direct (vital) common economic interests of the members,
They use collective self-help as a central motivation,
They are democratically organized,
They use the currency as a means to manage the common property and to regulate the work contributions
and the distribution of wealth among the members.
(See Antoniadis et al., 2016, p.26).
Commons-based currencies refer to the principles of the commons (section 3.1) and to the basic co-operative
principles (section 3.2).
Direct or vital economic interests mean that there must be substantial or existential issues to which people are
dependent to some degree. This is in contrast, for example, to timebased or LETS systems, which primarily promote complementary, non-existential areas as underused assets to unmet needs that are ignored by the ordinary
money economy.”8
As a first consequence of the above points, such commons-based currencies need an economically oriented membership organization as their foundation. The legal form of a co-operative is ideally suited to this since it is already
designed to manage joint ownership and it includes by construction governance bodies like the board and the
assembly. But other legal forms are possible too.
4. HISTORICAL MODELS
In only a few cases known, the idea of choosing a newly conceived, complementary currency as a decisive tool for
the management of a commons, has been chosen and implemented since the time of the French Revolution. In the
period up to 1850, in Switzerland the payment traffic was characterized by a confusing variety of coins and currencies, both foreign and domestic origin - doubloons, ducats, francs, guilders, pounds, schillings, pennies, paws,
crowns, thalers, newthalers, Sonnentaler, Adlertaler, Blutzger and like they were all called. (Baltensperger, p.49).
But this mixture had no conscious basis. It was not about alternative societies or economic systems. The practically used currencies were selected according to their metal content or according to the prevailing economic prospects. However, the creation of national states and increasing world trade soon led to more and more unified
national currencies. At the beginning of the 20th century, this process had already been largely completed in Europe and not only abolished the various minting abilities of cities, cantons or principalities, but also monopolized
banknotes issued by the various private banks in partly state-owned national or central banks. These systems
often based on the gold standard. Despite some major currency crises, it was felt by many as a great advance, until
the First World War shattered the system. In Germany the economy collapsed completely through an unbelievable
7

„Reducing our present dependency on national money will be an essential aspect of achieving a new cooperative self-reliance, significantly enlarging our freedom to control our own lives in co-operation with one another.“
(Robertson, 2012, p.158)
8
http://community-currency.info/de/glossar/local-currency/ (access 30.05.2018)
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monetary devaluation, with the catastrophic hyperinflation in 1923. The profound deflation after the outbreak of
the global economic crisis in 1929/30 led shortly afterwards to the opposite extreme of an absolute money shortage. At this point, in many places, emergency money was raised in order to have at least money available for the
daily local errands. For the first time, however, new ideas emerged to provide relief by means of parallel or complementary currencies. The ideas of Silvio Gesell, who called for a different natural economic order with so called
Freigeld (free money, Gesell, 1984), were strongly influencing many of the projects. We can actually classify such
attempts by their claim to create an alternative to the existing system and distinguish them from pure emergency
and bridging measures.
Two mostly known examples were the Wära Tauschgesellschaft (exchange company) in Germany and the Freigeldexperiment of Wörgl in Austria. The Wära exchange company had the goal of ...die Erleichterung des Waren und
Leistungsaustausches unter ihren Mitgliedern durch die Ausgabe von Tauschbons (facilitating the exchange of goods
and services among its members by issuing exchange tokens; Onken, 1997, p. 38). It was founded in October 1929
in Erfurt, Germany, almost coinciding with the Black Friday in New York. However, the idea had already been
prepared by the two co-founders Hans Timm and Helmut Rödiger since 1926 (Onken, 1997, p.38), but came into
life at exactly the right time. The Wära was issued by special change offices as bills against Reichsmark, other foreign exchange or sufficient collateral to companies and individuals. The bills were equipped with a demurrage, so
that every bill had to be covered with a mark of one percent of its value on a monthly basis (Onken, 1997, p.39).
The Wära was increasingly successful in Germany, but got into the visor of the Reichsbank, was banned in 1931
within the scope of the emergency money ban and had to be given up.
Another interesting experiment was launched in the Austrian town of Wörgl (Tyrol) in 1932 by the newly elected
Mayor Michael Unterguggenberger: a municipal emergency aid program which replaced the missing available
money with the help of so-called Arbeitswertscheine (labour vouchers). This should induce a reduction of the unemployment. By a diplomatic masterpiece, the social democrat Unterguggenberger was able to obtain the consent
of all political parties in the municipality, and on July 31, 1932, the first labour vouchers could be issued (see Ottacher, 2007, p.33-40). The success in a short period of time was impressive: the municipality was able to collect
outstanding tax revenues, pay its own debts, and finance for example roadside renovations, canalization, the construction of a ski jumping hill and road lighting with this emergency aid program (see Onken, 1997, p.45). The
number of unemployed fell by 11-16% against unemployment in the rest of Austria, which rose by 19%. Unfortunately, the Austrian National Bank banned the experiment in January 1933. The municipality reached a brief extension by appealing to the high court, but in November 1933 the last judgment was negative, and the experiment
had to be ended.
In Wörgl we see a municipal action by the authorities for the first time, which focuses on the financing of “the
commons” (public or common goods), which makes this example particularly interesting for us. The basic considerations of Unterguggenberger started at the municipality, which paid out working certificates as wages to workers who thus worked for the maintenance and expansion of communes (roads, infrastructure). These workers, on
the one hand, could pay their private taxes, that is to say confirm that part of the work which they had to render to
the public anyway, and, on the other hand, shop at local shops what they and their families needed to live. The
shopkeepers themselves were able to pay their taxes too, ie the part they owe to the general public as their "work"
(contribution), pay their employees or buy from suppliers. In contrast to the Wära or the original ideas of Gesell,
the Wörgler system was enhanced into a new collective dimension. Not the private trade was the central engine of
this system, but the provision of the common goods and the contribution of all in the form of community taxes.
This meant that for the first time the collective and the collective services were actually included. The impressive
success of the experiment can be traced back to this important extent. For the about 13 months in which the experiment took place, community works worth of about 180,000 shillings were executed (Ottacher, 2007, p.45-46).
The circulation speed of the bills was many times higher than that of ordinary Austrian shillings. An approximate
calculation assumes a circulation of twice a week through the municipal fund (Schwarz, 2008, p.48), which would
have been more than 100 times a year. If one counted the transfer of the bills before they came back to the community, one even calculates with a number of 416 hand changes per year, or by the duration of the experiment of
13 ½ months converted 464 times. That is, the actual issued labour certificates with an average value of only
5'490 shillings, generated a total turnover of 2'547'360 shillings in the municipality (Schwarz, 2008, p.53), which
explains the observed great effects of the action much better than the small number of issued notes.
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During the Great Depression, more than 3,000 different local Stamp Scrip currencies also emerged in the USA,
using very different issuing models. Private businessmen, others by groups or municipalities, issued them, some
successfully, others collapsed quickly. The famous economist Irwing Fisher get involved and wrote the book
Stamp Scrip (1933), including a practical guide how to establish such currencies. Unfortunately, scrip money was
forbidden in a law of 1936.
The core idea of Wörgl was not really recognized. Until today most complementary currencies start out of an idea
of supporting or boosting private exchange. The much more interesting public or collective level is not or then
only seen as an enhancement of the private part.
5. PREMISES, FUNCTIONS AND DESIGN CRITERIA
This section attempts to clarify necessary preconsiderations for the design of a desired currency. We start with
some aspects of the design methodology and criteria that will help to motivate the final model proposed. The design of community currency is described by different authors mostly from a very practical point of view addressing preferably practitioners (see among others Kennedy et. al. 2012, North 2010, New economics foundation
2015) and starting from a vision and a need of a group of people (grassroots). Other sources of design processes
are specific case studies like Sardex, on whom some research already had been done (e.g., Litera et.al. 2017). An
“official” design procedure does not exist but many contributions to a successful process are also published in this
journal (IJCCR), e.g. Ruddick, et.al 2015; Greco, 2013; Brakken, et.al. 2012.
As we want to take a different approach starting with community or “the collective side”, some more theoretical
background is necessary to base the design.
5.1

Money is not a medium of exchange

This provocative title is intended to help us check the claim “money is a medium of exchange”, which is used in
practically all economics books and in the widespread definition of money. More and more scholars have been
arguing otherwise. The analysis of the exchange and market conception is an important building block for an understanding of money, but even more the collective aspects of monetary structures have to be taken into consideration. Ingham (2010, p.69) makes it short: the focus on money, as a medium of exchange, results in a categoric
error in which specific forms of money are mistaken for the generic quality of “moneyness”.
It is interesting to note that in ordinary textbooks of the national economy (for example, Samuelson or Brunetti)
the exchange itself is not dealt with fundamentally but is preassumed.
A popular definition of exchange in the dictionary of business (Grüske / Recktenwald) says:
Exchange is the economic transfer of goods, the exchange of services based on division of labour. Legally, exchange is
a mutual contract, which is directed at the turnover of goods against goods, in contrast to the purchase, which is
turnover of goods against money due to prices.
Here even the purchase is referred to as a contrast for exchange. Also, in no other definition money gets introduced as exchange category, but as part of the purchase. While in exchange someone receives directly from the
partner a product or service, which he (hopefully) desired, at the purchase he receives a payment in money, i.e. a
number of vouchers for which the exchange partner is not responsible, but unnamed third parties. The vendor
expects that these vouchers (when he wants and at whom he wants) can be redeemed. The decisive point is not
that the exchange is now divided into two separate acts, and that each of these two acts can again be represented
as an exchange, commodity against money and money against commodity (Röpke, 1979, p.114), but with the introduction of money a change of the level from the individual to the collective took place. Röpke also mentions
this shortly afterwards (1979, p.116): money has therefore also been compared with an entry-ticket to the "social
product" (ie to the existing fund of goods and services), or as a "statement to the social product". Röpke himself,
however, doubts this point of view. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that money can only exist with "many" participants, i.e. in the collective. It must be recognized by a sufficiently large number of people and institutions, voluntarily or compulsory, otherwise it loses its money-character quickly.
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The first mistake in the “individualistic exchange theory” or commodity theory of money is therefore, that in the
transition from exchange to money, money itself is presumed unquestioned and is taken as a commodity as it
would just replace the exchanged good. Massimo Amato and Lucca Fantacci (2012, p.41) summon this up as follows: money properly called by its name is not a commodity based on the indistinguishability of its first two functions,
but an institution designed to determine their relationship with a view to payment.
The foundation for money, however, is a collective which has already introduced the money and the simplest and
most effective introduction of money must also be done collectively, e.g. by the sovereign, or more recently by the
modern manifestation of the sovereign, the state. Polanyi has already established this by social and historical reason:
the state, [...] was in fact the guarantor of the value of token money, which it accepted in payment for taxes and otherwise. This money was not a means of exchange, it was a means of payment; it was not a commodity, it was purchasing power; far from having utility itself, it was merely a counter embodying a quantified claim to things that might be
purchased. Clearly, a society in which distribution depended upon the possession of such tokens of purchasing power
was a construction entirely different from market economy.
(Polanyi, 2001, p.205).
From this point of view, money loses all the characteristics of exchange and commodity, and is used as a means of
legal remedy, primarily as a means of payment guaranteed by a community, usually to this day, by the nationalized large community called state. This is reproduced everywhere by legislation on the money and the monetary
system. Elster (1923, p.42) also says that
“there is no money and no payment, as long as there is no payment community; that no payment community is conceivable, as long as the production and consumption community has not come into being.”
The constitutional framework therefore does not have to be the state from this point of view. Any community with
production and consumption, resp. sufficiently strong intra-economic relations, which can guarantee a minimum
degree of constitution, could fill this requirement. This viewpoint could be seen as neochartalism (Dodd, 2014,
p106 ff.) but does not refer to a state or todays political system but introduces organised groups of people as a
lower level sovereign to be the holder of a currency.
A second important prerequisite for a currency is the ownership regulation in the widest sense 9. Payments are
now very closely linked to ownership rights: A (full) payment results in the transfer of ownership rights from the
seller to the buyer in all cases of simple purchase. Only what is a person's own and is under sovereign disposition,
can be the goal of such a money transaction. Only a free worker is paid for his work, a slave, along with his labour,
is sold by his owner.
The third important collective aspect of money is the socioeconomic approach already deduced by Knapp and
Bendixen and elucidated further by Elster. The share of participation in the social product is the compensation given
by the community organization to its individual members for their cooperation in the social product. (Elster 1923, p.
46).
Of course, the given compensation in today's competitive economy is more often appropriated, enforced against
others or self-measured compensation. However, this does not alter the fact that the share of participation in the
social product is essentially regulated by the distribution of money.

9

Property is generally the right to dispose over a thing. Ownership as a second related term means rights over and thus the
physical use of certain goods or resources and is independent of whether property exists or not (Heinsohn / Steiger, 2009,
p.91). Property exists in civil law not only as a personal matter (private property), but also institutional, collective and other
property, much of it in historically grown terms and legal structures. We are referring to the situation today and do not go into
the historically very diverse and controversial conceptions and forms of property and ownership.
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Functions

In this chapter, we consider a very simplified picture of the economy as a pure production-consumption economy,
without trade, investment, aging, speculation, etc. This is a useful simplification, in that it includes a big part of the
basic human needs (drinking, eating, dressing, living) and historically making up the largest part of the work done
by people.
As an important basic function of a currency, we have already described in Section 5.1 the regulation of the possibilities for participation of the various actors in the common social product. This is accompanied by an obligation
to contribute to the common social product. For this, in a stable situation and for a certain time unit the following
simplified equilibrium condition is valid:
-

Total of services and products contributed equals total of purchased services and products
This is still commodity-based and very simple: Everything that is produced could/should be consumed.

In order to make such a condition accessible, the needs of consumption must be reconciled with the possibilities
of production by means of a suitable organization (management), a classical control or optimization project which
is of course a gigantic one for our entire global economy.
When we introduce money to help to solve this problem within a closed time period, the idealised situation would
be that all products (P) multiplied by their prices (p) could be purchased by the consumers (C) multiplied with
their earned salaries (s).
n

n

å P * p = åC
i

For a certain timecycle t and a “one step exchange” is valid:

(1)

i=1

i

k

* sk

k=1

That means for an individual for example: In order to be able to get the necessary food next month, this someone
has to do a “work” that is recognized by the community in the previous month. In other words, because someone
has made a (working) contribution, he/she can get a certain amount of benefits from the product of all the others.
Two interdependent valuation procedures are inherent: how much is the value (wage) achieved and how much is
the value assessed (price). In the normal case today, this is done by means of money or more precisely by a currency and by “the market”.
An example for the consumer side: A worker receives 1’000 units per month as a reward for his work and then
purchases 300 units of food, spends 500 for living and 200 for further purchases in total 1’000 in the same month,
so he would be individually balanced (rewards = purchases).
The production side is more complex but at the end all costs are paid as wages or rents to some kind of consumers.
These figures now are loaded with meaning in human society because they demand on the one hand a performance and on the other hand reward with respect to products (&services). Depending on who is rewarded with
how much currency, then by his needs and personal choice for example, other and more or less products are produced. By means of a currency, the consumption and the resource allocation can be aligned dynamically.
The coupling from the individual to the overall system (in this simplified form) thus takes place via the two ratios:
-

The salary height sk is the assessed share of the production output
Product prices pi purchased are the assessed share of the consumption input.

As a result of this assessment and the required equilibrium, an accounting is achieved for both the overall system
and the subsystems (individuals). It is not only calculated what is coming in or going out, but the time sequence
(cycle) and the difference between "output" and "input" must also be recorded. The periodicity chosen for determining the equilibrium is therefore decisive too. The numbers that are used (units of currency) are thus no longer
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arbitrary but receive a systemic context. They are coupled to values and periods and subject themselves to certain
rules, that is: They are recorded and expressed in a currency.
j

l

å P * p = åC

(2)

i

i

i=1

k

k=1

n

* sk = å M m
m=1

Mm are the corresponding amounts of money used as payments and the sum Mm is then the total amount of money
(currency) that is moved inside the specified cycle and is here equal to the salaries transferred from the production to the consumers.
If we take one simplified cycle with only “one-step-exchanges” (no multiple hand-overs) then the total money
supply of the system necessary to allow all transfers of the products to the consumers has to be:
n

MT ³ å M m

(3)

m=1

This can be transformed into a straight equation by splitting the total money supply into static and dynamic part:
n

MT = M s + M d = M s + å M m

(4)

m=1

The static money Ms is “saved” money not used for payments during the cycle (a constant that could be zero in
extremis). The dynamic money Md is moved from one hand (account) to another in the cycle, therefore enabling
the transactions.
These basic functions are not yet fully elaborated 10, what would be the subject of an additional article about monetary theory but are helpful to anchor the design of the desired model, as we will see below.
The district currency model aims to implement such a balanced economy for small scale communities that wish to
encourage work for their commons in a democratic way, where M s (saved money) is as small as possible in relation to Md, the “working money”.

5.3

Design criteria or institutional premises

As elaborated in section 5.1 the approach introduced in this paper is to start from a collective viewpoint or as
classified in monetary theories an institutional approach (Ingham, 2010) based on original ideas of chartalism 11
(Knapp, 1905 and successors, Bendixen, 1912, Elsen, 1923) where money is taken as an institutional phenomenon
and a currency as a certain institutional implementation.
Out of this mindset the design of a new currency has to be the design of a new institutional framework. This will
be done here by a fourfold set of premises to define the framework of a commons-based currency:
A)
B)
C)
D)

Setting the overall direction
Setting the core values & principles
Setting the pillars for the structures
Setting the criteria for a sustainable management

10

A next important step would be to make a distinction between individual actors (individuals / companies / etc.) and
the overall system (the community itself).
11
In macroeconomics, chartalism is a theory of money which argues that money originated with states' authority to
create a framework for economic activity rather than as a solution to the problems with barter.
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The following sections describe 21 such premises or criteria taken into consideration along the design of the district currency.
5.3.1. Setting the overall direction
1.

Understanding the idea and role of a currency in the economy: Without a proper understanding of the basics of
money and currencies and a sound examination of the current (local) economic situation all other steps are
likely to fail.
Justify the reason to create really a new one: Why a new currency, why no other measures could serve better?
Determine the institution’s objectives and goals: In our case e.g. the sustainable management of local commons,
a shift of values towards a community oriented low consumption economy and a high degree of resilience towards corruption from the existing financial system. Or in more details:
A new type of community currency is sought which should be particularly suitable for housing co-operatives
or co-operatives in general. The currency shall help co-operatives to strengthen their internal economy and to
anchor themselves economically in the surrounding neighbourhoods. The community and the commons
should be focused. The model should, where possible, also be generally applicable to neighbourhood groups
and networks of other types.

2.
3.

5.3.2 Setting the core values & principles
For this development we took the basic principles of co-operatives as invented by Schulze-Delitzsch in Germany
and adapted by scholars (Zerche, 1994, p.419 and Blome-Drees, 2015, p.13ff.). They are close to nowadays Cooperative identity, values & principles promoted by the International Co-Operative Alliance12 but in our case the
German version was easier to use:
4.

Principle of promotion (promotion mandate): Formal objectives for the promotion of the members are the top
objectives. There is a direct relation of the members with the co-operative enterprises.
Principle of identity: Carrier and beneficiary and suppliers and employees respectively are identical.
Principle of self-help: Individual objectives can be achieved better through joint actions and mutual support.
Principle of democracy: One member one vote supports the neutralization of any capital invested, goes together with point 8.

5.
6.
7.

5.3.3 Setting the pillars for the structures
The following 6 premises are the central “monetary” assumptions:
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Definition: A specifically designated money which is by a collective/community guaranteed, regulated and
given its own name, is referred to here as currency.
Community: A successful currency is preceded a production and consumption community, i.e. a distribution
community and establishes with its introduction a payment community (see Elster, 1923, p.37f.).
Commons: Such a payment community shares or owns common resources, in the strongest case as their common property or in the weakest case as their common vital interest.
Commitment: This payment community may be composed of an already constituted, e.g. political community
or a specially created one, and should have a voluntary but binding commitment from its members.
Participation: A currency determines and regulates the share of participation of the different actors (persons
and institutions) in the common social product.
Market: As a second subordinate element to regulate the possibilities for participation, the market element
may be added.

For the initial situation, this means that according to point 9 we should have a distribution community, and that,
according to point 10, a social framework (or a legal form), which can provide a sufficient degree of liability, that
is able to share and possesses resources. Points 9, 10 and 11 also require an economic activity, resp. an economic
exchange. Therefore the legal form of a co-operative provides a good foundation.

12

https://ica.coop/en/whats-co-op/co-operative-identity-values-principles , accessed 29.05.2018
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5.3.4 Setting the criteria for a sustainable management
This further criteria are necessary to frame the management and the governance of a system and are derived from
the eight design criteria of Ostrom (see section 3.1):
14. Boundaries between users and resource limits: identification of resources, defined ownership and properties,
clear definition of the common goods.
15. Consistency with local conditions (coherence): Definition of existing or desired local economic cycles and economic contexts in accordance with the circumstances.
16. Community decisions: Democratic structures, both in the technical design and implementation of the currency
(budget competency).
17. Monitoring the users and monitoring the resource: A currency offers a good deal of instruments e.g. the accounting.
18. Tiered sanctions: defining user and resource limits, e.g. minimum and maximum accounts, but also appropriate sanctions. In the case of a currency, this can be primarily surcharges and penalties, but it might also possible to exclude members.
19. Conflict resolution mechanisms: Providing conflict resolution and equalization mechanisms already in the
monetary conception. An instrument could be a monetary compensatory and reserve fund.
20. Recognition: A complementary currency must be recognized by the authorities. In particular, the issues of
taxes and duties are to be settled with them.
21. Embedded Institutions: Each complementary currency is involved in the ruling national currency and must
define whether there should be convertibility. In addition, the question is whether and how exchange with
neighbouring complementary currencies can take place. The trade balance of the respective systems must be
observed.
By an adaption of these 21 criteria a specific institutional framework is given. As a next step in the modelisation
the detailed requirements, structures and bodies could be defined. This was initially done according to a real situation (project). Final result then is a detailed “realistic” raw or generic model of a currency that could be finalized
when implemented in practice.
6. DESCRIPTION OF THE DETAILED MODEL
The comprehensive preliminary remarks, premises and functional considerations are used to shape a currency
model, named district currency. The basic model of this local currency was first developed for a new settlement of
a housing co-operative in Zurich and has later been further developed (see next chapter). The creative design
process that is necessary to create a currency model does not allow all criteria to be considered equally or without
contradiction. Here, we tried to systematise this process, which has been intuitively applied, as far as possible to
make it more comprehensible. For this, a highly generic model is described.
6.1

General structures and regulations

At the center of the DC are the needs and tasks of the community, the administration and maintenance of public
(community) goods and common tasks. These are core and drivers of the currency. In the case of a co-operative,
this is particularly clear and simple through the needs of the co-operative property (in case of a housing cooperative) or enterprise (in case of most other co-operatives). As a secondary element, a traditional individualistic
market system is integrated and contributes to the effect. In fact, this can be seen as a two tiers structure around a
governing centre:
Centre: Governing body, decision taking about the use and maintenance of the commons and the common tasks
and needs
Tier 1: Primary currency circulation („driver circle“)
Tasks, duties and projects to maintain the co-operative itself or the common work to be done for the benefit of all
members (collective needs).
Tier 2: Secondary currency circulation („free market“)
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Individual offers and needs for the personal benefits of the members (individual needs).

Centre: Commons
Decision Taking

Tier-1: Primary
Currency Circulation;
Commons Tasks +
Projects
Tier-2: Secondary
Currency Circulation;
Individual Offers +
Needs (“Market”)

Figure 1: 2-Tiers system of a district currency (image by author)

6.2

Primary currency circulation

Derived from the discussion in sections 5.2 the primary, driving currency circulation for the commons is defined
by the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Determination and approval of a commons budget: Democratically it is chosen and decided what work and
services have to be done for the community for the next period. This is expressed in a total sum of currency
and a list of tasks and projects to be done.
The tasks were assigned to members and due to their filling, they get their payment in currency.
Due to market activities a broader distribution of the currency is happening.
At the end of the period the currency is redeemed as a compulsory contribution (“tax”) from each member.
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Figure 2: Primary currency circulation of the district currency (image by author)
Important is the cyclical design, which might need a different mode of thinking. Everything happens in (regular)
periods in time. At the beginning new currency is brought into the system, at the end it is - more or less but ideally
fully – redeemed and a new cycle can start.
For the currency (or money) supply it is important to rely on formula 4 (section 5.2) to have a dynamically working system:

MT = M s + M d
The system has to have a stable ground M s which means “saved” or stock money that is buffering the process, as
every member needs a degree of flexibility in every period. E.g. every member would have a certain amount of
currency on their account already from start. Ms has to be adjusted if members or economic activities are changing. In general Ms is a special kind of seignorage or “basic filling” for the system and could be used to pay for example initial costs of the system. Only if the system would be liquidated, then it has to be net out maybe against
the last existing assets.
Md is the dynamic currency flow that is used in one period to settle all activities and “drive” the commonseconomy and is equal to the budget for the commons.

Figure 3: Periodical currency supply for a completely balanced ideal system with monthly redemption (image by
author)
The above figure 3 is strongly idealized. In reality there might be every period a different budget and also the
stock money might be adjusted from time to time. Also budgets could be over- or underspent and members could
fail to pay their contribution, etc. What is important is the achievement of a long-term balance of the system.
6.3

Currency bodies and authorities

The main bodies that are suggested for the district currency are:
1.
2.

The commons assembly of all members as the decision taking sovereign authority.
The commons commission as the main executive body of the local economy, issueing orders, hiring people
and ensuring that the tasks are successfully completed. Also it regulates the marketplace and provides a suitable framework for the beneficial exchange between the members.
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3.
4.

The cash-desk as the body to handle the currency, the accounting and a reserve fund.
The social commission regulating and deciding upon weak and disabled members, exceptions for contributions and people with difficulties to participate in the common work.
Additional bodies:
5.
6.

The financial and ethical monitoring could be an additional body assuring and assessing good qualities in the
above issues, like a control of stability or a economic use of the currency for beneficial and ethical projects.
A mediation council could be useful to be installed to handle conflict resolution and complains.

Figure 4: Structures and bodies of a fully developed district currency (image by author)

6.4

Suggested implementation process for the currency

The following steps are a firstly suggested generic process how to implement and establish the district currency
into a working model. It has to be fitted with the real circumstances in case the model would be selected to become realized13.
Foundation


There is (or is being established) an organization of shared self-help (for example a co-operative). This should
exceed a minimum size of 200 members 14.
 The members agree democratically to make an effort, in the form of work and participation in favour of the
common goals.
 Legal clarifications and arrangements for the possible taxation of the currency turnovers has to be made with
the local authorities.
The democratic assembly of all members (commons-assembly) defines the monetary order. This means:

13

In the Zurich housing co-operative mehr als wohnen there is already a „commons-commission“ in operation but with
a smaller scope of duties, mainly in managing theavailable rooms for he commons.
14
Estimated minimal size for successful local currencies supported by empirical research of the author (Martignoni,
2012 and 2012A).
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A name for the currency is selected.
The executive bodies were elected that will manage the currency (see next section)
o A central commission or body for the organization and assignments of the work and the marketplace (Commons-commission).
o A body for issuing, handling management and accounting oft the currency
(Cash-desk).
o A commission or body for the management of social needs and compensation of inequalities and
disabilities (Social Commission).
In case of a larger structure and high activities, additional bodies might be necessary:



The (first) form for the currency is selected; Whether coins, notes or electronic accounts are to be used and
what technical resources are initially provided for this purpose. These forms can be adapted later or supplemented with other forms. It should be noted, however, that the individual forms have different characters and
the transition of currency between the forms must be well regulated.
A standard salary level is defined and quantified. E.g. whether all activities for the community are paid with
equal pay, whether there are different approaches and how the decision-making criteria should be. The value
system is thus decisively defined.
Where necessary, a differentiated contribution (tax) or duty ratio is established for the different categories of
members (for example, businesses, families, individuals, elderly, disabled etc.).
The procedures for changing this order are determined.





The decisions shall be recorded in writing in a constitution or statutes and prepare the framework for the currency.
Implementation and primary currency circulation








The members decide in a budgetary process which and how much work, projects and activities necessary for
the community should be carried out and achieved in a (first) period. A (first) periodical budget is approved.
The contribution is calculated from this and beset on this the amount spent that will be recollected at the end
of the period.
The local currency is now issued by the organization's cash office (planned and controlled issuing), which
then passes the approved budget to the dedicated commission (Commons Commission).
This commission will advertise the jobs, projects and activities in specific job descriptions and then select
suitable members who are applying for it. The commission is responsible for the execution of the tasks. After
the work has been completed, the members receive compensation in the form of the local currency.
In a second step, the currency can now be freely used by the members in order to meet their individual needs.
Other members could provide services or goods according to their talents and abilities. However, each member is prompted to collect at least the necessary contribution (tax) amount within the period.
At the end of the period, the planned amount of the currency returns to the organization (cash office) in the
form of the payment of the contribution. In this way, the currency-cycle is closed.
The cycle is restarted with a new budgetary process

This can lead to a constant and controllable circulation of the currency, which also has the potential to replace a
(limited) portion of the turnover in national currency (e.g. Euro or Swiss franc).
Similar to our existing money system, members could try to produce a positive result for each period and begin to
accumulate wealth. This case, however, is only possible if the currency volume grows, otherwise a lack of currency
would arise for the others. Therefore, measures must be taken, e.g. by defining maximum permitted account balances.
6.5

Comparison between models

The following table provides a brief comparison of different popular or successful currency models with the district currency.
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Table 1: Comparison of different currency models (Martignoni, et.al. 2018, p.31, slightly adapted)

Money creation

Money redemption

Euro

LETS

Central
bank
(coins+bills)
and
private
banks by credits

Individual
Credit to an
payment
applicant
inside credit (Member)
limit (negative)

Repayment
credits

of Individual
Repayment
earnings to of credit
reset credit to
zero

Key to nearly all
resources necMain incentive to essary to live,
use it
interest
for
temporarily
getting it

Liquidity

WIR

Unused
resources
or
unmet needs
of individuals

Increase
turnaround,
increase
purchasing
power
of
company

District Currency

Sardex

Company
Budget of next
payment
period for the
inside credit commons
limit
Company
earnings to
reset credit
to zero

Collecting
taxes as fees
for common
services

Increase
turnaround,
increase
purchasing
power
of
company

Receiving and
contributing
to the commons

Mainly
based Credit limits Number and Credit limits Ratio of budgon new credits define total value
of define total et spending vs.
and
interest liquidity
credits
liquidity
taxing
levels
Scattered ledg- Centralised
er
ledger

Centralised
ledger

Valuation

By world mar- Different
ket
possibilities,
sometimes
hourly
based15

Bound
to Bound
Swiss Franc Euro 1:1
1:1

Conversion

Fully converti- Usually not Not convert- Not convert- Limited conble to all na- convertible.
ible.
ible.
vertibility
tional currenmight be incies.
cluded.

Ledger

Centralised
ledger

Centralised
ledger / decentralised
possible

to Depending on
the valuation
of
working
hours

The district currency model has some really different features to all other known new currency models. It is cyclical in time and uses 2-tiers economy with a primary currency circle to close the monetary flow. Depending on the
ratio of budget spending versus tax redemption, the monetary amount in the system can be regulated very accurately. This is unique and unlike all models above. But it adds significant complexity in the management of the
system, which perhaps could be reduced through the advances of technology (including blockchain-based solu-

15

Hourly based currencies define any working hour of their members without distinction between kinds of service as equal, e.g., 1 hr cleaning = 1 hr legal advice
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tions). It is still a very open design that allows for many different variations, and blockchain solutions could be
seen as the "supporting" layer of the concept. It is conceivable because the small by construction scale that is not
meant to grow beyond a certain size could use a simplified cryptography and a small computer network.
The closest to the district currency model in operation is the turuta, a currency in the city of Vilanova i La Geltrú in
Catalunya. The turuta was started 2009 by groups of the civil society in the city inspired by the transition town
movement. One Turuta is equivalent to one Euro but is not convertible. The creation of the turuta is done by
budgeting local projects that were decided democratically by the community. There are many examples from
saving energy to cultivating land to producing canned goods or soaps. Each hour of work for these projects is remunerated with 10 turuta. Members get an account where transactions are registered. In the beginning this was
done on paper like in the old times the savings book, but now it is essentially a cyclos hosted currency. From January to September 2012 a turnaround of 22.401,35 turutas was registered (Hirota, 2012, p.67). In April 2017, 361
members and 38 businesses were counted (Dalmau Llagostera, Alonso, 2017, p.19). The project has also a very
positive impact on the voluntary work that increased because not all work in the projects is charged by the members. Meanwhile the city accepts until 25% turuta limit as valid for different local tax and fee payments16. Unfortunately, most material is only in Catalan or Spanish, but it could be worth to evaluate the turuta more closely to
get a closer comparison of the models.

7. CASE STUDY AND PLANNING GAME
The reason for the development of the district currency model arose in 2012 in Zurich, from an inquiry for the
planned and now built and related new co-operative settlement Hunziker-Areal17 of the building co-operative
mehr als wohnen. This co-operative follows high ideals and aligned the project to the goals of a 2000 watt society
(Stadt Zürich, 2011) for low energy consumption and reduced impact to the environment. On the approximately
40,000 m2 area, a small town quarter with a living space for 1,200 people and about 150 workplaces was built at a
cost of around CHF 185 million. These included new living models, such as satellite apartments, a reception area
with a service, a guest house, restaurants, shops, as well as a mobility station (see Martignoni, 2015, p.501-502).
The participation and activation of the members was a focal point. In order to promote, reward and coordinate
this participation, the use of a complementary currency was explored in a first study parallel to the building process. The aim was to make a specific community currency available for the new area. The developed currency
model, which was finally proposed for this situation, was given the name Quartierwährung (see Martignoni et al.,
2013). For various external reasons, the currency was not implemented at the opening of the new settlement18. An
internal working group of the co-operative leads the still ongoing discussions and has in the meantime carried out
individual actions and efforts for the realization of a currency within the site 19.
The basic model has since then been refined by the author and further developed towards a general co-operative
currency called district currency.
A special planning game was created to show the effects and possibilities of such a currency in action. The goal of
planning games, educational games and game simulations, also known as "serious games", is the promotion of
experience-based teaching and learning forms that contribute to the simulation of processes (i.e. economic, technical and social processes) and the development of systems. They are used in various fields of scientific research
and there is an international research community that has been working on the theme of planning games for more
than four decades (see, for example, Greenblat, 1988). Such games were also recently used to support the design
process of community currencies (Yoshida and Kobayashi, 2018).

16

See also the project home page at www.turuta.cat
https://www.mehralswohnen.ch/hunziker-areal/quartierteil/
18
The reasons for this were, for example, the complexity of the entire construction project and the selection of the first
tenants, for whom high demands were made and thus exhausted the available resources for further projects.
19
the group maintains a specific website, http://quartierwaehrung.kivu.li/
17
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Figure 5: The participants of a game workshop in Barcelona Figure 6: The commons assembly voting to take showing
proudly their Q-currency (photo: J. Rasch)
decisions (photo P. Antoniadis)

The game was called “district-currency-game” and is part of the Flexonomix® money learning games, a series of
planning games for complementary currencies and alternative economic systems 20. The Flexonomix® brand was
created to ensure a high quality and a scientific approach for educational purposes. However, the games are published as open source or under a Creative Commons license. More about the game and some brief evaluations can
be found in Martignoni, et.al. 2018, section 4 and in the appendix.
The game introduces a simplified district currency called “Q” in a played housing co-operative and provided already many interesting feedbacks. One of the most frequent feedbacks of people about the district currency is the
negatively considered monetarization of the voluntary work (see Antoniadis, et al., 2016, p.61-62). It is important
to understand that the district currency is used at the interface between voluntary and paid work. On the one
hand, certain voluntary work is actually monetarized. In the best case, however, it would be difficult to find volunteers or insufficient quality of volunteering (e.g. due to too fast changing inhabitants or low attractiveness). An
important argument is that someone would make an activity voluntarily (e.g. neighbourhood assistance), but
without an organized form (for example he does not know his neighbours at all) and without trust and recognition
by a group this is usually not implemented. On the other hand, the district currency is designed to put a part of the
paid labour from the sphere of the national currency under the wings of the community currency economy (substitution). In this way the community gains democratic power over this part and increases its economic independence, as it is not dependent on external investors or the financial world.

8. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The development of the district currency was a recursive process based on above design ideas but also involving
other theoretical research as well as in depth discussions, feedback loops and a game with response out of the
plays. An important insight into the model of local currencies could be extracted from the Wörgl experiment,
which used the common goods and the common services as the central drivers and did include the commercial
market and private companies on a second level. This was the reason for a stable circulation of the labour vouchers, which were not subject to the arbitrariness of the market. We have shown in section 5.1 that this two-tier
mechanism is much better suited to the actual character of a local currency and can be actively used to regulate
the possibility of participation in the social product through the distribution of currency. Small communities and
co-operatives with their own internal economy can be taken as a frame for a social product and therefore as a

20

http://flexonomix.games
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payment community. A co-operative is actually looking for such a form by virtue of the given economic activity
and especially by the required identity principle. Housing co-operatives are particularly good examples, since they
actually provide a substantial amount of the economic turnover of their members. Tenant households in Germany
used [2016] averaged between 25% and 31% of their net disposable income for gross rent (Destatis, p.267). Even if
co-operative housing is often more favourable, housing represents a significant proportion of the cost of living for
most members of the co-operative. Therefore, the topic of self-help could really matter. The money earned by the
members in external employment in the general economy goes to the co-operative through rent payments, and
most of the money then immediately returns to external recipients (banks, construction companies, employees
who are not members), In an internal circuit by using an own currency, the effect of self-help can be increased.
This is also relevant for other commons-based communities. A second case were more detailed research was
made were community networks21 (Antoniadis, et.al. 2017 and Martignoni et.al. 2018).
Of course, many conditions and limits have to be obeyed, and the co-operative has to adapt its structures so that
they are also compatible with the model. For example, the cooperation and participation of the members should
be already written in its constitution and an effective reduction on the part of the external paid work should be
sought, for example through a reduction of rent costs in the official currency. This creates an effective incentive
for the members to put time and effort into the internal, mutual economy and the regular payment of a contribution in the second currency gets an understandable meaning.
As a fundamental advantage, the district currency also opens up a third choice of consideration in the economic
activity of the community and therefore enhances possibilities:
1. Payment by national currency („the“ economy)
2. Compensation by district currency (local economy)
3. Voluntary help (gift economy)
(see Martignoni, 2015, p.503)
Since no implementation of a district currency has yet taken place, the work concentrates on deepening the theoretical foundations on the one hand and, on the other hand, further specifying and defining the necessary conditions and parameters for the subsequent successful implementation by means of a planning game and mathematical simulations. The work is also part of the author's doctoral thesis and is being used to develop commons-based
currencies for community networks as part of the EU Horizon2020 project netCommons.
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ABSTRACT
Among the main causes of the current crisis, there is certainly a lack of adequate criteria to measure
economic value, and this is linked to the way official currency value is designed, imbued with
intrinsic and anonymous economic value. Official currencies perform their function of economic
accounting only because they offer a general equivalent of all value (Marx), i.e. because they have an
abstract and internal value, but this prevents them from being effective instruments of economic
measure, making them unstable and relatively inexpressive of any concrete value.
Despite its importance in the current systemic crisis, the lack of instruments for measuring economic
value has not warranted special attention in prevailing alternative currency schemes. This is partly
related to a prevalence of approaches that limit attention to the social integration functions of
alternative currencies and/or the exchange functions for reviving economic growth and full
employment of resources. However, in order to restore the wider emancipative potential of
alternative currencies and better address the current systemic crisis, we have to reconsider the
economic measure problems mainly from the viewpoint of the links between human activities and
the common conditions of existence, or life contexts, in which the flow of time has a fundamental
influence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is part of more general research on the relation between forms of monetary value/power and current
systemic crisis conditions, manifesting particularly in the financing of public economies and care of commons
(Ruzzene, 2005; 2012). Public, ecological, and solidarity economies (PESE) are grouped together in the search for
more appropriate forms of finance, not only on the basis of the care principles that guide them, but also the specific experience of time on which they are based. The experience of time as a natural and stable dimension that unfolds in the ambit of PESE, by virtue of their being regulated by care principles, contrasts with the organisation of
time in capitalist economies (Ruzzene, 2007; 2015), where the aim is the intensification of production and labour
time towards maximum growth of monetary power. This is why in my preceding research I examined the development of systems of “nominative circular credits” in natural physical time units as the most effective and sustainable way to finance PESE, mainly to ensure the long-term stability of the credits and avoid payment of any
monetary interest (Ruzzene, 2009; 2016). Here, time-based credits are mainly considered to account the value of
natural resources and the activities that take care of them, with the aim of reinforcing the development of PESE
and improving protection of environmental heritage and natural resources, whether renewable or depleting.
These last aspects are important because they can help tackle the increasing economic and ecological debt afflicting society today. The present debt situation (economic and ecological) is largely due to the increasing costs of
reproduction of current socioeconomic systems caused by hypertrophic financial activity, increasing exploitation
of every available resource and the resulting degradation of natural resources and environmental heritage (Gallino, 2011; Gesualdi, 2013). However, we cannot ignore the lack of adequate criteria for measuring economic value,
a question that is felt in all three aspects indicated above and that particularly fuels undue growth of money, public debt and ecological debt.
Natural Resources and environmental heritage (NREH) are still largely at the mercy of styles of appropriation, use
and consumption that oscillate between “public and free” and extreme forms of monetisation, or between impersonal monetary power relations and arbitrary socio-political powers. In all cases, there is generally a lack of
measurement criteria and instruments that could establish sufficiently objective and shared systems of value capable of expressing not only the constraints of the generation and regeneration of natural resources and commons, but also the time and costs necessary to take care of and conserve them.
Recent decades have seen many articles and much research aimed at developing more adequate systems of measuring economic value, either of NREH and labour time. However, the results have often been disappointing and
difficult to share, and there has also been too little contact and integration between ecological economics and AC
approaches a we see in section 2.
The central hypothesis of this research is that the various objectives so far indicated can be achieved through the
development of adequate measurement criteria and exchange relations based on natural physical time units,
which cannot be framed in the concept of labour time. Measuring instruments based on natural physical time
units can not only ensure stability of recorded credits and the development of long-term interest-free credit, especially for PESE. They can also account for costs sustained for the care of environmental heritage, for the generation and regeneration times of natural resources, as well as the conditions of their depletion.
Since like any other economic activity, the activities of PESE have to interact with economic and official monetary
systems, a condition of commensurability between time units and official currencies is however needed. And this
is achieved by reference to labour time of average value, since incomes from labour individual activity continue to
be very important in capitalist economies (OECD, 2005). This involves some problems of commensurability between different economic values, but can greatly enhance the measurement and calculation potential of timebased systems, as we see in section 5.
Nevertheless, no innovation of the criteria of economic measure can help us achieve the indicated objectives if we
remain in the framework of monetary exchange and credit systems having the same forms of value and power as
official currencies, in which value/power plays out an intrinsic, impersonal and anonymous power of command
over goods, natural resources, and persons. Such characteristics make the value of money and related accounting
systems fluctuate and fuel undue monetary growth, heedless of the environmental effects and of economic sus-
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tainability (as we see in sections 3 and 4). This mean that money value/power, currency, and the concept of economic wealth have to be conceived differently (Jackson, 2004; Greco, 2009).
More precisely, we need a different concept of credit and debt relationships that ought to reign especially in the
framework of PESE in order to meet their specific needs. Some of these elements can already be found in certain
alternative currency schemes, such as those based on interest-free circular nominative credits without a strictly
monetary form (section 5). Other aspects, such as a sustainable reference to the natural or physical dimensions of
time, implying “stability”, and sufficient levels of “expressivity” of time-based systems of economic measure, need
to be profoundly rethought, not only in economic but also in philosophical terms, as we see in next section.
A few preliminary words about the possibility of applying the principles of time-based nominative credits to the
relationship between the planet that hosts us and individuals, organisations, countries and humanity as a whole, is
also worthwhile (section 2.1). This can occur with reference to resource withdrawal and environmental degradation, on one hand, and care of commons (for protection and remediation of NREH), on the other. This would determine a gradual transition from an economy based on consumption of material goods to one based on conservation of commons, as envisaged in ecological economics (Daly, 1996).
Besides favouring responsibility and commitment on the part of everyone, it could also obtain a reduction in the
senseless alienating work that prevails in economic systems aimed at monetary power growth, in favour of more
fulfilling and interesting work, such as care of commons and environmental heritage (Ruzzene, 2007; 2012). Finally, if we extended the concept of care of commons to the public and political domains, we could activate a process
of participated democratisation of current social organisation and the underlying division of labour, as foreshadowed by B. Théret (Théret, 2018). The process of re-democratisation would have ecological and economic advantages since it would be possible to reduce the high costs of intervention a posteriori imposed from above by
specialists or public sector bureaucrats (Ruzzene, 2015), bringing care-related concepts back into economic and
social activities, as envisaged among the main objectives of this research.
With regard to the approach adopted, it is clearly transdisciplinary: economic, philosophical and sociological, as
any study on the constitutive conditions of existing monetary systems and on the possibility of changing them
should be. Scenarios on the possibilities of change are partly based on intuition and reason, principally inferred
from in-depth analysis of the functional and developmental conditions of existing socio-economic systems. However, I seek to go beyond constituted power relations, under which prevalent ideas on possible alternatives generally become mainstream. Such relations are destined to change periodically and I believe that the presentation
of possible alternatives, even in theoretical terms, can influence the directions taken by processes of social change
to some extent (as shown in a long-period historical perspective in Ruzzene, 2012).
However, the strongest support for the possibility of changing official monetary systems comes from analysis of
the limits and incongruences that make them unsustainable, in economic, socio-ethical and ecological terms. This
is why analysis of the constitutive conditions of official monetary systems, their limits and contradictions, occupy
much of this text (sections 3, 4 and 5). Section 2 contains a concise introductory reference to possible development of new, more sustainable tools and criteria for measuring the value of NREH, also for the purpose of contextualising subsequent more analytical parts.
2. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO MEASURING ECONOMIC VALUE OF ENVIRONMENTAL HERITAGE
AND CARE OF COMMONS
2.1

Accounting “ecosystem services”: money versus natural resources

Since the 1970s, many attempts have been made to develop alternative criteria and tools for measuring the value
of natural resources and environmental heritage (NREH) in the field of ecological economics. They were generally
motivated by the failure of monetary accounting to include the environmental costs of economic growth and by
the desire to protect NREH, laying the foundations for more sustainable economic development (Bresso, 1993;
OECD, 2000).
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I shall not list the great variety of approaches developed. Here it suffices to point out some advantages and limits
of the main approaches, distinguishing between physical (mono-factorial and multi-factorial) and “mixed” systems of measure, the latter combining physical and monetary criteria. I also look briefly at what can be called
“qualitative” approaches, that state the incommensurability between physical and monetary factors, and seek to
avoid the commodifying monetisation of NREH.
To assess the advantages and limits of the different approaches to measuring the value of NREH, I consider in
particular the criteria of “stability” (or invariance of means of measure), “expressivity” (with respect to the content of the values measured) and “practicality” (of use or application) that any effective system of measure should
have (Kula, 1986; Marradi, 1985). Another significant criterion is also “synthesis” (capacity to express many aspects of value formation), important in economic measures and especially in official monetary systems. The latter
have high power of “synthesis”, but only for factors (costs and values) that go to form monetary “power of command”, while they have very little stability (i.e. they are highly variable) and almost no expressivity for non monetary values and costs, especially environmental (see section 3 and 4).
Among mono-factorial physical measures, energy is particularly important. It was first outlined in an alternative
currency scheme already in the 1930s by F. Soddy (Soddy, 1934) and was picked up by ecological economics in
the 1970s (Odum, 1971; Knees, 1977). While these approaches are rather “synthetic” and apparently simplify the
measurement of economic processes (which are actually not easy to measure in energy terms alone), they have
very low expressivity and practicality, whether for protecting NREH, for tackling questions of social equity, or for
expressing economic values and issues (for more on the limits of energy measures in general, see: Kapp, 1983;
Martinez-Alier, 1991. For limits to Soddy’s approach see: Daly, 1996; Ruzzene, 2007).
In the 1980s, multi-factorial physical approaches were devised to overcome the limits of mono-factorial approaches (energy or money), especially in France (Archambault and Bernard, 1988). They proved useful for accounting many natural values and costs, and for defining detailed environmental constraints for the purposes of
sustainable development. However, multi-factorial physical analysis and calculation is very complex and this was
a big obstacle for widely shared application and for political use, mainly because the measures can only be fully
appreciated by specialists (Bresso, 1993).
In the mid 1980s, many “mixed” approaches, which seek to combine physical and monetary measures, began to be
developed for the purpose of increasing cultural and political impact. In some cases they offered promising results
(for example, Daly and Cobb, 1989, was important for linking environmental and social sustainability; Costanza,
1991, presented several data and experiences and achieved wide resonance both academically and politically).
Nevertheless, these approaches, especially the latter, also proved rather controversial. Various authors accuse
“mixed” quantitative approaches of hiding the substantial incommensurability between money and natural resources, and especially of underestimating the influence that the power balance can have in the constitution of
systems of measure for socio-economic purpose (Martinez-Alier and Munda, 1998; Robertson, 2011). Various
authors point out that combining physical and monetary measures tends to monetise and commoditise NREH, as
in the case of the more recent “ecosystem service” approaches, often used as a means to stimulate economic
growth (pros and cons of these approaches are discussed in: Banzhaf and Boyd, 2012; Khavari, 2015).
A reply to such criticism is that the basic problem is the persistent waste and abuse of NREH, since the origins of
capitalism, and these are not a consequence of trying to develop alternative systems of measure, conceived as a
solution to indiscriminate exploitation of NREH. However, it should be highlighted that no alternative system of
measure of NREH can be of much use unless sustained by styles of appropriation, exchange and credit completely
different from those based on money. This implies reconciling new systems of measure of economic value with
appropriate AC schemes, so as to disconnect them from the “imperialism” of official currency systems.
In truth, no satisfactory agreement has been reached on any synthesis or approach to alternative systems of
measure for NREH and ecosystem service in mainstream research or political practice (Hammond and Matthwes,
2000; Grear and Kotzé, 2015). Economistic approaches have prevailed and these have led to monetisation, or
calculations expressed in official currency, of environmental damage and depletion of NREH, with disputable results in terms of environmental protection and equity between countries (Roberts and Parks, 2009; Gonzales,
2015). The question of ecological debt has also been declined in terms of buying and selling rights to acquire
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NREH and even to pollute them, confirming the tendency to backstage a question that is increasingly capturing
attention. Ecological debt mainly regards the relation between present and future generations, and above all between humanity and the planet as a living organism.
2.2

Rediscovering natural time: labour towards care of commons

The problematical outcomes considered above may be the reason why Alternative Currency (AC) circles have
shown weak interest in the need to develop new types of measure of economic value for NREH. Except for some
sporadic attempts at energy approaches (Douthwaite, 2011; Sgouridis, 2014), AC research into new criteria of
measure of economic value has been limited to labour time units. It originally revived ideas dating back to the first
half of the nineteenth century, notably in certain anarchist and utopian socialist approaches, starting with R. Owen
and P.J. Proudhon (North, 2010). On the other hand, K. Marx postulated the centrality of labour value in capitalist
society, but contested the idea that it could be extended to an ideal future communist society, sustaining that only
nature could be legitimately considered the ultimate basis for the formation of economic value (Marx, 1875).
Since the 1990s, reference to labour time has been particularly useful to AC for helping persons difficult to collocate occupationally, and for developing more equal and community-friendly relations on a local basis (Coluccia,
2001; Seyfang and Smith, 2002), whereas questions to do with public and ecological debt have remained substantially absent. In recent years, AC based on labour time have nevertheless become secondary, almost marginal, in
comparison to scheme that concentrate on stimulating exchange functions and full use of resources (Ruzzene,
2016).
As in my previous articles, here I continue to attribute an important role to labour time units, especially in the
process of commensuration of natural physical time units and official money through the concept of labour time of
average value. However, to develop the enormous potential that time-based units can have for financing PESE and
for attributing sustainable economic value to NREH, it is necessary to overcome the temptation to reduce time to
mere labour time and to attribute economic value to time units. Official currencies can exercise their account functions only because they are bestowed with a proper internal and abstract value, i.e. because they offer a general
equivalent for all existing values (Marx, 1857), but time units cannot be like this if they are to be stable and to
sufficiently express the “content” of the value measured.
This basically means that it is necessary to make a clear distinction between the measure of economic value in
physical time units and the processes of value formation. More precisely, we have to consider that the flow of time
is simultaneously outside and at the basis (the constitutive and fundamental dimension) of any process of formation of economic value. As a simultaneously external and fundamental constitutive condition, the flow of time
exerts its effect and permeates every human action (not only economic actions), as well as the general conditions
of existence on Earth, by imposing the physical, natural and objective constraints of its stable regular flow.
Being without any value in themselves, natural physical time units can create a system of measure that is invariable, expressive (of the essential content of economic value) and also “synthetic”. They can influence and express a
multiplicity of factors and conditions playing in the formation of economic value, especially as far as PESE are
concerned. I have in mind the costs and values related to “production” times of different types of public goods and
services, the process of conservation of environmental heritage and repair of environmental damage (when repair
is possible), but we can also refer to the times of generation and regeneration of natural resources, both renewable and depleting.
Obviously, other factors influence the formation of economic value. These may be institutional or subjective, such
as perception of the scarcity or utility of goods, and particularly the balance of power and social dominion. The
physical (not psychological) flow of time, however, has a crucial role in the formation of most economic value,
especially for PESE, care activities and conservation of NREH. This holds also for non renewable and depleting
natural resources because their impossible regeneration times can be (mathematically and economically) represented as infinite. If the reproduction or regeneration time of depletable resources is considered infinite, their
economic or exchange value can also be considered infinite, making any reference to other factors that could influence the value formation of a resource (such as consumer utility) irrelevant, thus precluding – in general economic terms - any appropriation, exchange or consumption of depletable natural resources.
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However, the attribution of infinite value to depleting resources can be a condition for their care and protection
only if we overcome the concept of curency as having an internal value; a value that enables appropriation and
trading of any type of resource. It is necessary to adopt a credit and debt system based on observance of common
vital needs and physical constraints regarding the effective availability of renewable resources in long term. Credit-debit relations should also extend to relations between humans and nature, as partly foreshadowed in ecological economics (Bresso, 1993), so that withdrawal of resources and reparable damage to the environment are neutralised by care activities and conservation of NREH. And credit should clear in a reasonable time, as occurs already in certain AC, e.g. LETS and certain barter schemes (Fantacci, 2009; Greco, 2013).
In a nutshell, agents would contract debt in time units when they withdraw renewable natural resources or when
they cause reparable damage to the environment, and could acquire the credits necessary to withdraw new natural and environmental resources through activities that repair the damage caused, or trough care for and maintain
NREH. Attribution of economic value to renewable natural resources would increase care activities for environmental heritage and reduce industries and consumption that pollute and waste natural resources. In the case of
depleting natural or environmental resources (or irreparable environmental damage), withdrawal should be
made economically unsustainable, excluding them from economic exchange or repayment of debt, as would occur
if depleting resources (and irreparable environmental damage) were recognised to have infinite regeneration/repair times and hence an infinite exchange value.
Clearly, these aspects will have to be analysed in detail in future studies, especially concerning the possibility of
extending systems of “nominative circular credits” to relations between humans and the planet. I only mention
them here to better illustrate the analytical approach described below and to define its premises and intents. Now
we consider the main features of official monetary systems, those related to the forms of value/power that give
rise to many of the big systemic crises we have experienced so far.
3. CONNECTING “PER SE” VALUE OF MONEY/POWER AND “INTERNAL” VALUE OF CURRENCY
3.1

Eight features of the monetary value/power

Elsewhere I have already considered the relations between monetary forms of power and systemic crises, both
economic and environmental. Here I shall only take up the salient aspects of my previous analysis, focusing on
the inadequacy of accounting systems possible in official currency, and on how some models of alternative currency (AC) copy certain undesirable properties of official currency and can replicate the resulting crises.
First of all, I use the term “money power” mainly to indicate the “power of command” or purchasing power implicit in money (as “abstract wealth”) or in any currency that represents it. The possession and exhibition of currency
bestows the legal right to obtain a certain quantity of goods and services, and this legal right is simultaneously an
instrument of command over things and persons, and an expression of the value of a currency. This is why monetary values represent a quantity of power and the terms currency and money are generally taken to be synonymous.
It is useful underline the distinction between the terms “money” and “currency” because such a distinction can
help us to go more deeply into the nature of money and the different roles or functions that currency can play.
More precisely, I use the term money to indicate the “substance” of economic commodified value, or abstract
wealth, and the term currency to indicate the “medium”, the concrete, material/symbolic embodiment and institutional form of money value/power (different interpretations of the terms money and currency can be found in:
Wray, 2004; Ingham, 2004; Fantacci, 2005; Dodd, 2014).
As we all know, official currency performs a plurality of functions, such as medium of exchange, store of value and
unit of account. However, the term currency is often also used to designate means of exchange and credit instruments without any store of value function, such as some of the AC, which are not proper money or abstract wealth.
Worth noting that the purchasing power of a currency expresses its economic value, and is always its main requisite, whether it is an official currency or an AC intended to repudiate money as abstract wealth and its logic of
social command or domination. However, the fundamental question for us is not whether any currency necessarily has (or does not have) a command power as purchasing power. It is more important to focus on the essential
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characteristics of value/power entailed in different currencies or monetary systems, because as we shall see, such
differences can have quite different socio-economic implications.
To define the characteristics of forms of monetary value/power in their essential, constitutive aspects, I draw
mainly on ideas that can be traced to many of Marx’s writings, especially “Grundrisse” (Marx, 1857-1858). Other
(in particular Marxist) authors who developed major considerations on the effects of money in capitalist and even
pseudo-socialist systems were also useful (see for example Lukacs, 1923; Rubin, 1928; Bettelheim, 1970; Napoleoni, 1971; Sohn Rethel, 1976). In a nutshell we can say that the value/power implicit in money and currencies of
capitalist systems is characterised by at least eight features, that can be sorted into four groups.
I) In first place, monetary value/power (as abstract wealth) is considered: a) valid “per se”, irrespective of values,
constraints and purposes external to economic processes; b) “internal” to a currency as such, i.e. value/power
belongs to currency, which is represented as an autonomous subject (almost a living being that can even “die” or
expires when it loses all of its value).
II) As an autonomous subject, monetary value/power is: c) impersonal, and: d) anonymous, especially since it can
circulate and impose its right to purchase or command (on goods, labour, natural resources etc.) regardless of the
identity or intentions of the person holding it or exchanging it.
III) Monetary value/power also seems almost universally: c) convertible, and: d) fungible, being considered valid
for almost all uses and purposes within economic systems.
IV) Finally, its dynamics and processes display: g) objective characters, that: h) unfold like physical or mechanical
orders, i.e. they hold valid, irrespective of individual or collective will.
Although all these characteristics are significant, point I is the most important because “per se” and “internal”
features of value/power lead to some of the main phenomena of systemic, economic and environmental crises.
However, point II is also particularly significant, because impersonal and anonymous features of monetary value/power favour irresponsibility on the part of agents towards the undesirable consequences of money creation
and use. Furthermore, anonymous feature of money tend also to favour spreading of obscure and criminal use of
a currency, even when this is presented as an AC, like bit-coin, but this is an aspect that does not need to be explored here.
To have a clear idea of the meaning of the above statements, it suffices to look at systems which are not strictly
monetary, such as LETS and Time Banks. In these systems, circular credit do not have a life of their own as an
official currency, their value is not per se, anonymous and internal to the credit title, but rely on the kind and volume of goods and services exchanged (i.e. on the labour time necessary to produce and deliver them). They are
registered “circular nominative credits” that disappear when the nominative credits and debts of any single person (and of all agents) balance. In some time-based exchange systems, such as the Fureai Kippu, individual nominative credits can last many years, enabling a long-term saving function (almost a “store of value” function, though
essentially different). And even in this case, no currency or credit claim imbued with internal, impersonal and
anonymous value/power is issued. Fureay kippu credit system do not develop a proper currency, but only a record of “nominative credits”, although nominative credits also maintain a circulatory function and can be associated with a stable system of measurement of value, such as time units.
We focus on these issues in fourth section. Here it suffices to note that the internal value of a currency is not necessarily material but may be purely symbolic, ideal and conventional, as in official currency (fiat money), Bit-Coin
and also in some other ACs. So the current absence of reference to gold and the purely conventional evolution of
monetary values does not substantially modify the main characteristics and issues of official currencies, such as
scarcity or proliferation of currency, speculative growth or loss of value, inflation, and many other undesirable
effects.
3.2

Internal value of currency and crises of monetary systems

The feature of the value “per se” or “intrinsic” value of money (as abstract wealth) and the feature of the “internal”
value of currency are usually taken to be the same thing. However, it is important to keep distinct them for at least
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two main reasons. Firstly, the internal value attribute can affect certain models of ACs (with their unwanted consequences) even when they succeed in avoiding the value “per se” of money and of official currency. Secondly,
features of per se value of money and internal value of currency can be associated with different types of crisis
and problems (see Ruzzene 2016). Here I refer only to the more general aspects of crises involving capitalist systems, simply distinguishing external crises (affecting the natural and socio-cultural dimensions) and internal crises (mainly affecting the economic and monetary dimensions). Briefly, we can say that the per se (or “intrinsic”)
value attribute mainly implies environmental crises, while the internal value of currency mainly implies crises
that directly involve economic and in particular monetary systems.
More precisely, the fact that monetary power comes to have value per se leads people to consider the creation and
possession of money (and currency as imbued with abstract wealth) as an “end in itself”. And this leads to indifference to the social uses of monetary wealth, as well as to the social cost and environmental implications of increasing amounts of money and currency in circulation. The fact that the currency circulating in any socioeconomic systems manifests as having an internal value tends, instead, to directly involve excessive emission of currency,
significant loss of its value, and huge speculative attack on monetary values (Ruzzene, 2016).
Most current critical approaches to money are directed principally at the first aspect, namely the manifestation of
monetary values as values per se or as “an end in themselves”. It is generally underlined that manifestation as
value per se leads people to consider money value-power as something to pursue at any cost, ignoring the implications and environmental (non-economic) costs of obtaining this power. And it should be quite evident why ignoring values and implications external to the capitalist economic dimension gives rise to systemic crisis, either in
natural or social and cultural contexts (Napoleoni, 1976; Viveret, 2004).
Considering currency imbued with internal value has implications that may seem similar to the manifestation of
money as having value per se, but it is significantly different and more controversial because it generates contradictions and economic crises that lead periodically to a questioning or downsizing of monetary power itself or to a
loss of value of a currency.
In practice, considering monetary value as internal to currency makes agents increase their economic power by
mere creation or adulteration of currency, whatever the basis or real conditions of its value (which may be related
to a metal standard, or established by convention - usually habit - and today prevalently by financial markets).
Thus, pressure for undue increase in the volume of currency does not lead solely to loss of the value of that currency. It manifests also in various inflationary phenomena, increased prices of goods and speculative financial
bubbles, culminating in periodic partial destruction of the money supply or better the “monetary mass”, including
savings and financial high speculative funds (on general manifestations of financial crisis, see Rosier 2003; on
more recent forms, see Aglietta and Rigot 2009).
Although the proliferation of currency imbued with internal value has implication principally within monetary
systems, this does not mean that undue “inflationary” proliferation of currency is without heavy existential and
environmental implications. Episodes of “inflationary growth” and loss of value of the currency in circulation not
only increase the cost of living and cause the weaker classes to become poorer. Inflationary loss of value of currency also imposes exacerbation of exploitation of resources in every phase of capitalist development but especially in the service economy or in the tertiary phase (for economic meanings of the service economy and tertiary
phase see: Lorenzi and al., 1980; Gadrey, 1992).
In previous papers, I analysed increase in the cost of living as the main crisis conditions specific to socioeconomic
systems in the tertiary phase (Ruzzene 2005, 2012 and 2016) and I criticised interpretations of the current crises
as “liquidity crises” (as such Keynesian interpretations are also prevalent in most alternative currency approaches). It is now well known that the current crises can be mainly explained as economic and ecological debt crises
(Saleh 2009, Gesualdi 2013); and under such conditions, not only avoiding interest on currency but also saving
functions become important, although most AC neglect this last aspect. Increasing debt can be linked to development of the savings function from several points of view. As indicated before, one is undoubtedly the lack of an
adequate system for measuring economic value, and we need to deal with this aspect in depth.
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4. SAVINGS, VARIABLE VALUE OF CURRENCY AND LACK OF MEASURE
4.1

Internal value of currency and variability in accounting value

It should be recalled that analysis of the type of measure of value associated with different forms of value is tackled here principally from the side of debt and the functions of interest-free credit considered prevalently in relation to the need to save human and natural resources. This should serve not only to reduce consumption of natural resources, but also for the re-investment of labour resources in developing more sustainable care activities, in
particular those that pay more attention to protecting commons and environmental heritage, as is the case of public, ecological and solidarity economies (PESE). Saving and increasing social quality of labour resources should
proceed in parallel with their fairer redistribution in the field of social production, and all this requires appropriate instrument for programming socio economic development (Ruzzene, 2012), as well as more stable and significant instruments for measuring economic value.
In my opinion, the question of the development of more adequate instruments for determining and measuring
economic value needs to be reconsidered towards the above ends even in the field of alternative currencies (ACs),
and I deal with these aspects in the fifth sections. Now we have to consider the limits of official systems of economic measurement in relation to the nature of value/power considered above, especially in relation to the attributes of internal value of currency.
Already the mere fact that currency is regarded as having internal value (which in addition takes the contrasting
connotations of “exchange value” and “value per se”) structurally prevents the monetary system from fulfilling
the functions of genuine measurement – regular and sufficiently stable – of any economic value. This happen
mainly because giving an economic value (particularly an exchange value) to a means for measuring economic
value necessarily involves subjecting it to variations in value, and these must in turn be measured, requiring instruments and measurement criteria that cannot be found within the monetary systems themselves.
Basically, attributing an exchange value to currency, as occurs when it becomes a commodity (i.e. something that
is bought and sold) means relegating it to perpetual variability, and this undermines the attribute of stability and
regularity that should be the main characteristic of a modern and efficient system of measurement (Kula, 1987).
Already for this reason we can say that since currency has internal and variable value it can only give rise to a
system of account, a simple enumeration/count of the variability of exchange values (see Marradi, 1985, on the
difference between “unit of measure” and “unit of account”). And this kind of accountability cannot tell us anything stable or univocal - whether quantitative or qualitative - about the type or concreteness of economic values
accounted.
More precisely, official currency can account for a series of variations of monetary values of goods and services
exchanged, as well as of variations in the exchange value of currency itself. It not only cannot provide a stable
regular measurement of existing economic values, whether considered overall or singly. It also cannot establish
solid limits and constraints to lay as a foundation for a sustainable development of economic processes.
As C. Bettelheim rightly showed in “Calcul économique et formes de propriété”, capitalist systems cannot structurally develop instruments for measuring the value of goods - but indeed can only account for variability of their
exchange values - also because economic values impose themselves as abstract wealth. In fact monetary values do
not refer directly to any concrete or particularly significant reality, or to any well defined “use value”, or even to
readily detected physical quantities and processes that could enable them to be significant for ordering and orientating most economic activities (Bettelheim, 1970). Monetary values refer directly to “power of command” on
goods and services, but this economic power don’t rely on any concrete value, resource or work, as it mainly rely
on rather arbitrary levels of currency creation, or on always changing dominance relations between social agents
(Aglietta, 2008; Gallino, 2011).
Reference to adequate conditions of “economic significance” seems necessary for any system of values that aims
to account today for essential conditions constituting the material basis of existence and the economy that should
sustain it. This is even more necessary in order to establish a “sense of measure” that can also identify precise
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limits and boundaries for production and consumption, especially so as to consent levels of equilibrium with respect to external reality (environmental and natural resources that can be or not reproduced in the long period).
All this means that the basic problem does not lie solely in the fact that currency manifests as having internal value, nor that it is a commodity having an exchange value. The problems lies above all in the lack of identification of
a system of measure that must act “outside” the system of current economic values: even to be able to adequately
measure the many variations in economic values themselves, by relatively stable criteria that have to express
many relevant, concrete economic meanings. And such constellations of meanings and values must be significant
or important not only for an adequate existence for human beings but also to defend the conditions of life in general.
I should add that in the current phase, with abandon of any stable basis for the determination of monetary values
and with the faculty to arbitrarily establish the value of currencies consigned to markets and speculative agents
(Akerlof and Schiller, 2009), the system has not only definitively liquidated the possibility of reaching a stable and
meaningful measure of economic value. It also has undermined the unceasing growth of the “monetary mass”
(stock and flow), and its accounting, of any economic rationality, by now functional only for the creation and reproduction of privileges and monetary rents of dominant groups.
More precisely, the differences (or “differential increments”) that can be recorded in variations of monetary mass
now only account for the trend of differences in power of command, i.e. in relations of supremacy between agents,
individuals, social groups and whole countries, especially in relation to the creation and financial management of
increasing in monetary flows (Aglietta 2008; Gallino 2011). In addition, these relations are not only completely
variable but also mainly speculative, i.e. essentially accidental and subject to arbitrariness and abuse (Akerlof and
AShiller, 2009).
4.2

Not “store of value” for interest but saving for care

As a result of all the above mentioned reasons, it is not so easy to recover an adequate “sense of measure”, or a
system for measuring economic values and processes, simply by establishing the primacy of exchange relations
over store of value functions, or excluding the store of value function from alternative currencies (as M. Amato
seems to suggest in “L’enigma della moneta”, and as many proponents of ACs today sustain).
Prevailing ACs not only correctly exclude the store of value function and the traditional concept of currency. They
also exclude saving problems from the AC perspective, by effectively ignoring the problem of public and ecological
debt. To tackle this problem we should certainly not rely on the store of value function, because it is inextricably
linked to currencies with internal value, which need to be transcended (one reason being that they lose value and
are associated with payment of interest). However, a sustainable new look at the problem of saving natural and
human resources calls for the development of an adequate system of measure and of non-monetary credit, which
must not only be stable but must express the problem of the scarcity of resources and the need to maintain and
care for the environment.
The problem of the connection with dominant capitalist economies and monetary systems must, however, be
tackled, because current debt, especially public debt, prevents the balanced sustainable development of care of
commons. Before looking at how certain tools developed by ACs can help us tackle this problem, it is useful to
briefly name the three crucial aspects before us:
- commutation (in time units), protection and enhancement of savings set aside by individuals for their
pension and social security;
- interest-free alternative financing of the public, ecological and solidarity economies (PESE), to free them
from increasing debt and dependence on the global financial system;
- contribution to redeployment of resources used in the production and consumption of commodified
goods in favour of PESE, which can develop more meaningful and rewarding labour activities and better conservation of common goods.
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Elsewhere I dealt with the advantages possible for individuals and the community from financing PESE and developing a fair pension system in time units, without interest and monetary rents (see Ruzzene 2009, 2013, 2015).
Within the limits of space of this article, now I concentrate on the contribute that the development of AC can offer
to reduce the ecological debt.
If we only consider debt in economic terms, it increases inexorably due to the structure of monetary systems (i.e.
excessive ed iniquitous interest rate) and the unfair distribution of wealth. However, ecological debt also increases due to an individual and collective tendency to over-consume goods and natural resources (Gesualdi 2013),
and it is necessary to find new measurement instruments to link consumption to the real availability not only of
natural resources but also of labour.
Of course debt cannot be criticised in itself, and can be considered a constitutive condition of human and social
existence (Théret, 2008). Nevertheless, unlimited increase of debt is unsustainable and should be avoided as it can
threaten the conditions of life on the planet, leading to loss of freedom and to enslavement of individuals and collectivities by owners of capital and monetary instruments, among others. This should be emphasised, it is not a
question only of subordination of productive and financial activities to profit. It is also a question of the unsatisfactory manner of determining economic value and its accounting.
We can say that today these problems seem beyond the reach of any existing monetary system, including AC.
However, we also need to examine the limits and potential of the main alternative currency models from the point
of view of an alternative, more sustainable measurement of economic value of natural resources and environmental heritage, as we outlined in section 2.
5. PROBLEMS AND LONG TERM PERSPECTIVES OF ALTERNATIVE CURRENCY
5.1

Problems related to the internal value

In the previous sections, we saw that considering currency as having internal value involves various problematical aspects that favour a whole series of structural crises, especially economic, and prevent the development of
adequate criteria for measuring economic value. These aspects also afflict those alternative currencies (ACs) that
manifest the characteristic of internal value, i.e. currencies that ostensibly have their own, impersonal and anonymous value (or they do not manifest as “nominative - circular credits”, the existence of which depends on labour
and exchanges of good and services between the subjects who generated the credits).
Critical implications that may be associated with ACs having internal value are similar to some of those evident in
systemic crises of official currencies, such as undue growth of currency and consequent loss of its value (Ruzzene,
2016). ACs generally can be forged more easily than official currency. Moreover, legal problems are almost inevitable because the creation of parallel currency having its own - internal - value is generally banned by existing
legislations. These problems arise above all when ACs increase in size, as in the case of the Argentine Trueque (as
we can see in Gomez 2012). Nevertheless, legal problems also depend on how specific laws are created and applied in different countries. In Italy, for example, even small AC experiences have been prosecuted when they
issued currency with a certain internal value, as in the case of the SIMEC and the Eco Aspromonte (more on these
experiences in Perna, 2014). This may be one reason why mainly exchange and credit systems based on “nominative circular credit”, such as time banks and the barter system Sardex, are particularly developed in Italy.
Elsewhere I considered the reasons why some ACs tend to reproduce the attributes of internal value of official
currencies, giving rise to anonymous or impersonal means of payment (Ruzzene, 2016). This can happen independently of their duration (i.e. currencies based or not on demurrage), their physical form (printed, purely immaterial or virtual) and their functions and aims (complementary, local or community currency). I also indicated
how problems related to the intrinsic value of currency can be avoided by exchange and credit systems based on
“circular nominative credits” principles, such as some LETS, time banking and clearing credit systems. However,
even rigid development of such systems leaves certain problems unsolved, especially the problem of identifying
appropriate, sustainable criteria for measuring economic value in general.
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In clearing credit models prevailing in some commercial barter, such as Sardex, the problem of measuring the
value of goods and services is generally solved simply by reference to official currency. This is replaced by circular
nominative credits that have an annual deadline, when in any case debts have to be paid in official currency (Dini
and al., 2014). However, in this way the model only promotes economic exchanges and short term credit. It does
not seem able to tackle the problem of long-term credits free of interest, or to fix adequate environmental constraints on economic activity, nor to establish appropriate principles of equity in the determination of exchange
values of goods and services (Ruzzene, 2016).
5.2

On potentiality of time-based nominative mutual credit

By contrast, some LETS and Time Banks seem able to tackle most of these problems by using time based credits,
but they encounter limits to become widespread, mainly due to the rigidity of their exchange principles (North,
2010; Cooper 2013). Furthermore, they can encounter difficulty with converting costs sustained in official money
into time units, and such problems are commonly cited to claim the economic unsustainability of time based currency. Both problems however have already been tackled in exchange systems based on a more complex concept
of accounting in time units. I refer in particular to the experiences of Ithaca Hours and Fureai Kippu, well known
to scholars and activists in the field of alternative currencies (Lietaer, 2001; Hayashi, 2012).
In a nutshell, it can be said that such experiences solved the problems encountered by some LETS and time banking by two types of measures. Ithaca hours experience fix an average social value for labour time unit (i.e. the
monetary value of an average valued hour of labour, which always corresponds to one hour in physical terms).
The Fureay Kippu system separates the problem of determining or fixing a variable exchange value for care services from the problem of developing a stable unit of measurement for any economic value. I.e., exchanges of care
services are all accounted in standard and stable time units, whereas the exchange value of the different care activities can significantly vary according to many factors (see Hayashy, 2012).
Above all, the distinction between the measurement of economic values (in time units) and the determination of
exchange values (that can be defined in time units or in official currency) is fundamental, not only for developing
the principles of time based currency but also for solving some of the loss of value problems afflicting ACs. I have
already considered the social and economic implications of the two solutions used in the Ithaca Hours and Fureai
Kippu experiences, and the enormous possibilities they offer for the development of the long-term credit systems
(Ruzzene, 2014; 2015).
Here it suffices to outline that by using average-valued labour time units as a benchmark and distinguishing between determination of exchange value and measurement of economic value (in time units), we can:
- account all costs sustained in official currency (whether for labour, machines or different types of resources) and convert them into time units (or vice versa);
- maintain the regulatory function carried out by the formation of variable exchange values for goods and
services (mainly to obtain a balance between supply and demand);
- develop systems of credit in time units that are invariant in the long term and do not require any payment of interest (and interest free credit can be very important for financing PESE and public debt and to convert
official currency in time unit credits, as outlined in Ruzzene, 2013 and 2015).
Overcoming currency imbued with internal value and developing a “quasi-currency” (circular nominative credit,
which is “de facto” simply a unit of measure) can help us to protect circular credit from any loss of value and speculative attacks. In such “quasi currency”, value is not internal or inside a “circular credit note” but resides in goods
or use values, and in work already done, exchanged and recorded in time units. Furthermore, time based nominative credits can set an invariable unit of measure, unassailable by speculative attack, because “time scale” has a
physical, invariable regularity. Finally, on this basis we can also organize the conditions for a better system of
measuring the economic value/cost of care of commons and of consumption of natural resources, as outlined in
section 1.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The development of systems for measuring economic value in time units can play a fundamental role not only in
each of the above-mentioned fields. It can also help tackle a problem that will soon be crucial for the sustainability
of alternative currency systems: the problem of exchange between - and possible integration of - alternative currency systems and networks that wish to maintain organisational autonomy and their grass-roots nature, but
need larger volumes of exchange in order to be sustainable in economic terms (for more detailed considerations
on this see Martignoni, 2015).
Elsewhere I have indicated how credit systems in time units can be adequately developed between different countries with different levels of productive development, by linking natural time units with units of average-social
valued labour (Ruzzene, 2009; 2014; see Mance, 2016, for a more complex approach, based on the calculation of
purchasing power in different country). Such hypothesis will have to be carefully weighed, but can found some
significant confirmation in recent attempts to develop exchange and integration processes between different AC
systems within the Integral CES network (see https://docs.integralces.net/dox/en/index.html).
These experiences are especially interesting because they seek to tackle the problem of the small size of many ACs
by envisaging the possibility of developing exchange relations between different systems on the basis of time
units, which can be converted into official currency, by reference to the average economic value of an hour of
work in the cooperative sector. Furthermore, these experiences are important because they seek to establish criteria for interchange between different systems in order to make exchange relations and economic integration
processes more sustainable in the long term, favouring the solidarity and ecological economies (see
https://sistemaeconomic.monedasocial.cat/documentacio-economica/).
Contrarily to common belief among detractors of time based currency, measurement systems in time units can
help to constitute the most powerful, stable and significant conversion system for all monetary values, including
official currencies. Such condition could be particularly important because time based units can guarantee the
anchorage to credit systems that do not lose value even in the long term, and this can make more convenient to
convert official currency in time unit credit, both for individual and the community (see Ruzzene, 2012; 2015). We
have seen that all this is made possible by reference to the social average value of labour time, and by the distinction between "measurement" of economic values and the matter of their "formation". Finally, the nominative mutual credit revolution can not only help us overcome the anonymous and impersonal features of monetary value,
but also help us avoid problems related to internal value of currency.
As I have already pointed out, time has no value, neither per se value nor exchange value. In the formation of the
exchange value of goods and services, the flow of time (especially time worked) is only one of the many factors
(including usefulness, scarcity, and above all social power relations). Nevertheless, the flow of time can provide
the most solid, expressive, objective and stable instrument for measuring (not for always determining) economic
value, simply because it is the unchanging framework or universal context for the unfolding of any activity regarding production, consumption, generation or dissipation of resources. Average valued labour time can instead be
the best medium for converting monetary value in time units, because labour time is the major factor in the formation of the exchange value of goods and services, also or mainly in the advanced tertiary and automated society
(Gadrey, 1992; OECD, 2005).
Power relations too count in the formation of exchange value of resources and goods, and power relation are particularly relevant when attributing an economic value to scarce and non-reproducible natural resources. However, being able to count on a more solid and significant system of measure of economic value can help shift power
relations and conflicts to a more broadly shared point of view, favouring common goods and general interests
rather than particularistic and individual will.
To conclude these remarks, we can retain that rejecting dominant forms of monetary accounting in favour of economic measurement in time units can offer significant advantages despite all the difficulties encountered in the
formation of exchange values for such resources. However, significant advantages can only be obtained if we go
beyond the conception of currency as having intrinsic and internal value, towards a system of “circular nominative credits” in time units. And such system must tend to balance out, leading to a periodic clearing of debts, as
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should occur in any well managed clearing credit system (Amato and Fantacci, 2009; Greco, 2013). The time within which credits and debts are cleared cannot however be the short periods dictated by the current dominant
economic system.
Reference must necessarily be made to the human life span (individual and intergenerational), as well as to the
times required to regenerate environmental heritage. Moreover, credit criteria and constraints that can work in
individual relations are not the same as those between individuals and social institutions or the planet. In these
relationships, the long-term saving and credit function (for all resources, economic and natural) should enable
investments that can truly improve future living conditions: when people can no longer work and need to be
helped and cared for; when future generations are faced with more difficult environmental conditions.
Again, these are very complex questions, but it should be clear that they can no longer be entrusted to official economic evaluation and monetary accounting. I believe that these issues deserve to be re-considered, also from the
perspective of development of more sustainable AC schemes even if alternative currencies are mainly supposed to
act locally and to be implemented at grass root level. Indeed, it seem plausible that a link to broader values, ideals
and projects that can be shared by most humans and communities, can also help the development of AC even
when they mainly act on a small scale.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to map the negotiation mechanisms used by Banco Palmas in order to make Palmas Digital
possible as a community digital bank in the Conjunto Palmeiras’ neighbourhood, state of Ceará, Brazil. Palmas
Digital represents an alternative way to offer financial services in a network of community banks that was enabled
by a digital payment platform called e-Dinheiro. Using a multilevel framework model proposed in Pozzebon &
Diniz (2012), we seek to understand the interplay between different actors and technological artefacts in order to
understand the “technology-in-practice”, concept defined by Orlikowski (2000). The multilevel framework model
was built to understand social consequences of information and communication technologies (ICT) interactions at
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to map the negotiation mechanisms used by Banco Palmas in order to make Palmas Digital viable
as an alternative model to the traditional financial system in Conjunto Palmeiras’ neighbourhood, state of Ceará,
Brazil. Palmas Digital is maintained by a network of community banks and provides a digital payment platform
called e-Dinheiro. Using the multilevel framework model proposed by Pozzebon and Diniz (2012), we seek to
understand the interactions between the different actors and technological artefacts as well as the consequences,
both intended and unintended, that emerge from these interactions. The research question that guides our work
is: What is a digital community bank and what mechanisms can develop it?
During three weeks of field work, in July 2016, we conducted 50 interviews and more than 100 hours of nonparticipant observation. We also followed daily initiatives in the field, where we had the opportunity to observe
and use the digital technology in question. Then, using the concepts proposed in the multilevel framework model
aforementioned, we were able to identify the key stakeholders involved – namely: Banco Palmas, local merchants,
the community association of neighbours, and actual and potential users – and their interpretive frames.
The social currency called Palmas was created in 2004, and for seven years its use helped promote some degree of
local development within Conjunto Palmeiras’ neighbourhood. However, in 2011, its circulation decreased in the
city of in Palmas, thus creating the need for the re-signification of the social currency by the community bank. The
high costs of printing and managing a currency in paper format have made the paper version of the currency to be
extinguished, nourishing the idea of creating an electronic one. So, in 2012, a digital social currency became real
project using mobile phones as a digital platform. However, this first initiative was unsuccessful. One of the possible reasons for this failure was the lack of coordination among the partners within the project – a credit card
company, a telecom and a public bank operator – with quite different and conflicting interests involved (Diniz,
Cernev & de Albuquerque, 2013).
In 2013, Central Bank issued a new national regulation allowing new payment arrangements to be conducted by
non-financial entities, which lead to the emergence of a number of payment “fintechs”. Our concept of fintech is an
adaptation, which added the term “traditional” to the original definition of Kim, Choi, Park and Yeon (2016): “non‘traditional’ financial business that delivery financial services using new technologies, such as mobile, social media, and IOT”. Therefore, Banco Palmas created e-Dinheiro in partnership with a local fintech, a digital currency
supported by a digital payment platform. Initially, the idea was to just update the social currency into a digital
format in order to increase its circulation and its multiplier effect. It remained backed by official currency – Brazilian real (BRL) - in a digital prepaid format.
In 2014, the e-Dinheiro platform was tested in Conjunto Palmeiras’ neighbourhood and underwent a number of
deep transformations, thus consolidating the concept of digital community bank. Besides payment services, eDinheiro users can pay bills, contract insurances, recharge pre-paid mobile phones, make deposits and withdrawal, and transfer money. New services such as microcredit and savings accounts are also foreseen in a near future.
Despite those improvements, several members of the community still questioned the legitimacy of the bank and of
the project.
Our analysis allowed us to identify three negotiation mechanisms used by Banco Palmas in an attempt to consolidate Palmas Digital as a real alternative to commercial banks: “evolution”, “local actions” and “lock in” as a negotiation mechanism. Besides contributing for understanding the particular phenomenon of a community bank entrance in the current movement of fintech, this study also provides a theoretical approach based on a processual
model that could be useful for those studying community banks as well as those who seek of viable models for
technology adoption in other contexts.
2. COMMUNITY BANKS
The current Brazilian context, despite some important advances in overcoming extreme poverty – for which social
programs of socio-productive inclusion and income transfer had a relevant role–, is still characterized by marked
inequality in economic and social aspects, where the differences in terms of access and opportunities are remarkable. To overcome these inequalities, the country needs to enable citizens to “expand their capacities to lead the
kind of life they value” (Sen 1999, p. 33), and to accomplish with the huge financial inclusion task. It is worth men-
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tioning that this issue goes beyond income, encompassing themes such as financial education and access to various financial services, such as savings and credit.
The scope of the traditional financial system is limited and unable to include the poor. First, the low-income population tends to live in regions that are more distant and the value of their transactions tends to be lower, which
does not justify banks to keep an expensive infrastructure to create of branches to serve them. In addition, it is
noteworthy that traditional financial products are inadequate to the reality of poor clients and neither of them
meet the needs or fit into the reality of the most vulnerable populations. “Solidarity finance” is an alternative that
seeks to build a more sustainable development model to alleviate poverty, guaranteeing access to financial products and services and fostering local development and the empowerment of community organizations (Freire,
2013). Community banks are among solidary finance’s “tools”, being characterized as a non-traditional financial
organization that offers financial services to the poor.
A community bank is managed by the people who lives in the same locality where it is inserted. In this sense, it
differs from conventional banks - which has the ultimate goal of maximizing its profit - and aims to serve better its
users, to economically develop the community and, to guarantee an effective community participation (Freire,
2013; Singer, 2013). The logic of solidarity finance is characterized by the principle of “proximity, because they
derive from systems of reciprocity and mutual aid that re-establish and strengthen community bonds” (Faustino,
2010, p. 1). In parallel to the provision of adequate financial products, there is also a process of raising awareness
of the principles of solidarity economy, in addition to offering training courses, which enhances the process of
social inclusion. Apart from these, many community banks are looking for innovative instruments that can contribute to the financial inclusion process. In this context, the use of social currencies, which constitute a complementary currency with limited circulation, aims to generate development and stimulate local economy.
3. DIGITAL PAYMENT PLATFORMS FOR FINANCIAL INCLUSION
In parallel to the efforts of community banks, which use various “inclusive” instruments –, we observe that technological advances have greatly contributed for the emergence of more agile and efficient alternatives to the conventional financial system, well-known for its rigidity and resistance to change. Some of those technological advances have already being explored by fintech, nascent companies that combine technology and finance to develop more convenient, secure, and fair pricing solutions for a variety of areas, from investments to loans. Innovations in the technological field also provided financial inclusion with new instruments, including mobile payment
methods, which is known as part of the fifth wave of innovation in the banking sector, characterized by the diversification of banking channels, including mobile phones, which use mobility as a means to reach the low-income
public (Cernev, Diniz & Jayo, 2009).
Although there is still a discussion on why it has not gain scale yet, there is a great potential for mobile payments
in Brazil (Diniz et al., 2013). Data from TELECO (2014) show that the density of mobile lines in Latin America is of
125.42 per 100 inhabitants, and, even in poorer communities, smartphones with Internet access are increasingly
widespread. This points to the potential of mobile payment within the local sphere, to “increase the speed of circulation of money and the local monetary multiplier, allowing a greater local economic development” (RamadaSarasola, 2012).
Besides mobile technology’s potential due to its penetration, it is important to mention that, since 2013 there is, in
Brazil, a legal framework (Law 12.865/2013) that deals with new payment arrangements, such as mobile payments, whose main purpose is to allow financial operations, increasing the permeability of financial services and
products.
4. THEORETICAL APPROACH
In order to understand what a digital community bank is and how it could be developed, we thoroughly investigated Banco Palmas as a foundational entity and, more particularly, Palmas Digital, the emergent digital community bank. After revising the literature dealing with the relationship between ICT and communities, we selected the
multilevel framework model proposed by Pozzebon and Diniz (2012) as our theoretical frame. This choice was
based on the fact that this framework copes with the implications of technology at the community level and because it has been applied by a number of studies related to financial inclusion (Pozzebon & Diniz, 2012).
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The framework is multilevel because it incorporates three inseparable levels of analysis: individual, groups and
community. It was built based on three theoretical perspectives: contextualism, social shaping of technology and
structuration theory. The framework is composed of a set of concepts borrowed from the abovementioned theoretical streams, being all of them integrated. Contextualism offers three basic dimensions of the framework: context, process and content. Social shaping of technology - a social constructivist approach - provides the concepts of
relevant social groups, interpretive frames and negotiation mechanisms also used in the framework. Finally, inspired by the structuration theory, the structurationist view of technology, as developed by Orlikowski (2000),
provides another concept used in the framework, technology-in-practice.
The context refers to the social, cultural, and political universe in which a given technology has been implemented
and used. Within a context, relevant social groups get in contact and interact with each other, and use their interpretive frames to guide their perceptions and actions. Members of a relevant social group tend to share a number
of expectations and interests regarding a given technology. Analysing a context implies to identify relevant social
groups and to recognize similar and conflicting interpretive frames among them. The process consists in understanding the way the various social groups negotiate to achieve a resultant solution. In this paper, we seek to
comprehend the application of negotiation mechanisms in the implementation and use of a given technology.
Finally, the content refers to the technology-in-practice as a result of the negotiation process, i.e., to the expected
and unexpected consequences of the implementation and use of a given technology by some relevant social
groups. Figure 1 illustrates the multilevel framework dimensions.
Figure 1 – Multilevel Framework, adapted from Pozzebon & Diniz (2012)

4.1 Methodology
The field work was based on interviews and observations, followed by daily reports written by one of the authors.
It was carried out on July 3 to 20, 2016 in Conjunto Palmeiras, a neighborhood of Ceará. During those three weeks,
we observed Banco Palmas’ activities, attending a series of meetings around the articulation of the neighbourhood’s councilmen and the process of land regularization, with the participation of municipal managers. The focus
of the work was interviewing the various actors present to find out how they relate to e-Dinheiro, the digital payment platform that supports Palmas Digital- the digital community bank- our object of study.
During the first week, the emphasis was on mapping all relevant social groups – bank employees, community
leaders, local associations, merchants, and individual users – to better understand the internal organization of
Banco Palmas and its various projects. The second week, in turn, was aimed at better assessing each actor’s view
of the e-Dinheiro platform, by conducting a series of interviews with individual users and merchants in the neighbourhood. Finally, in the last week, we used shorter interviews with residents to understand the local population’s
perspective on Banco Palmas and assess whether they were participating in, or at least aware of, the change in
Palmas, from a paper social currency to its digital version.
In order to determine the degree of adoption of Palmas Digital – not only in its practical perspective (the insertion
of the digital platform into the social and economic reality) but also in the symbolic one (the meaning attached by
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people to the technology) –, we conducted interviews guided by the exploration of issues that emerged and were
formulated by the interviewees themselves. The numerous conversations sought to cover the topics of personal
and familial relationships with the neighbourhood and with Banco Palmas as well as their impressions about their
neighbourhood’s achievements, the use of the social currency and its transition to the digital format, and, finally,
the use they did and expectations they had for Palmas Digital.
The interviews with merchants were shorter and were based on a predefined questionnaire that covered issues
about the advantages of and difficulties with the social currency, the use of the mobile application, and the number of sales per application per month since they joined the system. At the end of three weeks, we obtained a total
of 51 qualitative interviews, all of which were manually recorded in paper notes. Sixteen of them were also recorded in audio and transcribed.
In terms of data analysis, we followed the method proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994), using basic open and
selective coding processes with the support of AtlasTI software. With the broad categories – context, process, and
content – pre-established by the model, we coded sentences or paragraphs and started to inductively create subcategories for each of them. We then could identify the convergences or divergences in terms of interpretive
frames, mechanisms of negotiation, and consequences of the technology-in-practice.
5. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present and discuss our results in three parts: (i) the context, (ii) the content, and (iii) the process analysis.
In the context analysis, we identified the relevant social groups and present their interpretive frames related to
the adoption of the e-Dinheiro platform. In the content analysis, we present Palmas Digital as technology in practice, since e-Dinheiro platform was developed to support mainly B2C transactions, even though it is used to support a digital community banking. Finally, we map the negotiation mechanism among social groups that resulted
in Palmas Digital.
5.1 Context analysis: social groups and their interpretive frames
Conjunto Palmeiras is a neighbourhood located in the outskirts of Fortaleza and has approximately 40 thousand
inhabitants. Its creation dates back to the 1970s, when poor inhabitants of Fortaleza were removed from the
coastal area and moved to region 20 kilometres away. Allocated in an area without any infrastructure, the new
residents – with little money and no effective support from the City Hall – had to live in a very precarious situation, without water, electricity, sewage system, or even public transportation. In the 1980s, in order to fight for
the improvement of their living conditions, they decided to create an association. The ASMOCONP (Association of
Residents of Conjunto Palmeiras) arose out of necessity. In the words of one of the neighbourhood’s community
leaders, it was created to “put pressure on the government: we started to conquer several things”. Through great
collective effort and mobilization, the neighbourhood’s population was able to force the City Hall to supply water
and implant electric and sewage systems, as well as provide public transportation to the residents.
The creation of a community bank, with its inherent principles of solidarity economy, changed the perception that
the community had of itself. A population previously marginalized eventually overcame its stigma and ended up
being proud of living in a neighbourhood with its own financial institution. The social currency Palmas, which
emerged as an instrument for local transactions, acted in this process as a way to materialize this pride into action
and contribute for the transformation of the neighbourhood by the hands of the community.
Currently, however, the neighbourhood’s association and Banco Palmas no longer share the same space. The
community bank, seeking greater autonomy and the development of private projects, founded a seat of its own; a
decision that weakened the association, since Banco Palmas was the one that organized and developed most training courses and other activities. As pointed out by one of the founders of the association, “we got to have meetings
with 600 people; today we cannot get even 40”. This still marks a process that Conjunto Palmeiras faces: the partial loss of the community articulation.
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5.1.1 Banco Palmas
Banco Palmas, through the Banco Palmas Institute, collaborated and participated in the creation of more than 100
community banks in Brazil. It is undoubtedly the most important community bank, given its performance and
history. Microcredit, one of the bank’s main activities, was restructured in order to guarantee its continuity and
reduce of the default. The bank also offers courses and workshops, many of which also offer participants a scholarship. The bank also promotes meetings for the residents of the neighbourhood to discuss local issues, such as
land regulations, elections, cleaning, etc. In partnership with a major insurance company, it also runs a project
that provides free internet to the neighbourhood, and offers microinsurance through the e-Dinheiro platform.
The possibility of reducing costs with the issuance and control of the paper form of the Palmas currency, as well as
the possibility of connecting several community banks in the same platform, were of great interest to Banco Palmas in the creation of Palmas Digital, the digital community bank that runs in the e-Dinheiro platform. On turn, eDinheiro relies on local development, since purchases are restricted to the neighbourhood’s shops, and offers an
opportunity for extra income to its representatives. Finally, a per-transaction fee model can generate revenues
that help the bank’s sustainability.
5.1.2 ASMOCONP
As previously mentioned, the association of residents was formally disengaged from Banco Palmas. However,
most part of the neighbourhood’s community leaders still maintain bonds with the institution, which shapes it as
a still relevant actor in Conjunto Palmeiras. Although ASMOCONP’s role was weakened due to lack of personnel
and money, it remains important in the recovery of the political engagement of the community. It is a space to
better capacitate the community leaders and all people engaged in the struggle to develop the neighbourhood. As
put by one of the community leaders, who is still active, “the space of the association is a Palmeiras’ patrimony
and the population should own it”. Initiatives have already been taken in order to revive resident´s participation
in the struggles and demands of the neighbourhood- fact that indirectly benefits the Palmas Digital project.
The association shares the ideas of solidarity economy and encourages initiatives that contribute to the development and improvement of the neighbourhood. Nevertheless, during the interviews, we listened to sentences such
“Banco Palmas is not so communitarian [anymore]”, which points out to a certain mistrust coming from some
actors and raises the questions: is Banco Palmas still able to reach these social goals and do its actions in fact prioritize the development of the neighbourhood? Those criticisms might undermine the growth of Palmas Digital,
whose success depends on the support and cooperation from the community.
5.1.3 Merchants
Unlike ASMOCONP, whose conduct interferes only indirectly in the development of Palmas Digital, merchants’
opinions and the meanings attributed by them to the platform directly contribute to the way technology is actually used. For this reason, it is necessary to understand what are the advantages and disadvantages that this group
identifies while using the platform, thus extracting the reasons why some chose to join it and others not.
From a series of interviews with merchants that use the application, we observed that one of the main factors that
lead them to adopt the platform is the possibility of accepting a form of payment which even practicing a fee rate
of 2%, it is lower than the 5% charged by cards. It is also worth mentioning that, for smaller commercial establishments, access to the information registered by the platform was also pointed as a benefit, since it helps issuing
the cash statement. In the discourse of some merchants was also present the concern to contribute to the dissemination of a means of payment that ultimately benefits the community.
Despite the advantages observed, a number of problems were identified by the merchants. First, the monthly cash
flow via the platform is very small, and it is usually restricted to a limited group of people with ties with the
neighbourhood. In addition, the user does not receive interest on the money deposited in the platform and has to
pay a fee to withdraw or transfer it to another bank. It is also noteworthy that the merchants – at least those from
small commercial establishments – do not see the payment of bills through platform as one alternative, since a
R$2.50 fee is charged for every bank slip paid.
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Other barriers to the adoption of the service concern some merchants’ problems with technology, ranging from
lack of knowledge of the system to the need of a good Internet connection and a smartphone with enough memory
to bear the updates of the heavy application. In addition, establishments that opt to accept off-line payments (via
QR code) face an additional barrier, which is the need of a mobile phone with a good camera, sharp enough to
focus the code in order to make the transaction. As the owner of a local establishment pointed up, it is interesting
to the merchants that the initiative works and the number of users increases, so they can sell more utility the platform. Therefore, a process of intense divulgation is necessary, to increase a network of Palmas Digital´s buyers.
5.1.4 Users and potential users
The group of users and potential users is too heterogeneous. Differences in age, socioeconomic status, and technological knowledge contributes for the fact that the level of acceptance and use of Palmas Digital greatly varies
among them. Nonetheless, it is possible to extract from this diversity some common positions, which, although not
unanimous, are recurrent in the speech of many interviewees.
First, there is a lack of knowledge about the application among the community. Those who have little or no contact with Banco Palmas are unaware or do not understand the operation of Palmas Digital. On this topic, we could
often identify distrust and resistance. As pointed out by one resident, many people in the neighbourhood, especially the older ones, do not fill confident with technology and find it “very weird” to think about money in a mobile phone and are even less comfortable using it to shop in the “neighbourhood supermarket”. Comments such as
“housewives are not familiar with mobile phones, with this kind of application business” were recurrent.
Despite e-Dinheiro’s additional functionalities, many of those who used the Palmas social currency in its paper
version have not adopted the digital application yet. Also, the paper version of the currency used to offer some
benefits, such as discounts at the time of the purchase and the anticipation of a part of the salary when received in
Palmas, that aren’t offered.
The resistance to the mobile application also concerns the necessity to go to Banco Palmas in order to load credit
in e-Dinheiro, what – besides not being practical – is seen as a limiting factor to the circulation of money. There
are few establishments that accept payments with e-Dinheiro and, if the user needs to make a withdrawal, a fee is
charged. Those who receive scholarships from Banco Palmas also complain: “I don’t see much advantage; if I
withdraw the money, I only get R$198.00 instead of the R$200.00 from the scholarship”.
Problems such as lack of memory on the mobile phone, difficulties with the Internet connection – since the Wi-Fi
network provided by Banco Palmas is still limited and does not cover the entire neighbourhood –, and lack of
information regarding all the benefits provided by the application end up reducing the adhesion and use of the
platform. Additionally, there were a lot of comments about the need of a fast payment method due to everyday
rush; whereas Palmas Digital, although fast, sometimes hangs, thus making users and potential users conclude
that “if e-Dinheiro is practical, the paper bills are even more practical.” Another relevant issue concerns the profile
of the target user: many receive a very low income and cannot afford to deposit money on the platform, since it
will be missed later in the month. For many people, the initiative would only succeed if the bank offered loans via
platform. Even with a low credit limit and considering the payment of interest, people believe that it would still
attract people to join the platform.
However, some advantages are recognized, such as not having to have cash on you when walking on the street and
being able to place an order, have it delivered and pay for it at a distance. In addition, it brings interesting features, such as being a safe way to save money – a kind of savings account, but without receiving interest – and
being able to pay even without having one’s mobile phone or money in hand, using the mobile phone of the establishment itself.
As regards the feeling of integration with Banco Palmas, it is evident that many do not see it as a part of the community. Phrases like “Banco Palmas is in Palmeiras just by chance” show that there is a growing distance between
the bank and the local community. Such distance tends to undermine the residents’ adherence to the project, since
they do not understand the beneficial impacts that the initiative may bring to the neighbourhood itself. Table 1
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presents the relevant social groups (Users, Potential Users, Merchants, Bank, Association) and their interpretive
frames.
Table 1 – Context Analysis

5.2 Content analysis: the technology-in-practice
In this section, we analyse the use of Palmas Digital in practice. In this dimension of technology use, the most significant point is that, despite efforts, the scope is quite limited. There are still few people who choose to use the
application as a payment method, and the vast majority of those who choose it have some kind of connection with
Banco Palmas. This is connected with users and merchants perspectives of the platform´s disadvantages, such as
the lack of practicality to deposit money into e-Dinheiro (users have to go to the bank, authorized office, to make
the deposit in official currency and obtain the corresponding amount in the balance in the platform), standard
limitations (the system doesn’t work on Windows phones, for example), and lack of memory on the mobile phone,
in addition to difficulties concerning the access to the Internet. Also, problems such as the feeling of insecurity –
since the system does not confirm the name of the registered person – also create barriers to the effective dissemination of Palmas Digital.
However, even though these problems are not solved, the bank has directed its efforts to gradually attracting people to the platform, seeking to strengthen Palmas Digital. Features such as the possibility of recharging pre-paid
mobile phones via e-Dinheiro or receiving through Palmas Digital the payment for the recyclable waste are good
examples. In addition to it, initiatives such as the “Bodegão da Solidariedade” (in which various products and food
items from small rural farmers are sold), where the payment will be made exclusively using e-Dinheiro try to
stimulate the use of Palmas Digital
The latest data provided by the bank, from September 2016, places a total of 2,235 users, 164 accredited businesses, and 42 promoters in the 20 municipalities where Palmas Digital already operates. In total, R$4,763,531.00
have already been traded via the platform, R$2,319,053.00 of which only in the previous month, a fact that
demonstrates that the initiatives of Banco Palmas to increase membership have succeeded. However, there is still
plenty of scope for growth.
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From the interviews and data provided by the bank, it is noticeable that Palmas Digital has not reached, within
Conjunto Palmeiras, the same diffusion Palmas paper social currency had. For example, the social currency Palmas
was accepted at gas stations and as payment for topiques (a kind of vehicle widely used as means of transportation in the neighbourhood) whereas, at the moment, the use of Palmas Digital is restricted to purchases in the
shops that accept it and pre-paid mobile phone recharges.
We also identified two unexpected uses for the digital application. First, it was reported that, even though the app
doesn’t pay interest, some people use it as a means to save money, making small deposits and leaving the money
idle in their Palmas account until they have enough to spend on something that demands a higher amount, such as
appliances or gifts, or even as a reserve for an emergency. Moreover, despite the existence of a withdrawal fee,
almost all of the interviewed users prefer to withdraw the money, even if it is to spend in the neighbourhood’s
establishments.
With regard to the bank’s organization to address the project, there are still problems of infrastructure. The
amounts deposited in e-Dinheiro are still stored at the bank’s headquarters. This doesn’t pose a problem yet because the amounts are still small. However, the goal is to take all transactions that involve money to the correspondent banking’s space, creating a specific box for Palmas Digital.
As one attempt of solving the problems concerning the perceived disadvantages of the mobile application, the
bank has come up with the idea of introducing Palmas Digital in the card format. Initially, the idea is for it to operate as a pre-paid card, for those who doesn’t have access to the currency’s mobile version. Therefore, based on the
principle that “to be an alternative, you cannot create unnecessary barriers”, Palmas Digital – to reach its goal of
being an “innovative and disruptive” alternative for the traditional financial system– included the card version of
the social currency. Table 2 resumes our technology-in-practice analysis.
Table 2 – Content analysis

Figure 2 shows Palmas Digital’s system, in which community banks are connected through the e-Dinheiro digital
payment platform. Users and merchants are also connected and can run B2C and P2P transactions. Third parties,
such as commercial banks and credit card and telecom companies are also connected.
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Figure 2 – Palmas Digital

5.3 Process analysis: negotiation mechanisms
According to our data analysis, each social group has a clear vision of the advantages and disadvantages of using
Palmas Digital and has its own demands and claims. The use of technology takes off from its initial concept and
adapts itself to these new uses and meanings. However, this adaptation results are a result of an intense and constant process of negotiation of the platform, according to the different interests and influences that emerge in the
context. In such a negotiation process, a new figure emerges: the promoters. The company that develops the application must also be taken into consideration, because, despite not being a local actor, is a key part in the process of adapting the app to the new demands.
Banco Palmas’ objective is to spread the ideas of solidary finance and to increasingly expand its network. In this
process, it is a central actor who articulates with other groups, listening to their interests and making concessions
in order to obtain support and find ways to reach its goal. The bank’s objective requires a constant process of
convincing other actors and publicizing the application’s functionalities, adapted to the demands and needs they
voiced. As regards new users, several initiatives have already been developed in order to attract them. A few examples are the concession of discounts and of free Internet in some areas of the neighbourhood.
The system also supports payments via SMS or QR code, meeting the demands of those whose mobile phone cannot run the application or that do not have access to mobile Internet, respectively. In addition, events such as
“Campus Partiu Periferia”, which brings young people together to think of solutions to the periphery´s demands,
and the courses offered by Banco Palmas give Palmas Digital visibility, as well as guarantee an increase in the
number of users, since the scholarships given to the participants of those projects are deposited in the e-Dinheiro
platform.
However, in this process, we observed that many of these participants prefer to pay the fee to withdraw the money to have a greater freedom to spend it, not being restricted to the few establishments that currently accept Palmas Digital. This situation also occurs with those who receive their salary via Palmas Digital, a reality evidenced in
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the situation of the members of Cordapés, a local dance group. As one of them stated, receiving via the application
is more practical and secure, but they chose to withdraw the money to be able to spend wherever they needed.
In view of new agreements signed to pay the salaries of the company SKY TV Services’ employees and of negotiations so that the gogozeiras – the women who make the straw decoration of the cachaça Ipióca- also receive their
wages via application, incentive mechanisms must be created. A possible solution is expanding the network of
establishments, so that people can spend using the application itself instead of withdrawing the money. In this
sense, we note the importance of developing two parallel efforts: popularizing the platform, thus increasing the
network of users and merchants, and encouraging those who already use it to prioritize payments via e-Dinheiro.
In order to facilitate this process, Banco Palmas has created the figure of the promoters, people who already have
some other professional activity– community bank employees, merchants, taxi drivers – but end up working as
disseminators of Palmas Digital, registering establishments and selling credit and microinsurance products in
exchange for a commission that varies from 0.5% of the income per registered establishment up to 15% of the
profit from the sale of a microinsurance. With the creation of this new figure emerges a new pole of negotiations
around the amounts received by their services and these actors’ effective contribute for the dissemination of Palmas Digital.
Finally, there is the conciliation process between Banco Palmas and the merchants. First, because of the reported
problems with mobile phones and sometimes with the Internet, the bank opted to provide merchants with a
smartphone and a mobile Internet package for one year. This concession was necessary due to the end of the
availability of credit for consumption, which prevented the bank from releasing credit to merchants and customers who wanted to acquire a new mobile device.
Another concession made to merchants was the possibility of paying bank slips through the Internet or a special
cash machine, within a limit of R$10,000.00. This limit is higher than that established by the correspondent banks
(R$ 2,000.00 for Caixa Econômica Federal and R$500.00 for other banks). This benefit is especially interesting to
the merchants who take out a group loan through “Crediamigo”, a very common microcredit program offered by a
public bank in the Northeast region of Brazil, in which a single monthly payment slip is issued for the entire group,
which can easily exceed the maximum limit for payments in the correspondent banks. The only registered drawback with this alternative is the R$2.50 fee charged for the payment of each bank slip.
It should be noted, however, that all these negotiation processes face common challenges regarding communication, not only in the sense that they open up more spaces for the dialogue between actors but also in the new ways
these actors establish contact, which may create new demands.
6. BUILDING A MODEL FOR THE NEGOTIATION MECHANISMS
On the previous section, using a multilevel framework model, we shed some light on the negotiation mechanisms
that result in technology-in-practice. In this section, these mechanisms are categorized, using Miles and Huberman
(1994) method. We first attributed an open code (label) to phrases and expressions extracted from interviews.
After that, we refined and grouped these labels in an iterative way in order to obtain a list of first-order themes,
namely: additional services, additional charge methods, overcoming economic barriers, overcoming technological
barriers, overcoming relationship and trust barriers, scholarship payment, events, and growth. Once we create
this list, we searched for links and interlinks between the labels. This process, named coaxial coding, intended to
obtain the second order of categorization, which is a higher level of abstraction: evolution, local actions, and lock
in process.
Table 3 sums up the categorization of mechanisms used to consolidate e-Dinheiro as a platform to a new digital
community bank.
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Table 3 – Categorization of the negotiation mechanisms

6.1 Evolution
This category encompasses “additional services” and “additional charge methods”. Since the pilot started, the idea
that e-Dinheiro would be a digital social currency has been transformed with the addition of new services by
those who opted to use the mobile application. An exclusive cash machine in the correspondent banks and the
possibility to pay for bank slips with a higher limit amount than the one offered by traditional banks are examples
of these additional services. Another example is the possibility to recharge pre-paid mobile phones via e-Dinheiro,
which quickly became the most used service, introduced by the promoters.
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In addition to the new services, the bank created new methods to add funds into the platform, such as credit card
transfers, deposit in Lotéricas (reseller of a public bank lottery that also works as a bank correspondent) and via
commercial bank transfers. Nonetheless, these new methods were not sufficient to overcome the barriers listed
by Palma Digital’s users concerning the need to go to a community bank in order to deposit the money.

6.2 Local actions
This category covers local actions taken by Banco Palmas to overcome economic, technological, and trust barriers.
Some users complained about what they called “impeditive fees”, however, the bank’s rates are already lower
than those charged by traditional banks, besides they generate revenue for local representatives, who are people
that live in the community. In addition, the adoption of the platform would protect and stimulate local market.
Furthermore, Banco Palmas is studying a possible way to offer users a line of credit for small amounts and direct
consumption via mobile application.
To overcome the technological barriers, Banco Palmas offers training. In addition, the bank runs a project that
provides free Internet to the neighbourhood. This project already covers the neighbourhood’s main street and the
square, where events are held.
Knowing that the purchase of a smartphone can also be a barrier, Banco Palmas provided some merchants with a
mobile device via commodate.
Furthermore, the bank has taken several actions, including seeking a political representative for the neighbourhood and providing more transparency in its revenues and their applications, which fosters a relationship of trust
with the residents in the organization, since the residents’ feeling of lack of support from the bank ended up creating mishaps for the success of the initiative of Palmas Digital.
6.3 Lock In Process
This last category refers to the actions taken in order to lock in users in the platform and to expand the network of
them, which basically includes three types of action: the payment of scholarships via application; the organization
of events where the application is used as a payment method; and the expansion of the network via representatives, agreements with organizations to pay its employees’ salaries using the platform and the registration of larger shops and markets. Together, these actions aim to attract new users.
7. CONCLUSION
Palmas Digital is an initiative in constant evolution, adapting itself to the needs and desires of the different social
groups involved. Although Palmas Digital still has an uncertain future, the authors recognize the promising potential of the project. Banco Palmas’ ultimate goal is to give life to a digital community bank of national proportions
that is capable of generating enough income to sustain its own activities and also capable of financing initiatives in
the community. Thus, it has the objective of consolidating Palmas Digital as a Social Fintech that acts not only as
an alternative to the traditional banking system, but also disseminates the principles of solidarity economy and
local development, without compromising its competitiveness in terms of the rates charged and the monetary
amounts it can handle.
Social Fintech model can be an interesting strategy, not without many challenges, because it combines the potential of the digital platforms to increase inclusion and increase de monetary circulation volume, with its capacity of
solidary and participatory management of this platform. As we have seen, Banco Palmas, as a Social Fintech, is
constantly evolving and adapting the e-Dinheiro platform to batter meets local needs.
Finally, this research applied the multilevel framework model to highlight the importance of understanding the
interpretive frames of the social groups involved in this digital community bank, which are a result of the negotiations among them. We hope that the three groups of negotiation mechanisms mapped here can be a theoretical
and a practical contribution to the field. From a theoretical perspective, this paper proposed categories, derived
from an inductive analysis, framed by the multilevel framework. These categories could be useful to better under-
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stand other processes of adoption of new technology. From a practical perspective, it can shed light into the process of adopting technology in local communities, strengthening the relationship with local organizations, as
mainly illustrated in the “Local actions” category.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Community currencies are created by groups of citizens or businesses and circulate as a complementary to national currencies that are jointly created by governments, central and commercial banks. Being either commercial
or community oriented, complementary currencies, is not an alternative to but a complement to the conventional
money system, by providing new tools that can operate in parallel with it, without replacing it (Lietaer 1997, Kennedy et al 2012). For Internet based virtual community currencies, mutual-credit systems such as a LETS (Local
Exchange Trade System) and Time dollars have been argued to have particular desirable characteristics (Lietaer
1997). This is because credit/IOUs exchanged by participants within a mutual-credit system, serve as a particular
good medium of exchange, as they are a cost free, elastic and dispersive issued type of money (Schraven 2000,
Kichiji and Nishibe 2012). However, there are still constraints that limit the usefulness of community currencies
as outlined below. The overall goal of the prototype proposed in the second part of the paper is to alleviate these
current constraints.
First, the trust between participants in a mutual-credit system declines after it reaches a certain number of participants (Schraven 2001). This limits the scope of using IOUs as a medium of exchange. The scope is limited further
due to the constraint that the few software solutions (i.e. digital trading platforms), which enable exchange of
community currencies, constitute a central weak link (Slater and Jenkin 2016). These platforms are not transparent, rely on the honesty of the operators and bear an inherent risk of being targeted by malicious attacks. As a
response to the limitation on participant size and to reduce the opportunistic free-rider behaviour, mutual-credit
systems are advised to have governance mechanisms in place (Schraven 2001). Moreover, to enhance accountability among participants, it has been proposed to design bilateral instead of multilateral mutual-credit systems
(Fugger 2004). To address the weak link of centralised exchange platforms, blockchain technology enables exchange without relying on trust in third parties (Nakamoto 2008). However, the security enhancing property of
blockchain technology has thus not yet been put to good use to create robust and interoperable mutual-credit
community currencies. This raises the question how to combine the best practices of both mutual-credit and
blockchain technology in order to empower Internet based virtual community currencies. Hence, we formulate
the following research question that guides this work:
How can existing blockchain infrastructure be extended to allow for secure and interoperable virtual community
currencies?
To answer the research question, a design-science approach is followed in order to present a prototype that addresses design objectives identified in the fields of community currencies and blockchain technology. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents the background and literature regarding virtual
community currencies and mutual-credit systems. In particular, in that chapter we identify the benefits and limitations of community currencies in the role of a medium of exchange. This is followed by an analysis of the
strengths and shortcomings of current blockchain based virtual currencies, which eventually leads to the identification of the design objectives for the prototype. Chapter 3 describes the properties of the proposed prototype. In
chapter, 4 we discuss and evaluate its usefulness compared to the design objectives. Finally, chapter 5 comprises
the implications and conclusion of this study.
2. BACKGROUND & LITERATURE
2.1. Virtual community-currencies
According to the EU funded Community Currencies in Action (CCIA) initiative, community currencies are defined
by being “tied to a specific, demarcated and limited community” (People Powered Money 2015). Derived from
Latin, ‘community’ translates “to give among each other”, which can be interpreted to reveal “the key relationship
between gift exchanges and community building” (Lietaer 1997). To exchange gifts is a genuine collaborative act,
fundamentally based on qualitative human values such as trust, respect and gratitude. This leads to the conclusion
that communities are characterised by a high degree of highly interpersonal relationships. A community-based
concept of exchange is thus in contrast to national currencies (i.e. fiat money). The majority of national currencies
are artificially scarce money created by banks extending loans, and is, by design, bearing interest. These properties induce competition rather than collaboration among currency participants (Kennedy et al: 2012). The present
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reality of a worldwide monetary monoculture has been demonstrated to cause community corrosion and to be a
main catalyst for the global recurring economic systemic crashes (Lietaer et al 2010). In contrast, community
currencies induce countercyclical effects (Stodder et al. 2009, Lietaer et al 2010), insofar monetary sustainability
is a function of providing resilience through diversity (Ulanowicz et al. 2008).
With the rise of the Internet, crowdsourcing, open-source and creative commons movements have emerged, and
brought along internet-based virtual community currencies. In 1997 this led Bernard Lietaer to identify 5 desirable characteristics for virtual community currency designs. These are 1) to be efficient and secure in an electronic
payment system, 2) convertible into local expenses, 3) non-national, 4) self-regulating on the net itself and 5)
supporting the creation of communities (Lietaer 1997). After realizing that no virtual currency meeting these
characteristics existed, Bernard Lietaer elaborated:
“Currency systems modeled after Michael Linton's: LETSystem (Local Exchange Trading System) and Edgar Cahn's
Time Dollars hint at an answer. They are Mutual Credit Systems where two participants agreeing on a transaction
create the necessary currency respectively as a debit and credit. They are therefore self-regulating, needing no Central Bank to monitor money supply. Most are already completely computerized. Finally, most important for our purposes here, there is ample pragmatic evidence that using such currencies actively promotes cooperation rather than
competition among participants” (Lietaer 1997).
To get an idea of why such mutual-credit systems are feasible compared to other systems, the Value-Sequence
Typology of Money (Bendell and Slater 2015), is a useful framework. This typology is, with inspiration from historian (Zarlenga 2002), antropolog (Graeber 2011) and Chartalist economist (Wray 2007), based on interpreting
money and currency as systems of agreements and symbols that support claims on goods or services.
Table 1: The Value-Sequence Typology of Money
Past Money

Present Money

Future Money

Symbolizes Past value created

Present intrinsic value

A promise of future value

Issuance

Quasi

Concentrated

Dispersive

Accepted

Because people know it repre- As it is backed or has value in itself Based on the perception it can be
sents and/or rewards past value which can be exchanged for an equal exchanged for value later in time
created
value

Function

Rewarding effort

Store of value

Medium of exchange

Example

Bitcoin

Gold coin

Credit/IOU

Summarized by table 1, the typology defines how types of money can be distinguished by representing past, present or future value. The present value type of money, say for example a gold coin, is expensive to produce, can be
hoarded, and has to be issued by a central institution taking care of production and supply. As a medium of exchange, it is therefore limited in its availability for all the people that have an interest in making mutually beneficial transactions. Hence, as gold is perceived as a valuable commodity in itself, it has, throughout history, provided
a certain value, which has made it a good store of value (Bendell and Slater 2015). As LETS is an interest-free mutual-credit system there are no (physical) stocks or commodities required to perform transactions. This is because
in a mutual-credit system, money is represented as a promise of future value (IOU) between all LETS participants.
This value is realized when one LETS participant provides goods or services to another participant at a future
point in time. Transactions leading to negative and positive credit for buyer/seller are recorded in a central ledger
in a traditional double-entry bookkeeping fashion. As a consequence of the cost-free, elastic and decentralised
issuance of money triggered by participants’ actual transactions, the IOUs exchanged in a LETS system are by
design a useful medium of exchange (Schraven 2000).
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Nonetheless, a mutual-credit LETS system based on multilateral agreements between a number of participants
imposes significant challenges. As highlighted by Slater and Jenkin (2016) a LETS system is all about trust between its participants and, as more people join, the average level of trust between the participants declines. A
decline in trust lowers the willingness to accept issued credit, and jeopardizes the stability of the system. This
social dynamic can be depicted as an inverted U-Shape (Schraven 2001), in which the system stability initially
increases with size (i.e. number of participants) and, at a certain point, declines with any further increase in size.
One way to deal with the decline of trust is to impose governance mechanisms in order to eliminate opportunistic
behavior (Schraven 2001). For example, reducing free riding by restricting the upper limit of debit of a single participant's account (Kichiji and Nishibe 2012). To bring more accountability into the spending of credits, the Canadian LETS member Ryan Fugger published “A Proposal for a Decentralized Currency Network Protocol” (Fugger
2004). This design proposes a bilateral instead of a multilateral mutual-credit system. In essence, it results in an
interconnected network of LETS systems, each operated by an individual participant.
A limited size of participants in a bilateral or multilateral mutual-credit system sets inherent boundaries for the
use of IOUs as a medium of exchange. That is, there will be an unmet need for a variety of services and goods that
are not offered within the community. For this reason, it might be beneficial for participants to be able to exchange with participants of other communities that are able to supply such unmet needs (Martignoni 2015). Centralized platforms for this purpose have existed since 2004, and have typically been based on interconnected
Clearing Centrals or Regional Sub Hubs (Huber and Martignoni 2013). This way of exchange has been argued to
constitute a weak link due to the centralised platform software (Slater and Jenkin 2016).
This centralization has two crucial implications. First, community participants have to rely on the honesty of the
3rd party platform operators to process the electronic payments in the correct way according to predefined rules.
As the transactions are processed and mediated by the platform operators they are reversible and modifiable,
which in turn makes it non-transparent for community participants to assess their legitimacy. Second, centralised
platforms have a ‘single-point of failure’ architecture, which makes them vulnerable to malicious attacks. While
security and transparency breaches affect the process of exchange on centralised platforms in general, they also
affect the accounting processes in particular. That is, centralised accounting systems, digital or offline (e.g. manual
accounting by community participants), are vulnerable to malicious attacks.
2.2. Shortcomings of blockchain based community currencies
As a solution to the inherent problem of exchanging virtual value on centralised platforms the anonymously individual/group known as Satoshi Nakamoto published the whitepaper “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash
System” in 2008. The bitcoin whitepaper concludes “We have proposed a system for electronic transactions without relying on trust”. In order to prevent the trust and double-spending problem, the white paper proposes a fully
transparent and peer-to-peer transaction network using a byzantine fault tolerant consensus algorithm. The
bitcoin blockchain in essence is a shared ledger visible to all participants but only a consensus majority can edit it.
The technical protocol that records transactions in blocks connects those blocks into a chain coined the term
“blockchain”.
Blockchain technology does, in our regard, provide a solution to the above-identified security and transparency
problems that Internet based community currencies are subject to. In reference to table 1, bitcoin as a cryptocurrency is argued to be a past value type of money. Put differently, the value and issuance of bitcoin is derived from
the energy spent in the past by the network of computers that constitute the bitcoin transaction network (Bendell
and Slater 2015). At the same time, one can argue that bitcoin also encompasses aspects of the present value type
of money. This is due to the fact that it also has intrinsic value, as a bitcoin transaction requires the sender to provide a small amount of a bitcoin as a transaction fee to the underlying computer network. Regardless if it is representing past or present value, bitcoin properties as money are shared by all present cryptocurrencies. They are all
more or less past or present value types of money. Hence, all of them are good for rewarding early participants of
the system, as an investment or store of value, but they do not offer the superior medium of exchange properties
like the future value type of money does. Today blockchain-based virtually min(t)ed crypto currencies are hard to
handle as an average user has to: Create an account at an exchange platform, transfer fiat money from a bank account to the exchange, buy tokens, take into account their volatility, before eventually using them to make any
payments.
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In summary, as current cryptocurrencies have difficulties to represent or host past or present value type of money, the potential that blockchain technology can provide in terms of security (regarding centralisation) and transparency to community currencies is not yet leveraged. In their current form, cryptocurrencies simply do not fit the
vision of community currencies to operate as a fair and easy to use alternative to incumbent fiat money.
2.3. Objectives for the Prototype
To summarize the previous analysis, the objective for the prototype is to combine the best-practices for community currencies design and blockchain technology to create a secure and interoperable medium of exchange. Hence,
the identified objectives are:


Create a future value type of community currency, which allows the participants to exercise governance
rules while offering accountability by being based on a bilateral dispersive money creation process.



Utilize the properties of blockchain technology in order to provide a freely accessible medium of exchange, which can be used for community exchange in a secure, transparent and cross-community interoperable manner.

3. A GENERIC ARCHITECTURE FOR COMMUNITY CURRENCIES
3.1. Methodological Approach
In order to describe the prototype along scientific guidelines and ensure scientific rigor, we choose design science
research as an appropriate approach. A general introduction to design science research in information systems is
provided by Hevner et al. (2004). We follow a prescriptive set of guidelines for design science research which,
according to Peffers (2007), comprises the following methodological steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Problem identification and motivation
Define the objectives for a solution
Design and development
Demonstration
Evaluation
Communication

The first two steps are contained in sections 1 and 2 respectively. The objectives to be addressed by the prototype
(artifact) are made explicit in section 2.3. Hence, the subsequent sections describe a prototype that addresses the
problems of current virtual community currency systems and corresponding exchange platforms. Due to the still
early stage of the project, we choose to evaluate the prototype by logical reasoning. Put differently, we describe
how the specification of the Trustlines Network is able to address the identified objectives. An extensive analysis
of acceptance, usage and usefulness based on qualitative and quantitative metrics is about to follow in a later
stage of the project. Negotiations with smaller communities that already use a complementary currency are currently taking place and will result in a real-world case study. Communication is achieved by this research article,
i.e. we follow a structured and established process and describe the design specifications of the artifact in sufficient detail to evaluate the efficacy of the artifact with respect to the predefined objectives. At least in terms of
face value validity. We start with an overall description of the prototype’s features in the next section. Simultaneously, we establish a common terminology that is used throughout the paper. It is worth noting that major parts of
the next sections will also be made available in a whitepaper on the website "trustlines.network".
3.2. Trustlines Network Concept Overview
The proposed prototype is named Trustlines Network. It is a decentralised, permissionless, open source blockchain protocol to host multiple currency networks. In these currency networks, money is represented as bilateral
obligation issued in form of "credit lines" between people that trust each other. The proposed Trustlines prototype allows everyone with a smartphone to send payments to other participants - even to those that they don’t
know or trust. In that way, the system resembles the decentralised issuance of IOU’s taking place in Local Exchange Systems (LETS). Where LETS are built on the mutual-credit principle, Trustlines is an interconnected network of multiple LETS. People can only be liable up to the amount they decided to entrust in direct connections to
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other people. The enforceability of IOU claims is therefore informal and up to the two participants that set up a
Trustline between each other. The next two sections describe the system from user and a technical perspective
respectively. We start with the user perspective to provide a general understanding of the purpose and functionality.
3.3. User Interaction with the System
Users join the network by downloading a mobile app, which automatically creates a wallet for the user. Next, users select a currency network they want to join and create a Trustline with at least one friend in order to be connected to the network of Trustlines. Note that users neither have to register with some organisation nor do they
have to deposit money, or link a credit card or bank account. Furthermore, no upfront ETH (the innate currency of
Ethereum - the underlying Blockchain infrastructure) is required and users can start spending based on the credit
line given by a friend.
Figure 1: Steps to make a payment in the current Trustlines Network web-based user interface

Adding friends on the Trustlines Network is very similar to other applications but with higher privacy standards.
Friends can be added in the real world by one phone scanning a QR code displayed on the other phone. This is also
possible by receiving an “add me” link, or by pasting the address of the friends account. Users can furthermore see
who of their friends are using the Trustlines Network. Friends (contacts) already participating in the network can
be automatically discovered. When adding a friend, a Trustline is created and both explicitly agree to the mechanics of the system by giving each other a credit line with an individually chosen limit.
Once a Trustline is set up, users can start sending payments to anyone in the network. For making payments, a
target address and amount is needed. Addresses are either available in the apps contact list, received by text message or by scanning QR codes (which can also include the value). Before sending payments, a mandatory fee is
displayed. Both users get a notification once the transfer is initially confirmed and once it is finalized. Users are
shown their (total) available, next to their (total) balance on the main screen of the app. A positive balance is the
total amount their friends owe them, while a negative balance is the total amount they owe to their friends. The
available amount is the sum of all their credit line limits plus their balance. Users can also inspect the balances
with their friends individually but this is of limited information, because these are changed with every transfer
that is routed through their account (i.e. these balances change without user interaction). Note, that the overall
balance is not changed when routing transfers through an account, except for tiny amounts, which represent interest or earned fees.
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3.4. Currency Networks and Trustlines Payments
The system supports payments denominated in customized currencies, denominated according to the preferences
of the users. There is a distinct Trustlines currency network for each currency. Users can participate in multiple
networks. Users can send cross-currency payments to users, which only have Trustlines in other currencies.
To initiate a payment either the received payment instructions contain the target address, amount and currency
or the user enters them manually. Users are then presented the best conversion rate offer and fee and the total
amount the payment would cost them, before confirming the transfer. Adding or withdrawing funds to the Trustlines Network can be done by interacting in the real world with any other participant in the network. It is basically implemented as a Trustlines payment for cash received. If a user handles cash to a receiving user, the receiver
sends a payment to the initiating user, thus crediting him the amount in the network. Withdrawing works the
other way around. Note, that the parties involved in the transaction don’t need to be friends. Converting cash to
Trustline money is also the method to pay back debt in the Trustline Network, which might be necessary if a user,
on average, spent more than he received. Withdrawing cash is the method to reduce balance surpluses given in
the Trustline Network (i.e., if a user on average receives more than he spends). Just like with commercial money
based bank accounts, adding or withdrawing cash is possible but not necessary for the system to operate and be
useful.
Credit relationships exist between trusted friends/parties only. The system guarantees that payments which are
routed through untrusted accounts are unaffected if one of these accounts defaults. So, a payment from Alice - Bob
- Charlie is secure for Charlie even if Alice defaults shortly after. This is because Charlie gets the amount credited
from Bob. Bob might suffer a loss, which is “okay”, as he trusted Alice. Thus, the default of a payment initiator
doesn’t affect the receiver. Friends paying back the credit are not guaranteed and are not legally enforceable within the Trustlines Network. All IOUs on the network are notarized on the Ethereum blockchain. Therefore, there is
a tamper proof record of all agreements and their balances. In case of a friend not being able to pay back the obligation, there’s also always the option to forgive debt or settle in other ways than initially anticipated; a Trustline
payment from the creditor to the debtor would reflect this. Users can reduce the set credit lines limits, e.g. if they
want to reduce their risk exposure to a friend. If their friend has sufficient credit in other Trustlines - indebtedness between the friends can immediately be reduced to the newly set credit line limit. Users can update the credit line limits at any time unless they agreed on more restrictive terms. If users want to quit using the Trustline
Network, they can issue a request to do so by appointing a limited number of friends with whom they want to
have their consolidated debt or credit in the network. The result of this action is a log, which attests the balance
with a friend after leaving the network.
Each Trustline can have optional interest rates for both credit lines. If there is a non-zero balance in a Trustline,
every transfer and balance update will reflect for the applied interest since the last update. Users will earn interest if their overall balance is positive and have to pay otherwise. Users can update the interest rates of the given
Trustlines at any time unless they agreed on more restrictive terms. Users are required to pay fees for initiated
transfers, which are composed of a base fee and optionally a percentage of the transferred value. In order to send
transfers to the network, users also need ETH to pay for parts the gas fee. Acquiring the necessary ETH is done in
the background by the app and payed for using Trustline Money.
Users get rewards for transfers that are facilitated using their Trustlines. The more transfer capacity they provide
through their Trustlines, the more value can be transferred through them and the more rewards they may collect.
Note: Users don’t need to know about Ethereum or acquire tokens at an exchange.
3.5. Exchanging Currencies
There is constant demand for ETH in the system, as it is needed to pay for the operation of the system as well as to
facilitate cross-currency transfers or bridge gaps between unconnected partitions in a currency network.
Any user can be an ETH Gateway by selling ETH for Trustline money in the system. This works by sending an offer
to an on-chain ETH/Trustline Money exchange. ETH Gateways can earn money on the spread between their ETH
price and the market price. They can also receive ETH when being used in a cross-currency transfer and credit
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money in the Trustline network in exchange. The option to sell or buy ETH is on an exchange labelled as an advanced feature in the mobile app and regular users don’t have to bother with it. The mobile app will automatically
buy ETH necessary to pay for transaction fees. This is done whenever necessary and requires limited user interaction. Regular users can also buy ETH for purposes beyond transaction fee payments.
When entering the exchange function of the mobile application, a user is presented with the cheapest available
exchange rate, representing the cheapest of the paths to an exchange offer. They can send limit or market orders
to the exchange. Users are free to send acquired ETH from the Trustlines wallet to any other external wallets like
Mist, which allow them to use other decentralized applications (DApps). This is a very convenient way to buy ETH,
as one does not have to setup an account with an exchange or meet in person with a seller. The option to buy ETH
for Trustline Money makes it very easy to get access to the wider blockchain ecosystem, as it allows to interact
with all kinds of services and tokens.
4. TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION
There are three main components that constitute the Trustlines Network system architecture.
1.
2.

3.

The mobile application allows regular users to interact with the system using their smartphone.
Relay servers bridge between the mobile apps and the Ethereum Blockchain and offer services which are
not feasible to be implemented on the platform or the mobile app. Most notably the path finding required
for multi-hop transfers.
The platform is the foundation and implemented as a framework of smart contracts on the Ethereum
blockchain.

The following assumes there is a network of Trustlines, which users set up using their smartphone. Then, if a user
wants to do a payment, the following happens:


A request to find a path on the network which has sufficient capacity is sent to a relay server by the user
’s smartphone application



The relay server has a cached graph view of all Trustlines based on their state as seen on the blockchain.
It uses a path finding algorithm to find the path with the lowest fees and returns it to the smartphone



A transaction which encodes a call to the transfer function of a smart contract with the sender, value, path
parameters is signed on the smartphone and sent to a relay server.



The relay server forwards the transaction to the blockchain and listens for events emitted by it, which is
then forwarded to the smartphone apps of the initiator and receiver of the transfer to inform the users of
the status of the transaction.
4.1 Smartphone Application

Users interact with the system using a cross-platform mobile application that can be installed from an app store or
directly. For payments the user interface resembles interaction patterns known from traditional mobile payment
apps. URLs, QR codes or NFC are used to encode payment requests and recipient addresses. The app differs by the
ability to manage Trustlines, i.e. add friends to a contact list and agree on the terms of the granted credit lines
such as their limit and optionally an interest rate for imbalances. For contacts in the phonebook that are also using
the Trustlines Network the establishment of Trustlines is automatically proposed. The application supports multiple user accounts and the participation in multiple currency networks. It also allows to initiate cross-currency
payments and as a feature for advanced users, to trade ETH for Trustline Money. All transactions are signed locally on the mobile app, which also manages the private keys of the users. There is an option to appoint a set of
friends that can cooperate to help registering a new controlling key in case it was lost.
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4.2. Relay Servers
Relay Servers are a backend service implementing two main features:
1.
2.

Discovering a path between a payer and a payee in the social graph of Trustlines
Forwarding transactions to the Ethereum blockchain and sending smart contract events to the mobile
app.

In theory the system could work without Relay Servers, but this would significantly decrease the user experience.
The path finding algorithm depends on knowing all available Trustlines and a reconstructed graph of the network
in memory. This would require the mobile app to sync with the state of the Trustline Network whenever it is activated, potentially loading many millions of Trustlines from the blockchain into the main memory. This introduces
significant latency and would be a burden regarding bandwidth and RAM.
Users do not need to trust relay servers with their accounts, as transactions are signed locally on their device and
validated by smart contracts on the blockchain. The worst case is, that relay servers fail to provide the cheapest
path or give false information on the status of payments and accounts. This can be mitigated by setting up a network of independently operated and incentivised relay servers where the mobile app accesses a subset of them
for every query and checks for consistency of their responses.
When relay servers forward a transaction to the blockchain they are paid by the app for their service using a
probabilistic micropayments method. The relay server protocol is open and there is competition between relay
server operators to provide the best service regarding quality and price. Clients do an internal accounting of the
relay servers service quality and therefore develop preferences for the better services.
4.3. The Smart Contract Platform
The platform is at the core of the Trustlines Network. It implements a secure, tamper proof, decentralized, permissionless, environment to host currency networks. It has an open protocol and API which supports interoperability with other smart contract based services on the Ethereum platform. The platform can host multiple currency networks which can be denominated in real world fiat currencies (e.g. EUR), commodities (e.g. Gold) or user
defined units (e.g. Beers). User defined currency networks can be customized in various ways, e.g. to restrict access, impose interest rate limits etc. All currency networks come with an on-chain exchange that allows trading
their respective Trustline Money to and from ETH. Therefore all currencies networks on the platform are connected via ETH, which allows for cross-currency payments.
The following explains how the backend of the Trustlines Network is implemented on the Ethereum platform as a
set of smart contracts.
4.3.1. Currency Network Token
The Currency Network Token contract is at the core of the system. One instance of it implements a currency by
tracking user issued IOUs and the network thereof. The API is compatible with the ERC20 Token standard, which
is an established interface in the Ethereum ecosystem. It hence established interoperability among all community
currency system launched upon the platform and can make tokens interoperable. The contract records the name
and symbol of a currency, all its users and their Trustlines. In its simplest version the Trustlines are modeled as
“Accounts” which track the credit lines two parties agreed on and their current balance. In reality the data model
is more complicated as also interest rates, last modification date and accumulated system fees need to be tracked.
A design goal is, to fit all account data into 32 bytes, which is the word size of the EVM, so that we only have the
gas cost of one sload/sstore per access to a Trustline. This is important, as transfers will usually use multiple
Trustlines to facilitate a transfer. Going beyond the 32 bytes would therefore basically result in doubling the gas
cost of a transfer. When transferring 5 tokens from Alice to Charlie via Bob, the contract’s “transfer” method needs
to be called by Alice with the value and the path, where the recipient is the last address in the provided path. As a
result the accounts of Alice/Bob and Bob/Charlie are updated according to the call parameters and a Log is gener-
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ated which records the payment event on the blockchain. The requirement to provide a path, when doing multihop transfers breaks the compatibility with regular ERC20 tokens. This can be worked around by a method to
temporarily register the path for a payer-payee combination with the contract before calling the transfer method.
4.3.2. Currency Network Token Factory
This contract can be used to create and register a new currency network on the platform. It generates a new currency network instance with properties according to a supplied configuration.
4.3.3. Identity Proxy
In order to support recovery of lost accounts, we use a proxy contract, which is called with transactions signed by
the users and forwards the actual transaction payload to its target, which authenticates the request based on the
address of the calling proxy contract. This indirection is used to allow users to change the private key they are
using to control the system. This is helpful in case a key is compromised. We are working on implementing a multisig scheme with uPort (an Ethereum based identity provision system) to allow appointing a set of friends or
other trusted entities, that can cooperate to update the controlling key. The contract can also be used to implement spending limits and give other contracts access to the account of the user.
4.3.4. Probabilistic Relay Payment
Relay servers are paid for their service with ETH. It would be expensive (10k additional gas per tx) to have ETH
micro transactions on the blockchain. Therefore, they are paid using a probabilistic payments scheme. Basically,
every payment is set up in a way, that it can only be redeemed with a very low probability P on the blockchain,
which would then result in a redeemable amount, which is 1/P of the actual fee per request. This is similar to a
lottery, where one has only a tiny chance to win but can win a multiple of the price of the ticket. Users need to put
a certain ETH amount into escrow with this contract. When paying a Relay Server (which they do for every tx they
send), they sign a message with the recipient address, the eligible amount and a threshold value which encodes
the probability that the relay can redeem the specified amount in N blocks from now if the hash of a block in the
future is lower than the threshold.
4.3.5. ETH Exchange
This contract allows exchanging ETH for credit in the Trustline Network. Users who want to sell ETH can register
an offer with the contract, which indicates the number of Trustline currency tokens they want to receive in return
for the ETH deposited with the offer. There is one such contract instance for every currency network. Users who
have a path with sufficient capacity to the seller can pick the offer, pay with Trustline Money and receive ETH in
their account. The same contract can be used to offer to credit Trustline Money for ETH.
4.3.6 Fees and automatic acquisition of ETH
There are multiple fees, including a constant relay server fee, the mandatory Ethereum (gas) transaction fee and
incentivising fees for reducing imbalances and to reward transfer capacity by maintaining Trustlines. For users
only a single fee is though quoted before confirming a transaction. Fees are payable with Trustline Money, except
for the gas and relay fees which are payable in ETH. Note that it was chosen to use Trustline Money for fees whenever possible to avoid unnecessary dependence on ETH supply in the system.
As the system is based on the Ethereum blockchain it is necessary to pay for transactions in its native currency
ETH. Relay servers also need to be paid in ETH. The Trustline system aims to hide this complexity from users. The
mobile application will automatically buy and maintain a certain amount of ETH tokens for the user. Therefore,
when necessary it trades ETH for Trustline Money using the ETH Exchange contract.
4.4. Cross-Currency transfers and bridging gaps in the network
ETH can also be used as a bridge if there is a gap in the graph, i.e. when no path with sufficient transfer capacity
can be found between two users. It works by finding a path from the sender to a seller of ETH (which has an offer
at the exchange) and finding a path from someone trading ETH for Trustline Money to the recipient. Such a trans-
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fer is split into two transfers and two ETH exchange interactions but can be executed atomically in one transaction. These kinds of transfers will be more expensive though, as the gas fee is higher and also because there will be
a spread between bids/asks on the ETH exchanges.
4.5. Interoperability and scaling the system
The core value of Ethereum is Synergy. Meaning that smart contracts of the Trustlines network are, in general,
able to interact with any other smart contract that exists in the Ethereum blockchain. In particular, any community currency issued with the Trustlines network can technically interact with every other community currency
token that is either launched by Trustlines or adheres to the implemented standardized token interface used in
Ethereum blockchain projects (namely the ERC 20 Token Interface).
Further, extensibility is provided by “Governance Hooks”, which allow delegating the exclusive right to update
credit lines and interest rates to smart contracts. As the parties of a Trustline can also be smart contracts, this
allows to model more sophisticated logic and enables applications like Trustline-based loans or implementation of
further governance mechanisms. Supporting 100 Million active users on the system would exceed the transaction
throughput of the current Ethereum platform by a factor of ~100. Currency networks and clustering users by
connectivity are obvious partitioning/sharding options enabling the system to handle the communities separately
from a technical point of view while interoperability is maintained at the cross-community exchange level.
5. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
The evaluation of an artifact can be relative to another solution or in absolute terms, i.e. using the artifact vs. not
using the artifact. In table 2 we evaluate the artifact in comparison to existing solutions for cryptocurrencies,
community currencies and conventional payment systems.
Table 2: Comparison of money transfer systems.
Trustlines

Bitcoin

Ripple

M-Pesa

LETS

Hawala

Paypal,
etc.

Decentralized

Yes

Yes

limited

No

Yes

Yes

No

Permissionless

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No bank account required

Yes

limited

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Global Payments

Yes

Yes

Yes

limited

No

Yes

Yes

Mobile app

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

limited

No

Yes

User issued money

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Open Platform
(Turing Complete
Smart Contracts)

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Given the previous description of the Trustlines Network prototype, we identify three crucial advantages in comparison to other (cryptocurrency-based) community currencies: 1) Ease of adoption and joining the network 2)
open smart-contract platform API and 3) enabling user issued (dispersive) money that can be used to make both
intra- and inter-community payments. In regard to these three advantages, we consider the prototype to fulfil the
design objectives. It combines the desired properties of credit based future type of money with the security, customizability and interoperability offered by blockchain technology.
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When compared to traditional and current blockchain based payment services, accessibility and ease of adoption
is the outstanding property of the system. A user only has to download the mobile application and create a Trustline with a friend in order to be able to send and receive payments within the network. In regard to the desired
property of being an accessible medium of exchange, the app is designed to hide all the complexity of blockchain
technology from regular users. In this way, users have the benefit of using blockchain powered mutual-credit
based money, without having to deal with innate Blockchain currencies (e.g. Bitcoin or ETH), weird hex strings
representing account IDs or to understand the underlying technology - not even at an abstract level. Furthermore,
users do not have to register with any exchange to buy crypto tokens upfront, nor do they need to possess any
national fiat money in the first place. This can be considered a huge leap forward with respect to the current access barriers of blockchain technology.
Finally, as the Trustlines Network is an open platform that can be extended by additional smart contracts on the
Ethereum blockchain, it offers interoperability and can leverage synergetic effects with other Ethereum based
decentralized applications. This implies, that the open-source nature of the Trustlines Network enables interested
3rd party developers to use 'governance hooks' in order to implement applications and governance modules on
top of the protocol.
There are, of course, limitations to the capabilities of the proposed system that are not yet solved. First, it has a
complex fee structure, which is essential to provide incentives for the operators of the decentralized Blockchain
infrastructure. The nodes that are operating the Blockchain infrastructure require compensation for their computational resources, which are needed to keep the system running. Second, an evaluation of the robustness of the
system regarding the social dynamics involved in such mutual trust based systems is not addressed in this work.
We leave these questions open for future research. Third, the technical scalability of blockchains is limited. Potential sharding options for technically partitioning communities for scalability have therefore been mentioned.
However, actual implementation of such partitioning/sharding is an ongoing challenge of the Ethereum ecosystem.
Nonetheless, running the system in a local community by setting up a local Ethereum blockchain is a feasible approach with the current state of the application.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
The objective of the paper was to propose a solution to the weaknesses of existing, centralised community currency software, in order to strengthen the use of mutual-credit based virtual community currencies as a medium of
exchange. An additional objective was to incorporate the best practice of mutual-credit community currency design that has been identified in previous literature. To address these objectives, we presented the Trustlines Network system architecture that comprises a mobile application, a network of relay servers and a platform consisting of smart-contracts implemented on the Ethereum blockchain. In combination, these elements assemble an
infrastructure for a decentralised, permissionless, open source blockchain protocol, which can host multiple
community currency networks that are easily accessible via a mobile app. In these currency networks, money is
represented as bilateral obligations issued in form of "credit lines" between people that trust each other. The proposed infrastructure demonstrates how to combine the future type of mutual-credit based money with the transparency, security and interoperability properties offered by blockchain technology. In direct comparison to other
(cryptocurrency-based) community currency systems, we identified that ease of adoption, openness of the smartcontract platform and user-issued money for cross-community payments are significant improvements relative to
the existing (community currency) systems. From a practical perspective, we provide a technologically feasible
solution that can be used in real-world communities and serve as blueprint for future ways of exchange in communities. From a theoretical perspective, we contribute a technical feasibility study that can provide input for
future theoretical models regarding social interactions and trust dynamics in mutual-credit system studies.
For future research, we plan to analyse how the most common and well-tested community governance mechanisms can be implemented in form of smart-contract “Governance Hooks”. In connection to this, we are eager to
use quantitative approaches to better understand the resilience and efficiency of the Trustlines Network design.
Finally, there is a need for qualitative or mixed-method oriented studies to better understand the acceptance of
the system as well as implications of connecting financial activities with interpersonal social trust relationships.
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ABSTRACT
Switzerland has not only the oldest and biggest modern complementary currency in the world, the
WIR created in 1934, among 40'000 organizations with a velocity of 1.3 in 2017, representing
0.17% of the Gross Domestic Product at current prices and 0.08% of the global money supply, but
also the second cross-border complementary currency in the world and the first local currency
using blockchain technology in Switzerland, the Léman, created in September 2015 in a SwissFrench conurbation, with 160'000 units in circulation among a network of 550 organizations and
4'000 users in May 2018. Moreover, with about 49 community currencies and 15 complementary
currencies in January 2018 and a cryptocurrency cluster called Crypto Valley funded in January
2017, Switzerland counts among reference case studies in the virtual, community and
complementary currency systems domain. Nevertheless, some questions remain: (1) How is the
partition of these currencies in term of geographical region, system type and digital software? (2)
What the recent Léman case study taught us in term of strategic implementation? (3) Could a Swiss
Currency Confederation facilitate their legal conformity? To contribute to these research questions,
a literature review, a data analysis, and a research survey will allow us not only to overview the
Swiss and the Greater Geneva currency systems, but also evaluate their legal framework evolution.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Currency is universal, links among people at the mercy of debt cancellation by using it, and archaic, not primitive
but inherent to every society (Servet, 2001). Community and complementary currency is an inherent monetary
and social innovation which aims to improve sustainable impacts. Mutual credit, such as Local Exchange Trading
System or time-based currency, and issued currency, such as pledge currency and loyalty reward, are both fiat
currency systems based on fiduciary duties and rights among stakeholders. Beyond microcredit and digital blockchain cryptocurrency, which became nowadays a worldwide issue, some successful social technologies aim to
validate and improve sustainable impacts fulfilment.
As a background, Switzerland is known abroad, not only for its Swiss made quality with cheese, chocolate, watches, and private banking, but also for its historical stable economic, monetary, and direct democracy voting systems
throughout seven centuries. After an analysis overview of currency systems at the Swiss national and cantonal
level, we will study the challenges of a Swiss-French cross-border currency in the Greater Geneva, and finally present the relevant federal currency legislation and the recent initiative which aims to gather, study, disseminate,
support these systems. Our objective through this national and local study is to not only reveal some reference
case studies but also analyse their repartition and legal framework. Our hypothesis is that Swiss currency systems, with their multilingual and multicultural quantitative and qualitive reference case studies among crypto and
complementary currencies, would gain in gathering their forces. Our research questions are: (1) How is the repartition of these currencies in term of geographical region, system type and digital software? (2) What the recent
Léman case study taught us in term of strategic implementation? (3) Could a Swiss Currency Confederation facilitate their legal conformity? Our research methodology is based on a literature review, a data analysis, and a survey of 12 questions sent, between December 2016 and March 2017, to potential contacts of 58 Swiss currency
systems and 7 Greater Geneva currency systems in English, German, French, and Italian.
2. SWISS CURRENCY SYSTEMS OVERVIEW: AN ATLAS AND A COMPENDIUM
For centuries, Switzerland has always been in the top ten countries in the world in terms of democracy, Gross
Domestic Product per capita, inequality-adjusted Human Development Index, international investment position,
gold reserve, gold reserve per capita, and reserve currency with its Swiss franc (Place et al., 2017). The national
currency, or conventional money, named Swiss francs with CHF as a currency code and Fr. or SFr. as a currency
sign abbreviation, is the legal tender not only in both Switzerland and Liechtenstein, but also in the Italian exclave
of Campione d’Italia, whereas the complementary currency entitled WIR Franc with CHW as a currency code is
only used in Switzerland. The Swiss National Bank issues banknotes and the federal mint Swissmint issues coins.
In December 2017, from the 3’142 million Swiss francs of coins and 81’639 million Swiss francs of banknotes in
circulation, 60.66% were denominations of 1’000 CHF, 17.11% of 100 CHF, 14.99% of 200 CHF, 3.92% of 50 CHF,
2.23% of 20 CHF, 0.97% 10 CHF, and 0.12% of 500 CHF (Swiss National Bank, 2017). Indeed, in comparison with
79% in the euro area and with an average of 41 CHF and 1.6 payments a day mostly below 20 CHF, 70% of Swiss
households above 15 years old process payments with cash, mostly below 34 and above 55 years old, with an
average of 133 CHF in their wallets with mostly 20 CHF and 10 CHF denominations: 35% of non-recurring payments in cash are over 1’000 CHF with mostly 200 CHF and 1’000 CHF denominations, but cash accounts for only
45% of expenditure value, because 22% of payments are made with debit card for transactions mostly above 50
CHF, and 5% with credit card for transactions mostly above 200 CHF. Furthermore, in comparison with 24% in
the euro area, 37% of Swiss households keep cash as a store of value, less than 1’000 CHF mostly in 100 CHF denominations, for immediacy of availability more than funds for a crisis or persistent low interest rate (Swiss National Bank, 2018). With its three official languages, such as German spoken by 63.5% of the population, French
spoken by 22.5%, and Italian spoken by 8.1%, and its fourth national language, Romansh spoken by 0.5% of the
population in 2013, this is the only currency which use four languages on its banknotes. However, Latin is used for
language-neutral inscriptions on the coins with Helvetia as the national personification just like the Latinate CH
stands for Confoederatio Helvetica and means Swiss Confederation even if it’s a federal republic of 26 cantons
with Bern as a capital. Swiss banknotes symbols are mostly inspired from the Swiss folklore, the Alpine culture
and Swiss people (Federal Statistical Office, 2016).
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A currency is the implementation of the concept of Money, which includes any transferable units of value that can
facilitate transactional forms of collaboration, and thus complementary currencies are currencies aside from conventional money, also know as national currencies issued by central banks for legal tender coins and banknotes
and by commercial banks for electronic and cheque scriptural money (Bindewald, 2018). Regarding monetary
innovation networks in Switzerland, or community and complementary currency systems at the Swiss national
and cantonal level, which are not linked to any nationalist separatist or autonomist secessionist movements or
any self-containment or autarky aspirations, there are 15 issued currency systems and 49 mutual credit systems,
for a total of 64 currency systems (Martignoni, 2012; ZART, 2013; SEL-Suisse, 2016; Matzat, 2016; EnLien, 2018):
6 regional currencies, meaning issued currencies at a regional level: 3 semi-convertible store currencies like the
loyalty voucher Migros Cumulus and Supercard Coop or the tourism voucher Reka cheque. Reka cheque has been
founded in 1939 in Bern by the Swiss Travel Fund cooperative, with a turnover of 586 million of Swiss francs
equivalent among a network of 8'500 organizations and 2.4 million users in 2012 and based on tax incentive and
3% redemption commission with initial price reduction of 1.5% for employees which is further reduced by employers from 3% to 20% finally paid by the beneficiary business. Nevertheless, we did not consider the regional
store currencies such as the Pro Innerstadt Basel Geschenk-bon tourism voucher of Basel and the Swiss LunchCheck cooperative founded in 1961 in Zurich with a turnover of 81.6 million of Swiss francs equivalent among a
network of 4'500 businesses and restaurants with a 1.5% redemption commission paid by the 4'000 members in
2012 (Martignoni, 2012). 2 convertible internet currencies like cryptocurrencies Bitcoin and Ethereum among the
non-exhaustive list of blockchain technology innovations and cryptocurrency systems present in its innovation
and skill centre of excellence and expertise at the leading edge of technology: the Crypto Valley in the canton of
Zug. 1 convertible business-to-business currency which is the WIR as the biggest and oldest complementary currency in the world. Indeed, in 1934, the WIR, that can be defined as a private account unit based on credit loans
and not to be confused with any barter exchange services, barter trade systems or cooperative mutual credits, was
created by Werner ZIMMERMANN and Paul ENZ with 16 members.
Henceforth, in December 2010, WIR Bank had a dynamic turnover of 1'613 million Swiss francs, equivalent to
0.26% of the 608'830 million Swiss francs nominal Gross Domestic Product at current prices, in a network of
about 60'703 small and medium-sized enterprises, with a static balance of client credits of 624 million Swiss
francs, equivalent to 0.08% of the 754'354 million Swiss francs of global money supply or monetary aggregate M3,
and a velocity of circulation of 2.584, which is the turnover divided by the balance (Kalinowski, 2011; De La Rosa
et al., 2015; Stodder et al., 2016; Swiss National Bank, 2017). In 2012, WIR Bank had a turnover of 1'600 million of
Swiss francs in a network of 56'000 organizations (Martignoni, 2012). In March 2017, according to our survey,
WIR Bank had a balance of credits of 800 million Swiss francs in a network of 60'000 organizations, 45'000 small
and medium enterprises and 15'000 private freelancers (Place et al., 2017). According to the yearly report of December 2017, WIR Bank had a dynamic turnover of 1'120 million Swiss francs, equivalent to 0.17% of the 668'149
million Swiss francs nominal Gross Domestic Product at current prices, in a network of about 40'000 organizations from which 10'000 private freelancers, with a static balance of client credits of 846 million Swiss francs,
equivalent to 0.08% of the 1'030'483 million Swiss francs of global money supply or monetary aggregate M3, and
a velocity of circulation of 1.323, which is the turnover divided by the balance (WIR Bank, 2018; Swiss National
Bank, 2017). The WIR offers additional sources of credit and liquidity at times of tight traditional bank credit,
reserve credit with countercyclical effects to the overall monetary supply for macroeconomic stability, and bonds
between local companies to preserve the society’s economic fabric (Kalinowski, 2011).
9 local currencies, meaning issued currencies at a local level: apart from 2 commercial oriented currencies which
are Kireego based in Lausanne and Swiss Ecu based in Zurich, there are 7 complementary currencies such as
NetzBon launched in 2005 in Basel, TicinoCoin launched in 2014 in Ticino, Léman launched in 2015 in Genève,
Bonobo launched in 2015 in Bern, EulachTaler launched in 2016 in Winterthur, TALENT Schweiz launched in
1993 and relaunched in 2016 in Aarau, and Farinet launched in Sion in 2017 with 25'619 CHF raised from 263
donors in December 2016 with 150’100 Farinet in circulation among 186 organizations in August 2018 (Le
Farinet, 2018). Furthermore, 3 draft projects will be launched such as L’Épi in September 2018 from Échallens
with 15'054 CHF raised from 116 donors in May 2018, La Grue, or der Kranich, in 2019 from Rossinière, and
Monnaie Locale Fribourg or Freiburger Lokalwährung in 2019 from Fribourg. From 1992 to 1994 was launched
Flecü in Zurich by FleXibles which reached 2'800 units in circulation and 80 individual users (Martignoni, 2012).
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Indeed, in 2002 was drafted and in 2005 was launched in Basel Bon-Netz-Bon, meaning Good Network Voucher,
and 120 organizations were exchanging in 2014 thanks to this system integrated in a network of organizations
under a social and solidarity economy cooperative financed by 50 CHF yearly membership and 200 CHF entry fee
through a cooperative share capital (Wallimann, 2014). In 2015, in the Greater Geneva, including the Swiss cantons of Geneva and Vaud and the French departments of Haute-Savoie and Ain, was launched the Swiss-French
cross-border currency entitled Léman, a physical and digital currency of mutual credit Lémanex and issued currency e-Léman at par with both Swiss franc and euro, with 150'000 units in circulation among a network of 460
organizations and 4'000 users in January 2018 (Monnaie Léman, 2018).
49 mutual credit systems or time-based currency, such as Local Exchange Trading System or Time Banking: 25 in
the German-speaking Switzerland called Tauschsysteme in German (ZART, 2013). Since 1997, 28 in the Frenchspeaking Switzerland called Système d’Échange Local in French (SEL-Suisse, 2016). In 1997, 1 in the canton of
Ticino in the Italian-speaking Switzerland called Banca del Tempo in Italian (ZART, 2013). From 2008 to 2012
was launched Easyswap in Lausanne which reached 4'000 individual users (Place et al. 2017). In terms of digital
softwares, 27 are using Cyclos of Social Trade Organisation, 18 are using Espace InterSEL of enLien network under WordPress Content Management System, 8 are using Hamlets of Community Forge under Drupal Content
Management System, 2 are using their own digital software.
Based on a literature review, a data analysis and a survey of 12 questions sent, between December 2016 and
March 2017, to potential contacts of 58 Swiss currency systems with 7 returns, here are the results according to
the following criteria, as only active networks from less than a semester from January 2018 are considered on this
list, and thus 4 more mutual credit systems using Espace InterSEL from enLien network are not stipulated here
(number of currencies, percentage for a total of 64):









Region: linguistic region such as Swiss for all regions (6, 9.3%), German for German-speaking part (24,
37.5%), French for French-speaking part (32, 50.0%), Italian for Italian-speaking part (2, 3.1%), Romansh
for Romansh-speaking part.
Currency name: number which appears on the atlas below.
System type: issued currency for loyalty reward or pledge backed currency with L for local currency (18,
28.1%); mutual credit for local exchange trading system or time banking (46, 71.8%). Digital softwares: C:
digital software Cyclos of Social Trade Organisation (27, 42.2%); E: digital software Espace InterSEL of
enLien network (18, 28.1%); H: digital software Hamlets of Community Forge (8, 12.5%); own system
(11, 17.2%).
Units: units in circulation.
Organizations: number of organization members such as businesses or producers.
Individuals: number of individual members such as users or consumers.

Graphic 1: Swiss currency systems repartition in Augsut 2018
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Board 1: Swiss currency systems compendium in August 2018
Region

Switzerland

German

Canton
Bern
Bern
Bern
Bern

Zurich
Basel
Bern
Basel
Zug
Thun
Bern
Bern
Bern

Bern

Bern

Bern

Burgdorf

Zürich

Winterthur

Zürich

Zurich

Zürich

Zurich

Zürich

Zurich

Graubünden

Chur

Graubünden

Samedan

St. Gallen

St. Gallen

Thurgau

Bischofszell

Basel-Stadt

Basel

Basel-Stadt
Aargau
Aargau

Uri
Obwalden
Zug
Luzern
Luzern

Basel
Aarau
Bözberg
LohnAmmannsegg
Schattdorf
Sarnen
Zug
Luzern
Sursee

Jura

Delémont

Jura

Franches Montagnes

Jura

Moutier

Solothurn

Neuchâtel
Neuchâtel

La Chaux-deFonds
Neuchâtel
Val-de-Ruz

Valais

Sion

Valais
Valais

Valais
Genève
Genève
Genève
Vaud

Sion
Evolène
Uvrier StLéonard
Martigny
Genève
Genève
Genève
Bex

Vaud

Aigle

Vaud

Échallens
Yverdon-lesBains
Begnins
Vallorbe
Lausanne
Lausanne
Lausanne

Neuchâtel

French

City

Valais

Vaud
Vaud
Vaud
Vaud
Vaud
Vaud

Currency name

System type

Launch
date

1. Migros Cumulus
2. Coop Supercard
3. Reka cheque
4. WIR
5. Bitcoin
6. Ethereum
7. Zytbörse Thun
8. Tauschnetz Länggasse Bern
9. Tuusch-Träff Bümpliz
10. Bonobo - Bon ohne Boss
11. Bazore - Orte Zum ZeitTauschen
12. Nachbarschaftshilfe
Burgdorf
13. EulachTaler
14. Tauschen am Fluss
(Netzwerk)
15. give&get + VAZYT
Winterthur
16. (+)ecu, swiss ecu
17. Ziitbörsa Chur und
Umgebung
18. tauscheria Südbünden
19. Zeitbörse Benevol
St.Gallen
20. Stund um Stund Region
Bischofszell
21. Zeittauschbörse Region
Basel
22. NetzBon, Bon-Netz-Bon
23. TALENT Schweiz
24. Tauschring Fördertaler
25. Verein ZeitTausch
Solothurn
26. Tauschnetz Uri
27. Tauschkreis Obwalden
28. Exsila AG
29. Luzerner Tauschnetz
30. Tuuschnetz Soorsi
31. SEL région Delémont
(Pépite)
32. SEL Franches-Montagnes
(Pive)
33. SEL région Moutier
(Birse)
34. SEL de la Chaux-de-Fonds
(Picaillon)
35. SEL des Rives
36. SEL Vaudrusien (Batz)
37. SEL de Sion (Grain de
eigle)
38. Farinet
39. SEL d’Hérens (Flocon)
40. SEL Uvrier St-Léonard
(Lienne)
41. SEL des Dranses (Perle)
42. SEL du Lac (Grain de sel)
43. Léman (Lemã)
44. Tryngo
45. SEL de Bex (Châtaigne)
46. SEL de la Grande-Eau
(Plume)
(Épi)

Issued currency
Issued currency
Issued currency
Issued currency
Issued currency
Issued currency
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Issued currency L

Issued currency L

22.09.2018

47. UnYverSEL (Pesta)

Mutual credit E

03.07.2017

48. SEL de La Côte (Grain)
49. SEL des 3 Vallons (Noix)
50. Kireego
51. SEL Sous-Gare (Milan)
52. SEL de Chailly (Tipont)

Mutual credit E
Mutual credit E
Issued currency
Mutual credit E
Mutual credit E

1934
2013
2015

Units

1'120'000'000

Organizations

Individuals

40'000

0

2015

Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Issued currency L

2016

Mutual credit C

2006

186

Mutual credit C

01.11.2011

230

Issued currency

2011

Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Issued currency L
Issued currency L
Mutual credit C

2005
08.08.2016
01.06.2015

30'000
5'000

120
10
10

156
10

Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit C
Mutual credit H

2014

Mutual credit H

2013

135

Mutual credit E
Mutual credit H

2002

Mutual credit H
Mutual credit

1997

100

Mutual credit E
Issued currency L
Mutual credit E

13.05.2017

150'100

186

2009
18.09.2015

160'000

550

Mutual credit E
Mutual credit E
Mutual credit H
Issued currency L
Mutual credit
Mutual credit E

160
4'000

Mutual credit E

89

2013

37'500

100
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Italian

Vaud
Vaud
Vaud
Fribourg
Fribourg
Fribourg
Fribourg

Oron
Vevey
Rossinière
Morat
Fribourg
Fribourg
Fribourg

Fribourg

Belmont-Broye

Fribourg
Fribourg
Fribourg

Murist
Romont
Bulle

Fribourg

Val-de-Charmey

Ticino
Ticino

Gambarogno
Faido

53. SEL d’Oron (Faîne)
54. SEL'Léman (Galet)
(La Grue, der Kranich)
55. SEL Lac Morat
56. SEL Sarine (Grain)
57. Tauschnetz Freiburg
(Monnaie Locale Fribourg)
58. Le Pot d'Sel du Belmont
(Grain)
59. SEL de la Molière
60. SEL Glânois (Sésame)
61. SEL de Bulle (Bulle)
62. SEL de la vallée de la
Jogne
63. Scambio di Favori
64. TicinoCoin

Mutual credit E
Mutual credit E
Issued currency L
Mutual credit E
Mutual credit E
Mutual credit C
Issued currency L
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~2019

~2019

Mutual credit H
Mutual credit H
Mutual credit E
Mutual credit E

06.04.2010

Mutual credit H

2004

Mutual credit C
Issued currency

1997
2014

5'000

190
35

700

60

135

Figure 1: Swiss currency systems atlas in August 2018

3. A REFERENCE CASE STUDY: LÉMAN, A CROSS-BORDER CURRENCY
The first world known cross-border currency, named Kékfrank, between Hungary, Austria and Croatia, was
launched in spring 2010. Indeed, Kékfrank, name of a famous red wine called blue franc, was created the 7th of
May 2010 in the 57'000 inhabitants’ city of Sopron in the western border of Hungary, 60 km from Wien, by a European Cooperative Society, based on the Latin Societas Cooperativa Europae, gathering Hungarian, Austrian and
Croatian individuals and legal entities for a total of 150 members. In 2011, only 13% of those who know Kékfrank
use it, and 13% of them use it on a monthly regular basis. In 2013, about HUF 10 million equivalent of Kékfrank
were in circulation among the network of 650 acceptors, with a conversion fee of 0.25%, plus valued added tax,
with the Hungarian forint, for a minimum of 500 HUF conversion (Szalay, 2011; Sárdi et al., 2013). In Switzerland,
the local issued currency Bon-Netz-Bon, renamed NetzBon in 2015, was a democratically transnational alternative
currency system as you could exchange it with the local issued currency Sol, in the French region Alsace part of
the Grand Est from 2005 to 2010, and with the local issued currency Markgräfler, subsequently the DreyEcker as a
metaphor for Dreieckland, in the German Freiburg administrative district of Baden-Württemberg state from 2007
90
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to 2010 (Burgy, 2009). Then, a new cross-border currency, Léman, was born between Switzerland and France in
autumn 2015, in the Genevan basin, called the Greater Geneva, a developed cross-border region which encompasses almost 920,000 inhabitants, 400,000 jobs and 40,000 businesses as the second largest conurbation in
Switzerland as well as in the Rhône-Alpes region, with economic stability and financial health with its mechatronics cluster and plastics hub in the French part, and its watchmaking precision machinery and world financial place
in the Swiss part (Place et al., 2017). Furthermore, Geneva is a multicultural canton with 493’706 inhabitants in
2016 originally from: 22.7% Confederates, 36.7% Genevan, 40.5% from abroad from which 18.1% Portuguese,
15.5% French, 10.4% Italian and 7.6% Spanish (OCSTAT, 2017).
Concerning complementary currency projects in or near the Greater Geneva region, based on a literature review, a
data analysis, and a survey of 12 questions sent to potential contacts of 7 Greater Geneva currency systems with 4
returns, here are the results according to the following criteria, only active networks from less than a semester
from January 2018 are considered on this list (number of currencies, percentage for a total of 9) (Monnaie Complémentaire Locale Citoyenne, 2016):







Currency name: number which appears on the atlas below.
System type: issued currency for loyalty reward or pledge backed currency with L for local currency (4,
44%); mutual credit for local exchange trading system or time banking (5, 56%). Digital softwares: H: digital software Hamlets of Community Forge (3, 33%); A: digital software Accorderie of Le Réseau des Accorderies de France (1, 11%); own system (5, 56%).
Units: units in circulation.
Organizations: number of organization members such as businesses or producers.
Individuals: number of individual members such as users or consumers.

Board 2: Greater Geneva currency systems compendium in August 2018
Geographical basin

Currency
name

Genève, Geneva

1. SEL du Lac

Greater Geneva,
Lemanic Arc

2. Léman

Saint-Genis-Pouilly,
Ain

3. SEL du Pays
de Gex

Mutual credit H

Thoiry, Ain

4. Tiok

Mutual credit

Annemasse, HauteSavoie
Annemasse, HauteSavoie
Saint-Julien-enGenevois, HauteSavoie
Annecy, HauteSavoie
Chablais, HauteSavoie

5. Éco du Bon
Sens
6. SEL du
Genevois

Issued currency L,
euro par

7. Accorderie
du Genevois
8. Gentiane
9. Chab

System type
Mutual credit H
Issued currency L,
euro and swiss
franc par
Mutual credit

Launch
date (Draft
date)
2009
2015
(2010)

Units

160'000

Organizations

Individuals

550

4'000

2010
2012
(2011)
2012
(2010)

Mutual credit H

2016

Mutual credit A

2016
(2014)

Issued currency L,
euro par
Issued currency L,
euro par

2017
(2011)
2017
(2016)
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Figure 2: Greater Geneva currency systems atlas in August 2018

In 2015, the sustainable development or social innovation network of Geneva, called APRÈS-GE the social and
solidarity economy chamber of Geneva, had 270 members, from which 54% receive some public subventions,
financing or allowance and 76% are association, foundation or cooperative, was to compare with the Geneva
business network of 27'000 companies and 80 professional associations, called Fédération des Entreprises Romandes. However, in 2015, with a financial volume of CHF 400 million, the social and solidarity economy chamber
of Geneva represented 11% of the job employment in the Geneva canton, with 5'000 employees and 12'000 volunteers, and offer goods and services to 400'000 beneficiaries (APRÈS-GE, 2015). APRÈS-GE decided, by a unanimous General Assembly vote, the 29th of May 2013, to cooperate with the complementary currency creation process. Thus, the Greater Geneva Currency pre-project group for a collective co-creation was created the 27th of
September 2013 (APRÈS-GE, 2014; Monnaie Grand Genève, 2014). Since June 2010, on the French part of the
Greater Geneva, the Eco was created and launched the 13th of September 2012 in the Annemasse urban conglomeration reached 70 service providers in 2016 and partly integrated the Léman project (Eco Du Bon Sens, 2012;
Monnaie Complémentaire Locale Citoyenne, 2016).
The 2nd of February 2014, the SASFERA association was created and the 8th of July 2015, this same association
was dissolved to transfer the fund for the creation of two Léman currency association, the Swiss Léman currency
based in Geneva for the Swiss part and the France Léman currency based in Annemasse for the French part. The
18th of September 2015, the Léman, also entitled Lemã or Le Léman in French, was launched at the Alternatiba
Léman festival, thanks to a business to business to consumer system, collective and voluntary co-creation, and
open and participatory governance in the cross-border Genevan region with an objective of 500 users and 100
businesses in a year to strengthen the network and encourage local economy for a regional sustainable development (Monnaie Léman, 2016). Built from the open source code of Ethereum blockchain technology, the 27th of
October 2017 was launched both the digital currency of mutual credit Lémanex and issued currency e-Léman at
par with both Swiss franc and euro with 41 pioneering organizations using it. In January 2018, 150'000 units were
in circulation among a network of 460 organizations and 4'000 users. After the TicinoCoin code creation in 2014
without circulation, the Lémanex and e-Léman launched in October 2017, was the first concrete Swiss synergy
between local complementary currency and cryptocurrency using blockchain technology.
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Here are the three main study results concerning the Greater Geneva currency pre-project (Place, 2018; Place,
2015):






Favourable opinion on the implementation thanks to a qualitative survey of 14 stakeholders where perceived benefits outweigh the perceived costs. Its main salient attribute is to be an accelerator of wealth
and an innovation with high added value (Nginamau, 2013).
Value proposition not fully in line with expressed needs and concept perception: perception correlation
on local exchange notion and consumption stimulation, but perception divergence on participative governance and social and solidarity economy objective according to 15 potential users (Chervaz, 2014)
High potential of creating new transaction flow: one-third of the transaction volume of 13 members of
APRÈS-GE could be made with actors respecting social and solidarity economy values showing a high potential for the flow dynamization of this network, whereas one-third of their transaction are already made
with partners respecting these same values (Calderon, 2015). One-third of economic relation, of analyzed
actors, are made with partners sharing social and solidarity economy values and one-third of transactions
made with actors, defending different values, could be made with actors sharing social and solidarity
economy values according to a flow analysis of 13 organisations, of the social and solidarity economy
chamber of Geneva, based on a survey of inter-enterprises transfer registration from 2012 to 2014
(Community Forge, 2014).

Here are the three main study results concerning the Léman currency project (Place et al., 2017):






Only 10.2% use the Léman currency from a sample of 98 persons, and for them, the business network increase and the currency image communication with a label are the priority strategic approach. For those
who never used the Léman currency, the priority strategic approach are the promotion, communication,
and advertisement of the Léman currency and the financial advantages to incentivize exchange, thanks to
promotional discount (Cordeiro, 2016). From a sample of 98 persons between 18 and 30 years old, 61.2%
heard about the Léman and 16.7% of them used it at least one time.
75% of 16 businesses are favourable to the implementation of a micro-audit service for sustainable management support which can justify a 200 CHF yearly membership even if impacts are low at the moment
(Cordeiro, 2016).
93.3% of 15 consumers consider the Léman as a label, 66.7% feel a sense of community, 53.3% improve
their consumption behaviour thanks to the Léman (Raynard, 2018).

Board 3: synthesis of the Greater Geneva pre-project and Léman project studies’ results
Study
Nginamau,
2013
Chervaz,
2014

Calderon,
2015

Cordeiro,
2016

Raynard,

Results details
Favourable opinion: perceived benefits outweigh perceived cost
Salient attribute: wealth accelerator and high added value innovation
Value proposition perception correlation: local exchange notion and
consumption stimulation
Value proposition perception divergence: participatory governance and
social and solidarity economy objective
Existing transaction flow: 1/3 of network transaction volume are made
with partners respecting social and solidarity economy values
Flow dynamization high potential: 1/3 of network transaction volume
could be made with actors respecting social and solidarity economy
values
10.2% use the Léman currency: 61.2% heard about the Léman and
16.7% of them used it at least one time.
61% chose business network growth, currency image communication
and financial advantage with promotional discount as a strategic approach
75% favourable for micro-audit service for sustainable management
implementation: to justify an eventual 200 CHF yearly membership
93.3% consider the Léman as a label. 66.7% feel a sense of community
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and 40% of cooperation and solidarity. 53.3% improve their consumption behaviour.
66.7% do not find it user-friendly. 60% do not sufficiently find basic
goods and services. 20% use some Léman on a monthly basis.
48.1% receive some Léman on a monthly basis. 14.8% pay their suppliers in Léman. 63% do not swop back their Léman in Swiss francs.
81.5% do not improve their sustainable management practices. 88.9%
do not improve their client turnover or loyalty.
Source: Place et al., 2017
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consumers)

Qualitative survey
(27 producers)

Table 1: synthesis of the Greater Genevan currency Léman characteristics (officially registered in May 2018)
Launch date
Geographical location
Name
Slogan baseline

18th of September 2015
Greater Geneva conurbation, Lemanic Arc metropolis

Léman, [Lemã] in phonetics, also entitled Le Léman or Monnaie Léman in French
Your currency, or votre monnaie in French (before: cross-border Lemanic basin local currency)
Value proposition
Local, citizen, ethical solidarity and ecology, cross-border
Ethic charter
Local, solidarity, working conditions, real economy, social-ecologically responsible, continuous improvement
Organization
Monnaie Léman Suisse (in Switzerland), Monnaie Léman France (in France), 1'600 members in May 2018.
Volunteer members 200 in November 2016, 100 in June 2016, 30 in 2013, 10 in 2011
Support
6 experts, 6 academic or research institutions, 7 ambassadors for director’s fees or income
percentage paid in Léman
Stakeholders
Social and Solidarity Economy Chamber in Geneva (270 members), 2 city councils
(Carouge, Annemasse)
System
Issued currency pledge by Swiss franc and euro and mutual credit
Format
Physical currency with paper notes and digital currency (e-Léman for issued currency,
Lémanex for mutual credit)
Note denomination 1, 5, 10, 20
Par
1 léman is equivalent to 1 Swiss franc and equivalent to 1 euro
Conversion
1 EUR = 1 LEM = 1 CHF. EUR/CHF exchange of November 2016 equal to 1.076. 3% of conversion rate when swop back LEM to CHF or EUR.
Revenue model
Free software application and 50 CHF facultative annual membership for individuals
75 to 800 CHF annual membership based on juridical structure and size of the organization
1% transaction commission except on wages paid by an organization to an employee
Units in circulation
160'000 in May 2018, 150'000 in January 2018, 80'000 in November 2016, 50'000 in June
2016
Business/producers 550 in May 2018, 460 in January 2018, 350 in November 2016, 250 in June 2016, 17 in
September 2015
Users/consumers
4'000 in January 2018, 1'300 in November 2016, 800 in June 2016, 67 in September 2015
Source: Place et al., 2017
In January 2018, in term of business model and legal status, the Léman was entirely managed by the two central
associations Monnaie Léman Suisse in Switzerland and Monnaie Léman France in France. In the future, annual
membership of individuals and organizations will become the revenue of these two associations in charge of the
communication, training, conference and local shop development service provision in terms of events, contacts
and articles. A Lémanex cooperative with a revenue based on 1% transaction commission from which 0.3% for a
reserve fund, mainly managed by these two associations, APRES-GE and CRESS Auvergne Rhône-Alpes, the social
and solidarity economy chamber of French region Auvergne Rhône-Alpes, will be in charge of the commercial
offer of the monetary innovation with credit line analysis for organization financing facilitation and sales brokers
for market place activation between suppliers and clients. A ComChain cooperative for the open source consortium of peer-to-peer blockchain technology for the commons, will be in charge of the technological software of issued currency, mutual credit, income payment, e-commerce market place digital systems through its application
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Biletujo: a multi-currency interoperability wallet with decentralized and shared governance with electronic voting.
As currency is a payment service for a community network, to increase the confidence, credibility and viability of
the Léman currency, the value proposition need to answer the user needs. To design this service concept in the
synergy of a participatory governance, which is the key of monetary innovation and co-creation principle, users
need to be integrated in the currency modality creation process. Currently, the value proposition is based on four
topics: local, citizen, ethical social and ecology, cross-border. Nevertheless, the above studies have demonstrated
that participatory governance and social and solidarity economy objective were not important for users, whereas
local exchange notion and consumption stimulation were important. Furthermore, users need a growth of the
business network, a better currency image communication and some financial advantages, while organizations
wish a sustainable management micro-audit. Public service payment, salary bonus, promotional discount, and
transaction stimulation with legal technical sales representatives are essential to increase the purchase offer diversity and boost the purchase power of the user to give value to the Léman currency. Indeed, a currency has value not only when you trust it but also when you can use it to purchase basic, vital or wished goods and services
(Cordeiro, 2016; Raynard, 2018).
Consequently, the activation of the business network is necessary, but to do so, the Léman currency need to propose a genuine value added, like a 5 stars’ label program. But this label system, based on a micro-audit certification, can only exist if the Léman currency image communication is intelligible and accessible for everybody. After
focusing on the client advantage, a financial plan, to calculate the necessary financial needs to highlight the team
of skilled human resources, and an impact report, to assess the economic, social and environmental impact of the
currency, should be integrated in a business plan to raise some fund from private and public sponsors such as
Swiss cantons, French department, Greater Geneva and Lemanic Arc. Thanks to legal technical salespersons, not
only the goods and services offer diversity would increase thanks to the network growth, but also the volume
transaction within the business network would be incentivize. A digital platform, or even a mobile payment gateway, would propose a mutual credit, improve the promotional discount system, and assess the impact of the currency stock and flow (Place et al., 2017).
4. SWISS CURRENCY REGULATIONS
In the European Union, since the revised payment service directive which has come into force on the 13th of January 2018, payment service providers without credit card will now be subject to the same regulatory and supervisory standards as all other payment institutions (Zanolli, 2017). Nevertheless, this directive does not apply to the
services based on specific payment instruments that can be used only in a limited way, that meet the following
condition:



Currencies issued in a limited network under a commercial contract with a professional emitter.
“Instruments allowing the holder to acquire goods or services only in the premises of the issuer or within
a limited network of service providers under direct commercial agreement with a professional issuer”.
(Official Journal of the European Union, 2015).

Swiss citizens refused the adhesion to Economic and Monetary Union of the European Union, the conservation of
its central bank’s gold reserve, and the universal basic income system. Indeed, here are some federal popular initiatives, presented at the Federal Chancellery of Switzerland between 1891 and 2017, linked with the monetary
policy of the Swiss Confederation (Federal Chancellery, 2018):
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Board 4: list of Swiss federal popular initiatives

Swiss federal popular initiative
European Union adhesion negotiation: what people decide!
Bilateral treaties I between the Swiss Confederation and the European
Union signed the 21st of June 1999.
Yes to Europe!
Bilateral treaties II between the Swiss Confederation and the European
Union signed the 26th of October 2004.
Swiss National Bank gold reserves surplus for the National Pension Fund
payment
Retirement and Survivor Insurance is the main social security system in
Switzerland.
Swiss National Bank profits for the National Pension Fund payment
Save the Swiss gold (gold initiative)
Swiss National Bank gold reserve is inalienable, should be stock in Switzerland, should represent 20% of the national asset. In 1992, Switzerland
join the International Monetary Fund and withdraw from its 40% minimum gold cover for Swiss Franc. In 1999, with the new federal constitution the gold cover for Swiss Franc is dissolved. From 2'590 tons of gold
reserve in the Swiss National Bank in 2000, 1'300 tons have been sold till
2005 for 21.1 milliard Swiss Franc for the cantons and the National Pension Fund, and 250 tons in 2008 (Swiss National Bank BANK, 2014).
For a basic income
2'500 CHF per adult and 625 CHF per child as a monthly basic income was
proposed. Unconditional basic income or universal basic income or basic
income guarantee should not be confused with living wage.
For a sustainable economy based on efficient management of resources
(green economy initiative)
This federal popular initiative was not directly linked with monetary policy but with green and circular economy that would be indirectly in favour
of community and complementary currency systems implementation.
For a money away from crisis: Swiss National Bank money issue only (full
money initiative)
The full money initiative has been deposed the 01.12.2015 with 110'955
valid signatures, to force commercial bank to only issue money from its
savers, investors and the Swiss National Bank to avoid the commercial
bank money creation system and its privilege, also called full-reserve
banking or 100% reserve banking as a monetary reform. Article 99 authorise the emission of private means of payment with limited users under the Swiss National Bank legal mandate conformity and constitutional
legal security guaranteed (Swiss Sovereign Money Initiative, 2018).
Source: Federal Chancellery, 2018

Voting date
Participation
rate

People
result
Result
rate

Cantonal
result
Result
rate

06.06.1997
35.44%

No
74.10%

No
26/26

04.03.2001
55.79%

No
76.80%

No
26/26

22.09.2002
45.17%

No
52.20%

No
20/6

24.09.2006
48.75%

No
58.30%

No
23/6

30.11.2014
48.70%

No
77.30%

No
26/26

05.06.2016
46.40%

No
76.90%

No
26/26

25.09.2016
42.2%

No
63.6%

No
25/26

10.06.2018
33.8%

No
75.7%

No
26/26

According to the Federal Law on the Swiss National Bank and the Federal Law on monetary unit and payment
means: the Swiss National Bank, as an independent central bank, is administered under the surveillance of the
Swiss Confederation, Swiss franc is the only legal currency on the territory and coins and banknotes issue is the
exclusive privilege of the Swiss Confederation (Swiss Confederation, 1999). Swiss franc is based on laws, decrees
and decisions of the Swiss federal state since 1848, before incorporating businesses in 1907 (Martignoni, 2012).
Financial intermediaries are under strict rules in relation with currency issue according to the anti-money laundering law from the Federal Commission Order of banks in terms of anti-money laundering measures (Swiss Confederation, 1997). Security and traceability control of currencies is such an important issue in Switzerland that,
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thanks to the Bitcoin case, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA ruled on the virtual currency
legislation (FINMA, 2014; Swiss Confederation, 2014; Es Kommt Darauf An, 2014):




Non-convertible currency, virtual currency for virtual currency, are legal as for social game, such as in
game currency like video game currency.
Semi-convertible currency, swiss franc in virtual currency only, are legal as for loyalty voucher, such as
store currency like Migros Cumulus, Supercard Coop or Reka cheque.
Convertible currency, virtual currency in swiss franc and swiss franc in virtual currency, are legal as for
currency market, such as internet currency like Bitcoin.

“The use of bitcoins as a means of paying for goods and services in Switzerland is not regulated; in other words,
no special licence is required.” (FINMA, 2014).
Swiss legislation is favourable to monetary innovation as convertible currencies, as means of paying for goods and
services, are not regulated, no special licence is required, and thus legal. Indeed, payment method for goods and
services is not regulated in Switzerland and therefore legal, and Swiss law contains no specific provisions on virtual currencies, though depending on conversion scheme and business model, some activities are subject to regulations:




Financial intermediary for virtual currency peer-to-peer trade, exchange or brokers platform. “The purchase and sale of bitcoins on a commercial basis is subject to Switzerland’s Anti-Money Laundering Act.
The same applies to the operation of trading platforms which are used to transfer money or bitcoins from
a platform’s users to other users.” (FINMA, 2014).
Full-banking license for virtual currency fiat money deposit on a commercial basis. “Some commercial activities involving bitcoins require a banking licence. This is generally the case when an organisation, as
part of its business activities, accepts money on a commercial basis from clients and keeps it in its own
accounts. The same applies to providers who accept bitcoins from clients and administer bitcoin holdings
for clients.” (FINMA, 2014).

In 2014, Bity and Bitcoin Suisse were approved as cryptofinance members of a Swiss self-regulatory organization,
enabling them to legally operate cryptocurrency brokerage services in Switzerland, and Ethereum Foundation
launched a token sale under the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. In 2015, the Swiss Federal
Council and Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA announced and stated that Bitcoin was a virtual
currency treated as a foreign currency, without any new regulations needed but with transactions exempted from
sales taxes, and the Digital Finance Compliance Association drove a friendly regulatory framework for cryptofinance in Switzerland and promote technology neutrality. In 2016, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory
Authority FINMA updated its anti-money laundering policy to classify Bitcoin transactions under money transmission with exemption for strictly person-to-person bilateral transactions, to authorize financial institution to
accept electronic methods in place of paper documents for opening accounts, and to not require a banking licence
for third-party storage of cryptocurrency assets which is not a form of deposit taking falling under banking regulations. This same year, the Swiss Federal Council announced a FinTech licence with reduced regulatory requirements to encourage innovation in this field of financial technology with more than 200 start-ups in Switzerland
(Crypto Valley, 2018).
Indeed, Switzerland figures among the top five countries for FinTech companies, as no specific regulatory or tax
rules apply to FinTech. For the time being, these businesses are subject to the ordinary framework of the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA as well as to anti-money laundering provisions. Thus, for antimoney laundering, FinTech start-ups should, prior to starting, obtain a FINMA licence or register with a Swiss selfregulatory organization, to discuss business model and obtain certainty as to regulatory treatment. Indeed, a
banking licence may be needed if client funds are held for more than 7 days or received from more than 20 clients.
In February 2017, legislative amendments have been proposed to set the holding period for client funds to 60
days instead of 7 and to allow the holding of one million Swiss francs, 1'000'000 CHF, in client assets without triggering a banking licence requirement by creating a new lighter FinTech licence for businesses holding up to one
million Swiss francs, 1'000'000 CHF, in client deposits or currencies circulation. Thanks to this initiative to become even more competitive, Switzerland may result in the most tax efficient country for FinTech structures, to
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maximize their funds at disposal to finance their relevant projects (Oberson Abels, 2017). It has also been said
that this lighter FinTech licence could allow the creation of a FinTech electronic bank with three hundred thousand Swiss francs, 300'000 CHF, of owners' equity instead of eight to twenty million Swiss francs, 8'000'000 CHF
to 20'000'000 CHF, of shareholders’ equity for a classic commercial bank, or cooperative bank as used to be the
Banque populaire suisse before 1990
Since 2016, the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA exchanged some letters, of about fifteen
questions to re-establish legal order according to the anti-money laundering law, with several Swiss currency
systems and authorized them, without triggering a banking licence requirement or being registered with a Swiss
self-regulatory organization, to either limit the maximum amount of currency exchanged at once up to 3'000 CHF,
or back the entire amount of currency in circulation in a pledge account of a commercial bank who engage its control responsibility but not guarantee the deposit (FINMA, 2018). From now on, it is necessary to notify the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA before launching a monetary innovation in Switzerland and answer the questionnaire within a week. Being regulated directly under a Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA licence or registered with a Swiss self-regulatory organization such as the Financial Services
Standards Association VQF used by some cryptocurrencies, or even by creating a specific one for monetary innovation under the Swiss Forum-SRO for Forum association of self-regulatory organizations, is nowadays the correct
procedure to follow under an overseeing body. By being directly controlled by the Financial Market Supervisory
Authority, cost is proportionate to income. Nevertheless, to avoid excessive formalities at a cantonal or federal
level and in accordance with the personal data protection within a private club using an intermediary of payment
in a restricted community, the official list of individuals or organizations members is not necessary. Remind ourselves that Swiss freemen or burgesses can issue currency and that tally stick, two unforgeable pieces of the same
wood with nock as a proof of value, are recognized as a currency in some Swiss cantons.
Notwithstanding, to overpass the limitation of the current institutional regulation and policy in many countries,
which imposes existing criteria and framework restrictions to monetary innovation or complementary currency,
in the capacity of financial technology, gift voucher or social and solidarity economy organisation, a functional
regulation would be more accurate to differentiate them: considering them as a service provider for liquidity ,
borrowing and saving, payment, insurance, and investment capital; within a limited network in size and scale
according to the volume of users, organisations, transactions or market share; and managed under a for-profit
shareholder company or non-profit structure ownership such as a social enterprise, a community interest company, a cooperative, or a union (Bindewald, 2018).
5. TOWARD A SWISS CURRENCY CONFEDERATION
An opinion poll on 3 topics was sent, between December 2016 and March 2017, to 58 Swiss currency systems
with 6 returns showing that financing and impact are more important for Swiss currency systems than dissemination, promotion and federation (opinion: 4: very high importance, 3: high importance, 2: low importance, 1: very
low):
1.
2.
3.

Crowdfunding platform to support complementary currency systems? Average of 2.42 over 4.
Applied research on systems evolution, best practice, impact improvement? Average of 2.33 over 4.
Association to disseminate, promote and federate Swiss currency systems at a municipal, cantonal, national, and international level? Average of 2.08 over 4.

Based on this opinion poll and inspired by not only the initiative of the Bristol Pound to launch in United Kingdom
a Guild of Independent Currencies in October 2014, which became later the Independent Money Alliance, but also
the Swiss Crowdfunding Association, funded in June 2015 in Geneva to gather crowd-donating, crowd-lending,
crowd-investing, and property crowdfunding, and the Crypto Valley Association, funded in January 2017 in Zug to
gather blockchain ecosystems in a crypto-technology cluster, the Swiss Currency Confederation was publicly presented at the 1st Swiss Complementary Currency Encounter organized by NetzBon the 16th of September 2017 in
Basel and informally launched at the 2nd Swiss Complementary Currency Encounter organized by Léman the 28th
of October 2017 in Geneva. The 3rd Swiss Complementary Currency Encounter organized by Farinet the 05th of
May 2018 in Sion formalized its consolidation.
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Swiss Currency Confederation was initiated by Prof. Mag. Christophe PLACE after presenting the 10th of May
2017 a research paper, entitled Swiss impact currency: improving impactful currency systems for a sustainable
economy in Switzerland and published in the conference proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Social and Complementary Currencies organized by the Research Association on Monetary Innovation and Community and Complementary Currency Systems and the Universitat Oberta de Catalunya in Barcelona, and the 14th of
May 2017, he presided intermittently a group of researchers and practitioners working on Swiss currency systems who met, and finally founded the Swiss Currency Confederation (Place et al., 2017). After identifying Switzerland as a role model in terms of business-friendly environment, with not only its historical diplomatic neutrality and monetary and economic stability but also its world-class educational infrastructure and entrepreneurial
innovation, and in terms of centuries-old decentralized culture of individual rights, with its citizen-controlled
political system through its direct democracy voting systems, it was clear that this country was the perfect fertile
ground and melting pot for monetary innovation. Indeed, historical monetary stability and decentralisation of
power is in the heart of this multilingual and multicultural country. Switzerland could become an ideal environment for building the new generation of monetary innovation with cryptocurrency synergy like the TicinoCoin or
the e-Léman and Lémanex using blockchain technology.
Figure 3: Swiss Currency Confederation logotype

Source: Swiss Currency Confederation, 2018
Swiss Currency Confederation mission was defined as follows:
“Our purpose is to gather, study, disseminate, and support the pluralism of Swiss currency systems at a municipal,
cantonal, national, and international level:





Gather all the diversity of currency systems in Switzerland.
Study the art and practice of monetary innovations in Switzerland and abroad.
Disseminate some relevant publications among its stakeholders.
Support interdisciplinary research and education for their improvement.” (Swiss Currency Confederation,
2018).

An honorary committee with Prof. Jean-Michel SERVET, a research committee with Prof. James STODDER, Prof.
Isidor WALLIMANN, and a steering committee with Ph.D. Virgile PERRET, Dipl.Ing., MBA Jens MARTIGNONI and
M.Ing., M.Sc., MBA Christophe PLACE, were created before formalizing and decreeing the future legal status of this
association.
6. CONCLUSION
Switzerland is historically known for its economic and monetary health all around the world. With 3 different
spoken languages, 3 main digital software, 64 community and complementary currency systems in January 2018
in the 99th sovereign state by population, with 8'465'234 inhabitants in September 2017, from which the oldest
and biggest modern complementary currency in the world and the first cross-border local currency in the world
using blockchain technology, Switzerland brought us international reference case studies. Our Swiss currency
systems research study at a national and local level fulfilled our objective of revealing their repartition and legal
framework. Indeed, according to our results, we can answer our research questions as follow: (1) half of the currency systems are in the French-speaking part and almost two-fifth in the German-speaking-part, more than twothird are mutual credit and less than one-third are issued currency, almost two-fifth use Cyclos software and onethird use enLien software whereas one-tenth use Hamlets software, (2) Léman case study taught us that the strategic implementation of a blockchain technology for both mutual credit and issued currency can attract more
companies and individuals, but cannot substitute the need of a relevant value proposition and salespersons to
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activate the exchanges within the network, (3) Swiss federal legislation, by driving the development of a friendly
regulatory environment, is favourable to monetary innovation because convertible currency, as mean of paying
for goods and services, is not regulated under 3'000 CHF exchanged at once, and only requires a lighter FinTech
licence with a self-regulatory organization under 1'000'000 CHF in currency circulation. Consequently, Swiss Currency Confederation by gathering Swiss currency systems, should not only forge links with the Swiss Financial
Market Supervisory Authority in virtue of pedagogical explanation of the different objectives of complementary
currency systems, but also organize themselves to analyse if this lighter FinTech licence is a relevant legislation to
support such monetary innovation. Indeed, is there a potential interest of creating a self-regulatory organization,
or even a proper functional regulation emanating from the Swiss National Bank, for Swiss currency systems or the
supposedly favourable legislation for currencies development would be enough for a direct regulation under the
Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority? The question remains open and need further development to be
answered.
In relation with our hypothesis, due to the various range of spoken languages, digital software, and currency system types between mutual credit, issued currency and cryptocurrency, Swiss Currency Confederation, besides
gathering, disseminating, promoting and supporting these systems in Switzerland and abroad by developing an
ecosystem of expert professional service providers and supportive relationships with the authorities to attract
leading monetary innovation technologies, could take the advantage of network effects clusters or hubs by creating a self-regulatory organization with an economy of scale, if necessary. Due to its multicultural quantitative and
qualitive reference case studies and its competitive regulation for crypto and complementary currency aside from
European Union, could Switzerland potentially become a European laboratory for monetary innovation? At the
leading edge of blockchain technology with its Crypto Valley funded in January 2017, gathering their strengths
with the Swiss Currency Confederation launched in October 2017, is there an interest of developing monetary
innovation for a sustainable economy in Switzerland? We only glance over the historical, cultural, political and
economic context of this innovation laboratory, but to potentially become a European laboratory for monetary
innovation, and to reach such an ambitious objective as a skill competence centre of excellence at the leading edge
of monetary innovation reference case studies and technologies within a Currencies Hub, Cluster or Valley, a lot of
works have to be done, starting with the creation of a formal association, and if relevant, a self-regulatory organization.
However, our weak return rate on our survey did not allow us to deeply analyse the genuine utility and impact of
these currencies, and thus the interest of using such tools to reach sustainable development goals, to finally evaluate the interest of using complementary and virtual currency systems for a sustainable economy. Beyond revealing reference case studies and favourable regulations, further research or different methodology need to be done
on this topic to fully answer these new research questions, by comparing them to other European countries. Nevertheless, Swiss currency systems, like most of the complementary currency systems, are not known to everyone,
and only few people, who heard about it, really use it in a regular basis. The real challenge is to demonstrate the
interest, advantages and benefits of using such a tool, as a service, in comparison with conventional money. To do
so, a business plan, integrating an impact report, is not only essential to improve the value proposition to answer
the client need and problematic, but also to raise the necessary fund to reach the network size and diversity goals.
A clear value proposition, a strong purchase offer diversity, and a continuous impact improvement would legitimate the currency utility, value, trust, credibility for the stakeholders of these Swiss impact currency systems as a
useful tool for a sustainable economy.
In a network of sustainable consumers and producers, made of non-governmental organisations, governmental
institutions and private enterprises, it is indispensable to consolidate the strategic policy of corporate social responsibility in a pragmatic piloting process of value co-creation between stakeholders and sustainable impact
improvement thanks to pioneering incentive and sharing systems. In fact, the implementation of monetary innovation aimed at motivating responsible behaviour within a territory and a community becomes essential for tomorrow leaders, policy-makers and decision-makers. Complementary and virtual currency systems are a strategic, management and economic tool that can help a network of organization, and thus an organization, for its decision support, impact improvement, and extra-financial cost-benefit analysis towards a sustainable development
value co-creation. Thus, we need a formal methodology to demonstrate the interest of using complementary and
virtual currency systems in such a perspective beyond the business to consumer loyalty program voucher, or in
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store currency. Consequently, to prove that complementary and virtual currency systems, within a network of
organizations, a cross-border territory and sustainable community of producers and consumers, activate wealth,
stimulate exchange and improve economic, social and environmental impact for regional sustainable development, we need more applied research on monetary innovation to design a service concept for impact improvement in order to improve its implementation usability and credibility.
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ABSTRACT
This paper draws out key conclusions from a research project – a pilot empirical study on local
complementary currencies (exchange systems). The study comprised 15 interviews with
coordinators representing 13 existing alternative currency systems in Poland out of 20 identified.
The research was conducted between February and April 2017. The main goal of the study was
empirical determination of the factors involved in the rise and fall of alternative currencies systems
in Poland and conditions for their survival – that is, sustainability factors. The author demonstrated
that, among examined system, two are performing better than the others, and they meet the
efficiency conditions: they have a relatively high and stable or growing number of active members
and exchanges, and they are constantly developed without reporting any substantial problems.
Despite many differences, they have much in common. The analysis of the two examples in
comparison with other systems enabled forming a list of sustainability factors and suggestions for
the coordinators or initiators concerning how and what to do and what to avoid to make the system
more sustainable.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Poland, there are no recorded academic studies or publications, especially empirical, in economics or finance
concerning alternative exchange systems (excluding cryptocurrencies). There are authors who have published
works on alternative economics, social economics, and financial democracy in recent years, namely Janusz
Reichel, Andrzej Żwawa, Szczęsny Z. Górski and Jacek A. Rossakiewicz. However, they represent different milieus
from economics or finance, representing sociological, historical, libertarian, ecological, artistic or even anarchistic,
anti-system and nationalist endeavours. Furthermore, although their works are a decent source of general and
historical information, questions and directions, none of them seems to have a strict academic background in economics.
To start changing that empty landscape of academic analysis of alternative exchange systems in Poland, an empirical study on local complementary currencies (exchange systems) was conducted. The main part of the research
was carried out in February 2017 (baseline period), and the rest was completed in March–April 2017.
The main goal of the research is empirical determination of the factors in the rise and fall of alternative currency
systems in Poland and conditions for their survival, that is, sustainability factors. The secondary goals are as follows: generating an empirical determination of internal mechanisms of the systems and their relationship with
the environment and formulating hypotheses that will generalise the mutual relations between the alternative
currencies and the economy (local, national). Due to the pilot nature of the study, an additional aim is to construct
further questions and identify important research problems, narrowing or extending the area of research. Therefore, the conclusions should be treated as hypotheses for further investigation, not a guide on how to organise and
manage a complementary currency system.

2. METHODS
Currently there are only a few existing and operating alternative currency systems in Poland, while multiple systems are no longer operating, and information on them can be found only in news, articles and magazines or
books published a few years ago. Because of this limitation and to preliminarily investigate the phenomenon, a
qualitative study was performed.
A thematic analysis of all the data was used based on constructive (inductive) grounded theory (Charmaz 2005) to
develop ideas, themes and normative suggestions that formed an analysis tied to the data. As Linden (2006) notes,
grounded theory is especially useful for the study of complex, dynamic systems. This approach allows a researcher to critically investigate and code data into analytical concepts, which are then built up into theoretical codes to
explore the relationships that may exist among the data. This ensures a rigorous and plausible analysis, producing
results closely tied to the data and a qualitative view of informants (Lee, 2009).
In the grounded theory tradition, the result of a study is a complete theory of the phenomenon. This pilot study,
however, aims mainly at determining a conceptual framework for further research. In the grounded theory strategy, there are three general rules (Jemielniak 2012b). First, there are no preliminary hypotheses, so that existing
theory does not influence the interpretation of the phenomena. Second, it relies on continuous comparison of the
data, which leads to determination of the codes for organising and interpreting the data and highlighting the most
important categories from which the theory is then built. Third, the data should be collected not by representative
rule, but to extend our knowledge of the problem.
In the preparation of the methodological part of the study, I used Flick (2012), Kaczmarek, Olejnik and Springer
(2016) and Jemielniak (2012a, 2012b). The data collection for the study was conducted using semi-structured
individual in-depth interviews (IDIs).
The research objects were the initiators, coordinators (general management) and animators (operational activities) of the existing alternative currency systems in Poland (working or in temporary suspension), excluding cryptocurrencies. I focussed primarily on those that used an alternative exchange unit (unit of account). Although I
focussed on individual interviews with coordinators, I still gathered a lot of important information about the sys-
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tem and the participants. This is because these people organise systems where community building is an important integral element and sometimes the main goal. This means a great exchange of information between users
and coordinators takes place, so the coordinators have a broad and deep insight into what goes on in the system.
Furthermore, the coordinators not only have some views on the alternative system, but they also take action,
which influences the community, society and economy, not just their personal environment.
Because of the shortage in the number of existing systems, the sampling was based on availability. I searched for
information about existing systems using the Internet (web searches, Facebook, Goldenline and other forums) and
in publications of Polish authors and popular magazine articles.
During the search, I found information (descriptions, references or short notices) of about 80 systems that were
set up between 2000 and 2013 and ran from 1 to 3 years on average. Most of them were community multilateral
credit systems (MCSs) – local exchange trading systems (LETSs), time banks, community exchange system (CESs),
one-time banks based on a coin exchange and several business systems based on multilateral barter – or commercial MCS (3C – consumer and commerce circuit or just business to business, B2B). For the purpose of the study,
the existence of 20 exchange systems in general, 16 systems with own settlement units (currency systems) and 4
systems supporting exchange without a unit (general exchange systems, GES) was verified.
During the study, 15 interviews were conducted with coordinators representing 13 systems. Two systems (two
interviews) proved to be functioning without the support of an alternative exchange unit (marked as GES in the
table 1).
The study procedure involved five steps, as follows:
1.

Research design (choice of method, preparing a script);

2.

Research planning (searching for existing systems, contacting the coordinators, setting a timetable);

3.

Conducting the interviews and preparing transcriptions;

4.

Data analysis:

5.

a.

Coding the transcriptions using Qualitative Data Analysis software (QDA Minter Lite),

b.

Coding analysis: searching for themes and patterns,

c.

Comparative analysis of the observation and

d.

Generalisation

Drawing conclusions, discussion and formulating suggestions.

The interviews with participants were conducted in different places that were close to the participants’ place of
residence and work for convenience. These were mostly (11/15) locations of the organisations that administered
the systems but also cafes (2) and private housing (1). Each interview was scheduled for about 1–2 hours, and all
the interviews fit into these limits.
All the interviews were conducted personally by the author. The respondents were informed about the research
prospect and overall purpose of the study, and they agreed to participate in the research, including recording,
transcription and use of quotes. Respondents did not receive remuneration for participation in the study.
The interviews were conducted in such a way that the respondents perceived freedom of expression. The author
also used active listening methods (including paraphrasing, reflection, clarification) to receive the information
needed and support the high quality of the messages being recorded. Respondents' questions were postponed
beyond the time of the study to avoid suggesting answers. During the interviews, non-verbal messages were not
recorded. No third-party presence was planned during the interviews, but in two cases, there were additional
people present who were asked (and agreed) not to participate in the core part of the individual interview.
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A preliminary analysis of the interviews was conducted during the baseline period, which allowed for minor modifications to the interview scenario (mainly narrowing the list of questions). The study scenario was developed
based on Kaczmarek et al. (2016, p. 123) to broadly reflect the issues related to the functioning of systems. When
the participant concentrated on a secondary thread that was significant from the point of view of the study, additional deepening questions were asked. This resulted in a lot of additional important information.
The main questions concerned the preparation during the system’s launch; motivations for launching; goals,
sources of the idea and knowledge; mechanisms of the system; communication of the users and environment;
exchanges; level of formalism; benefits the users received; system development; difficulties; role of the coordinator; and effect on members.
A total of 15:44 hours of interviews were recorded; external companies transformed the recordings into 209 pages of transcript. The transcripts were then manually coded in detail into 42 codes. The codes were created based
on the content of the scenario and trends in the responses. The coded content covered from 10% to 40% of the
interview transcripts. During the coding process, no contradictions in the statements were found.

3. RESULTS
3.1.

Examined systems

The results of the analysis of the interview content were broken down by codes or grouped codes. Below, I give
selected excerpt of statements, translated from Polish into English, in parentheses, supporting the grouping and
the locality of the system with which the cited person is associated. Note that marking in parentheses means that
the confirmation for the statement was found in the interview content, but this does not mean that the confirmations were non-existent in other systems.
The general observation on the existing systems in Poland is that there are two types of systems – time banks
(most of which are MCS) and one 3C, the commercial system – functioning with some differences. Because of multivariate differences between community currencies and 3C systems, the results of the analysis are described
separately. A summary of the basic characteristics of the examined systems is presented in the table 1. In addition
to the examined systems, seven others were confirmed as existing and working, as follows: ‘Wymiennik. Społecznościowy System Wymiany’ (since 2012, MCS/CES system based on web, ca. 4000 users, ca. 1000 exchanges per
year, mainly in Warsaw), ‘Poleski Osiedlowy Bank Czasu’ (Łódź, web-based MCS time bank), ‘Tarnobrzeski Bank
Czasu’ (Tarnobrzeg, GES time bank), ‘Piast’ (Kielce, MCS/3C), ‘Dzielnik Twórców Dobra’ (2017, Piaseczno near
Warsaw, similar to MCS, web based), ‘Thingo’ (web-based GES) and ‘Wymiennik.com’ (web-based GES for students).
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USERS
EXCH.
HEADQUATERS Start
ADMIN
TYPE P2P UNIT MARKET PAYMENT REGISTRY
Per
LOCATION
year
TYPE
Registered Active
year

NAME
Bank Czasu
LO Wolsztyn

Wolsztyn

2013 MCS

Bank Czasu
w Tczewie

Tczew

~
MCS* C2C Hour
2003

BankCzasu
.org

Warsaw

2008

GES

Banku Czasu
Mam

Warsaw

~
2014

GES

Bartersi

Krzywiczyny/
Wołczyn

2008 MCS B2B Pnts

Gliwicki
Bank Czasu

Gliwice

2012 MCS

Katowicki
Bank Czasu

Katowice

FINANCING

RANGE

OM +
@ (FB)

No reg.

No reg.

X

6–7

N/D

Person

Prv

School

OM

Paper

Paper +
Excel

150–180

150–
180?

N/D

PSO

PSO + reward
+ grants +
sponsors

Town

C2C Hour @ (own)

No pay.

No reg.

3400

N/D

No
record

Prv
Com

Prv

Country

C2C

@ (FB)

No pay.

No reg.

300

N/D

N/D

Person

Norwegian
Funds + prv

Town

@ (own)

@ (own)

@ (DB)

800

N/D

2–3

Prv
Com

N/D

Country

C2C Hour

OM

Paper

Paper

45

20–
30

84

PSO/
NGO

No strict
financing/
partly PSO

Town

~
MCS
2005

C2C Hour

OM

Paper

Paper

40–60

8–12

24–
100

Person

No strict
financing/prv

Town

Kielecki Bank
Kielce
Czasu

2013 MCS

C2C Hour

OM +
phone

Paper

Paper

40 → 130

N/D

10–20

NGO

No strict
financing/
partly NGO/
users

Town

Niepołomicki
Niepołomice
Bank Czasu

2014 MCS

C2C Hour

OM +
phone

Paper
→@

@ (DB?)

40

20

20–30
h/
mth

NGO

Public grant +
prv

Town

Poznański
Bank Czasu

Poznań

~
MCS* C2C Hour @ (own)
2005

Paper
→@

@ (DB)

200

50–
150

Max
200

NGO

Public grant +
prv

Town

Wrocławski
Bank Czasu

Wrocław

2015 MCS

C2C Hour @ (own)

@ (own)

@ (DB)

450

5–20

36

NGO

Prv + users

Town

Zeit Bank
Czasu

Słubice / Frankfurt on the Oder

~
2012

C2C
Hour
/3C

OM

Coin

No reg.

30

12?

No
record

NGO

Public grant +
Town/region
prv

Zielony

Starachowice

~
MCS
2015

@+
mob+
OM

@+ mob+
***)

@ (DB)

400

400

30
mln zł

Prv
Com
**)

Self-financing
+ prv =>
cooperative

CbS

C2C Hour

3C

U/D

1Z =
1zł

Country

Notes: ‘→’ (arrow) indicates a change; N/D = no data; TYPE: MCS = multilateral credit system, GES = general exchange system/platform (usually without specifying exchange unit), CbS = coin-based system, P2P: 3C = consumer and commerce circuit/(complete exchange circle and ecosystem; all or most of the following: B2B + B2C + C2B + C2C+ B2W), B2B = inter-company exchange (here: only multilateral barter), B2C = traditional
retail trade/sale (customers pay within the system with the system unit for goods), C2B = in traditional view: customers create value for which the
company pays; here broader: company repays customers, e.g. a bonus in system unit if they buy items, even for official money, C2C = individuals
(customers) exchange goods, services and favours, W2B = company pays the employee salary in the system unit (the whole, part of it or bonuses);
ADMIN TYPE: NGO = non-governmental organisation, PSO = public service organization (municipal, local government, governmental), PrvCom =
private company/enterprise, *) = not standard (interference with the system mechanism), it was to be CES, **) with plan to change to cooperative
(property), U/D = undetermined, MARKET & PAYMENT & REGISTRY: CES = community exchange system online platform, FB = Facebook, DB =
database at server, OM = offline meeting, @ = online, own = own platform, mob = mobile app, ***) = with plan to introduce cards (with QR code), no
reg. = no registry, no pay. = no means of payment used, prv = some expenditures financed with coordinators funds, users = some expenditures
financed with members funds. Arrows indicates changes.

3.2.

Development

In most of the examined systems, the coordinators answering the question about their role, stressed that the coordinator is highly needed in such systems. Their role is to integrate the community, register and maintain accounts, and often, to be the main public trust ‘institution’ in the marketplace (‘People could not call, contact, although they already knew, they felt the need to use the intermediary’, Niepołomice, Katowice, Warsaw). However,
this is a time-consuming role with a high amount of responsibility. Coordinators reported that, for a relatively
small system (up to 150 people) to function properly, a coordinator working from a part-time (Tczew,
Niepołomice) to full-time job (Gliwice) is necessary.
Based on the existing literature on alternative exchange systems in Poland, I expected that, among the motivations
of the organisers and coordinators, I would find foremost the issues of worldview – coordinators emphasising the
separation from the globalised, unsocialised, corrupt world in which mammon reigns, thereby addressing crises,
bad economic situations and unemployment. However, some were motivated with anti-system attitudes (prepar-
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ing for or counteracting the effects of the crisis, belonging to the anarchist federation). However, most were motivated by willingness to help, share and serve as a social worker, as well as willingness to meet social challenges,
including counteraction of anonymity and growth of alienation due to cultural and historical differences (‘Prejudice of the residents of Frankfurt against the Poles was big’, Słubice) or change in the form and character of social
life (‘Almost all public places are slowly becoming private places’, Słubice; ‘the real estate developers [...] do not
provide social space’, Wrocław, Poznań), some were motivated economically (inability to meet private needs on
the market).
The goals set by the coordinators and addressed to the system primarily dealt with issues and social problems
and went in line with their motivations, among which were the following:











Activation and prevention of exclusion of older people (Katowice, Tczew, Niepołomice);
Allowing intergenerational exchanges (‘to draw from the wisdom that these older people have’, Gliwice);
Activation of the society (‘to get people out of the house, improve social relationships and do something
good’, ‘motivation to move away from stagnation’, Gliwice);
Promoting the idea of subsidiarity and solidarity (‘If you get help for free, then pass it on [...] to make
those women feel like they can do something’, Warsaw);
Education (Kielce);
Raising people’s self-esteem (‘By activating and taking part in exchanges, we hoped we would be giving a
feeling of worth’, Kielce);
Solving the problem of alienation in a new environment (Niepołomice);
Social integration (Poznań; ‘to create a community that will meet, not as an organization, but as a group of
people who are able to get to know each other’, Wrocław);
Promoting anti-systemic attitudes (‘The goal was to promote this idea of non-cash exchanges, outside the
monetary system’, Wroclaw); and
Artistic ‘fun’ (Słubice).

In one system (Poznań), I heard a declaration that the goal was to provide free services that would otherwise cost
money on the market. Economic and financial problems were not the main objective of the community systems,
although in some cases, the exchange mechanism was a true support of the main objective (Warsaw, Gliwice: ‘to
support people who cannot afford to use various services, as well as to give professionals a chance to share their
skills‘, Poznań). In the studied 3C system, the objective was to intensify local economic exchanges so that money
did not flow out of the country.
Several systems defined a specific target group: Three were geared toward newcomers in the city environment –
incoming students from other cities in internal migration (students – Wrocław, Gliwice; families – Niepołomice);
one invited immigrants from other countries (Słubice), and two focussed on the elderly and disabled (Tczew,
Niepołomice). In the case of the investigated 3C system, the target groups were companies, mostly micro, small
and medium, with Polish capital.
The coordinators were also asked about the motivations of the system users and what the users’ benefits were. A
representative summary is the statement of the coordinator from the time bank in Poznan: ‘There are people for
whom the community, the existence of the time bank, is important in their lives; there are those who need onetime help; there are those who support the idea and want to be more in the community to support the idea than to
exchange; there are also those who think that this is the way to get something for free’. Briefly, community, individual needs, the idea and personal benefits are also important elements. Some also referred to space for selfrealisation, becoming familiar with the new environment or curiosity. An exchange in social networks is often a
pretext for moving out of the house, leaving the computer, establishing relationships and being active (‘Time bank
was like an excuse to get to know yourself’, Niepołomice, Katowice, Poznań).
The benefits to members of community systems are directly linked to their motivations and the coordinators’
motivations. One of the coordinators also mentioned the important effect on the personal views and life of people
involved in the system (‘[H] is the oldest, she came here because she got in trouble and had to perform community
service as punishment; she came and said that she had been unemployed for 25 years – as if she was proud of it. I
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asked her what she would like to do. “I like to tinker” [...]. “Come, then” [...]. And she came on Friday, Saturday,
always from 15:00 to 18:00 [...] and started to tinker. [A] came, walked up to her and together they were doing,
and more and more people were hooked [...]; and suddenly she, who was such a racist, voted on XXX, that is for the
Nazis, thanks to this project, has changed completely’, undisclosed). Some coordinators are also aware that not
everyone will be willing to enter and use this system.
Members who exchange either do this seriously (‘I do not know whether it’s their meaning of life, but certainly
one of the most important activities, because it is not just the exchange of services, but also relations’, Tczew) or
treat it only as fun. Attachment to the system may help uphold it when it is declining, for example, due to lack of
coordination – the members take over the initiative (‘Those people did not want to agree to keep the time bank
closed and want to do something for it to last’, Gliwice).
What one can see is interesting, but equally interesting is what one cannot see; one such thing is the lack of perception of the system in the economic context by the coordinators of community currencies and – according to
their relations – the participants of the system. They do not treat it as money, an economic system, or as a solution
to a problem of (own) unemployment. Rather, they see it almost exclusively in a social context. In contrast, 3C
systems are designed as an economic support for the official economic system, where economic factors prevail.
For most community systems, coordinators often use casual sources of information while designing and implementing the system mechanisms. These include information from coordinators of other systems, leaflets and articles about other systems, books, the Internet and radio broadcasts. None of the coordinators referred to theoretical or scientific publications, nor did they use guides on how to design and organise such systems.
Almost all the coordinators of community systems were aware of the existence of other time banks. Coordinators
of systems working under PSO underlined that this idea was functioning, and it was promoted and developed in
the community animation environments (Tczew, Gliwice).
Most systems were organised ad hoc, without substantive merit preparation and planning, without preparing a
‘business plan’, except for two (Tczew, Starachowice – 3C). However, in most cases, the process of preparation and
starting up lasted several months. The detailed mechanisms during this ‘birth process’ were different: activities of
other non-governmental organisation (NGO)/public service organisation (PSO) projects (Tczew), informal exchanges (Tczew), pilotage (Tczew), use of available resources to prepare the information technology (IT) system
(Wloclawek, Wrocław) and contact with NGOs/PSOs, which could coordinate or support the system (Niepołomice,
Katowice).
Changes in the activity of members and coordinators (animators) strongly depend on the external financing and
the coordinators’ personal plans, especially if they do not have sufficient material benefits from the system. In
Wrocław, despite a week-long project financed externally during summer vacation, after the start of the semester
at the university, some people returned to their hometown, while others focussed on finding a full-time job. In
other systems (e.g. in Tczew), the periodicity of exchanges resulted from the change in the activity of members,
who entered the ‘minimum activity mode’ during the holiday periods.
Many initiators start ‘with great enthusiasm and little knowledge’ (Wroclaw). After some time, however, it turns
out that the system management and coordination is burdened with a heavy workload, and even with more experience and knowledge, motivation drops, enthusiasm ends – often coinciding with external financing ending – and
coordinators burn out (‘Brilliant ideas cease functioning because people just burn out’, Warsaw).
A regular feature in the functioning of community systems is that, a few years after the launch, the community
ceases to grow and integrates internally. At this moment, it starts running low on funds for development, coordinators lose enthusiasm and the official activity of the system is suspended; however, without the coordinator, the
community continues to exchange unofficially with or without the same mechanisms (Niepołomice, Poznan,
Wroclaw, Katowice). Often, during the system's rise, time banks are in the media's frame of interest. Information
about them spreads and attracts interest in different, often distant, locations. New attempts to create a system
appear in those new location at a time when the source system slows down or suspends the official activity (‘At
the moment when we started, the time bank in Katowice was closing’, Gliwice). This seems to be true in the sys-
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tems in Wolsztyn, Wrocław, Gliwice, Katowice, Kielce and Niepołomice. This mechanism resembles a process of
‘budding’ (a bubble grows, bursts and new bubbles start growing in other places).
Drawing 1. Polish community currencies’ ‘budding’ scheme.
Warsaw [1]

2011

Katowice

USA
Japan

Kielce

Wolsztyn

Canada

2005

Gliwice
Wrocław

Poznań
Tczew

Poland (other)

Warsaw [2]
Nowa Huta

Niepołomice

Note: Arrows indicate knowledge flow between systems in a specific year. There are two systems from Warsaw.

3.3.

System

In terms of organization, three community systems are carried out in the individual (private) capacity of coordinators (Wolsztyn, Wołczyn, Katowice), although in the case of Katowice, cooperation with NGOs is used, and in
Wolsztyn, cooperation with the school is evident. Three are organised by companies (two business systems of
Warsaw and Starachowice and the GES in Warsaw). Five systems are organised within NGOs and two by public
service organisations (NGO Centre, Social Welfare Centre).
Systems that do not have an internal unit of account do not record exchanges. They provide only a mechanism of
matching (market mechanism) – one system is using Facebook, the other is based on its own online system. Five
community systems operate based on documentation and paper records in conjunction with the need to contact
the coordinator (animator).One of them (Tczew) keeps records of exchanges (copies of individual cards exchanged), including in electronic form (Excel tables), which facilitates an evaluation. Two of the studied community systems are based on an individual online system, which provides a market platform, register of accounts and
transactions and payment service.
One of the community systems (Słubice) is unique. It does not use a mutual credit, but instead, stamped metal
coins are put into circulation in exchange for work done for the benefit of the association. These works are not
ordered intentionally and in an informed way; rather, they are ad hoc. The low number of users and exchanges
and low system awareness make this form of currency issuance unimportant to the efficiency of the system, since
the system is conceived as a fun and social integrator and not a tool to meet needs. The issued coins cannot be
officially bought (only earned).
Among the surveyed community systems, all are referred to as ‘time banks’. Most of them (except the one in Słubice) rely on mutual credit with a natural unit of exchange (an hour), which is not convertible to the official currency, where the users keep individual billing cards or use an IT system. However, there is a great variety of approaches to implementing the general idea.
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To avoid stressing the users, the time bank in Tczew does not record credit balances, although every participant is
aware of the number of services he has used. Some time banks (Poznań, Słubice, Wrocław) allow more free valuation of services. In certain time banks that register account statuses, the sum of balances is not zeroed due to the
granting of time-creating top-up bonuses (Poznań, Wrocław, Gliwice). Only one system tried to apply a ‘demurrage’ principle (a subscription that charges 15 minutes per account per month), but this was dropped, as it turned
out to be a disincentive for using the system. In two cases, the coordinators referred to the idea of the time bank,
but as it turned out, they did not register balances at all.
The 3C system operates based on a standard, coherent MCS system with its own settlement unit, equal in value to
the official currency (1 polish zloty). It is aimed for business users (mainly), as well as private individuals. For
compliance with existing laws and regulations, the two groups are treated differently in the system. Only business
users are given a limited credit option. Private users can use the system only after obtaining a specified number of
units in one of three ways – receiving it from the employer as a kind of premium (the salary cannot be paid in the
unit, only bonuses), purchasing goods with an official currency from one of the companies in the system that
grants the customer a bonus and exchanging private goods and services for payment in the system. However, the
unit cannot officially be bought. The system’s operation is based on a centralised, centrally managed account and
an IT network, which connects mobile applications serving as payment terminals. There is also the possibility of
payment using the website. The system is organised as a business community, and its administrator is also a company, but the plan is to gradually transfer the administration of the system to a cooperative of the system users.
Most systems are formal. There are some regulations, where users are required to register in electronic or paper
form, sign the consent and fill out a card of needs and offers. For most systems, the documentation of exchanges
and account balances is kept – in four cases, in paper form (Gliwice, Katowice, Kielce, Tczew). The coordinators
pointed out that the clear rules established and the support of a well-known institution contribute to the participants’ sense of security and equity.
In the 3C system, the major document is the formal paper participation agreement between the participant company and administrator, where the rules of cooperation are defined. The agreement is secured by a blank promissory note. For individual users, there are rules that must be accepted when setting up an account on the website
or using the mobile application.
The question of the legality of operation of the systems (value added tax on goods and services, income tax, civil
law activities tax, protection of personal data, regulation by monetary authorities) is a topic that arouses emotions
and uncertainty among coordinators (‘I do not know how to approach this, how to calculate it, even if I wanted to’,
Poznań), and sometimes even fear (‘At some point, the time bank in Opole turned to the Tax Office for the individual interpretations, and it said the exchange needs to be taxed; everyone got scared, the exchanges immediately
froze, people stopped coming at all’, Katowice, Wołczyn). Some have obtained individual interpretations of tax
regulations or the opinion of legal advisers (Gliwice, Tczew, Starachowice). However, most of them are based on
heard opinions (Katowice, Niepołomice, Wrocław).
In terms of external communication (marketing, public relations) tools used, most systems (including businesses)
rely primarily on existing information channels and links to other NGOs, PSOs or business relations. The coordinators also pointed out that the most important and most effective form of marketing was ‘whisper marketing’ (information passed directly from one person to another). Most also used direct relationships between the administrator and interested parties (‘forms are necessary, but above all, a talk with the coordinator of the time bank is
important’, Gliwice). Most coordinators confirmed having endorsed the use of various other information channels
(posters, leaflets, banners, local and national media – radio broadcasts, television, newspapers, social media and
even call centres). Representatives of the 3C system have also participated in various business and scientific local
and international conferences. However, no other form of communication proved to be more efficient than direct
relations.
The term ‘time bank’ attracts and interests people, including the media, but few want to get inside, or as they already know, decide not to exchange for various reasons. As soon as the individual starts to think about it – ‘a bank’
does not always arouse good associations – the main function of a bank in addition to taking deposits – which
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does not apply to time banks – is lending (‘So they thought they would have to borrow’, Gliwice). In contrast, the
coordinators mentioned the negative reception of ‘alternatives’ (‘Local media (…) treat us like freaks’, Słubice).
The common feature of almost all systems is an active involvement in internal communication, regular ‘current’
activities – monthly or weekly meetings with animators (Tczew, Niepołomice, Katowice, Poznań) – and additional
activities supporting the system and participants, which most often take place once every few months. Some also
use text and push-up messages, as a form of internal communication (Kielce), or email newsletters (Wroclaw).
The coordinators emphasised that such activities are needed; they integrate the group and increase mutual trust,
which is necessary in exchange (‘So you deliver such a “drip” as the activity drops? – Yes […] there must be an
extra impulse’, Tczew).
The coordinators were asked about the system’s potential. They highlighted its ability to structure the overall
activities of the organisation (Tczew), emphasised its feature as a tool, and pointed to the information function
(Tczew), which enables the collection of data needed to achieve the organisation's general goals (‘Great instrument for exchanges, getting to know new people, new skills and developing oneself, because we invest in ourselves through these exchanges’, Gliwice). Some also pointed to the complementary nature of the system to market mechanisms and the official monetary system (‘This is a supplement, not a competition; if we are doing a computer skills training for seniors or English language training, is it in competition with language schools? These
people can’t afford to go to language school anyway’, Niepołomice).
3.4.

Economics

Some community systems were subsidised (in the form of one-off grants) with public funds, which ranged from
about 5000 to 100 000 PLN (≈1200–23 600 EUR). Some systems operate thanks to the organisational subordination to PSOs (Tczew, Gliwice), where the coordinators are full-time employees of these organisations. These are
the systems that work the most efficiently (the highest number of users, exchanges, activities, longest history).
Most, however, benefit from the volunteer work of the coordinators and suffer from ‘permanent lack of funding’ of
basic activities (Poznań; Słubice) and lack of remuneration for coordinators’ work, which demotivates the coordinators (‘The subsidy is for a few months; it is hard to manage life with it’) and strengthens competition for public
(municipal) funds.
The coordinators were asked about the source of personal income, regardless of the financing. There was considerable variability in this regard, but most of them worked full time (Warsaw, Katowice, Kielce, Niepołomice, Wolsztyn, Poznan). Some had independent businesses (Katowice, Wołczyn, Warsaw, Starachowice), and in two systems, the coordinators were employed by the PSOs (Tczew, Gliwice).
In the 3C system, the funding is designed to be internal (self-financing) in the end; however, currently, the coordinators have personal involvement (administering company partners). The system is meant to cover the coordination costs.
The coordinators emphasised that the exchanges did not entail any costs or risks for members, although they
often later pointed out, answering other questions, that they were not entirely sure what their legality was, and
they mentioned the time and effort for users to make a transaction – contacting the coordinator (animator) and
travelling to the exchange place (only three systems had remote payments over the Internet). They did not see
what is obvious for economists, namely transaction costs (effort and time needed to find a contractor, waiting
time, exchange costs, time to register and settle the system), supplier change costs (from the market to the alternative system), time lags or various risks and uncertainty, which result from the system mechanism (the risk of a
system collapse, the risk of not finding a counterparty when needed, risks associated with the lack of quality control mechanisms, etc.), as well as the opportunity costs, which are not present or are significantly lower while
meeting the needs in the market. Even if the coordinators saw the symptoms (‘People saw the notice board, they
were interested in the topic, but when they learned it was an exchange of skills and they would have to offer
something to get something else, they retracted and said that they preferred to pay for a certain service and get
rid of the problem’, Gliwice), they did not try to analyse and counter them.
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In the investigated 3C system, both the users (mainly business) and the coordinators are significantly more aware
of risks and costs, but in most cases, the economic benefits of such a system make the participants stay in it, sometimes even expecting it to grow. Community network coordinators pointed out the regularity that is also evident
in the market system. Often, significant imbalances of demand and supply are recorded, as follows:




Imbalances of a general nature (demand>supply or supply>demand); or
Imbalances of a structural nature (demand = supply in general, but no exchanges due to mismatch of the
structure of supply and demand).

Contrary to what one may expect from a system that offers ‘free’ service delivery, there is a permanent surplus of
supply over demand (‘The worst is always the question, “What do you need?” I don’t need anything, but I can bake
a cake, does anyone want a cake?’, Tczew; Niepołomice; Poznań). In one system, it came from the nature of services (support in a difficult, shameful life situation of young mothers). Elsewhere, it was partly related to the systemic costs (‘Things are easier to do alone; even if we do not like it, it's easier, costs us less effort to do it than
going through all the formalities’, Gliwice). However, in most cases, the problem derived from the difficulty of
identifying one's needs and reluctance to express them.
These general market imbalances seem practically impossible to overcome in the systemic mechanisms (without
coordinator intervention) due to the lack or ineffectiveness of pricing mechanisms in such systems (pricing in
natural units – ‘hours’). Moreover, to some extent, they contradict the coordinators’ expectations (‘People focus on
themselves and it is hard for them to give themselves something else’, Gliwice). However, with some involvement
of coordinators or animators, the demand increased somewhat (‘If they sit at a time bank meeting, it turns out
that, “I would do something for someone”; you always find the other side that needs it’, Tczew; ‘I have not yet met
the need for which there would be no response among users’, Wroclaw).
In addition to general market imbalances, there are also structural imbalances in the community systems resulting from a limited assortment and mismatch of demand and supply structure. This, in turn, mainly results from
the relatively small number of people ready for exchange in such systems, as well as from the small diversity of
products. Usually, there is a lack of more qualified, complex services that involve a high opportunity cost to offer
them in such a system, although sometimes they appear (e.g. piano tuner, faecal examination or lawyer), but as it
turns out, there is no demand for them. In contrast, some services are extremely popular (computer fixing, minor
repairs, babysitting, animal care, translations, training in foreign languages or computer skills). Sometimes, both
types of imbalances result from the appearance of people in the system whose services are popular (e.g. ‘Mr.
Handyman’) but who are reluctant to spend the earned currency.
In the examined 3C system, the coordinator did not mention anything that would be treated as general market
imbalance. However, a structural mismatch may manifest with internal competition, which lowers the value of the
system for competing companies. Neither type of imbalances seem to occur in the 3C system. This is because the
administrator carefully adjusted the number of companies and represented branches, inviting one and rejecting
another to keep the system’s market balanced and maintain the internal incentives for the companies already in
the system (one hotel in the city that accepts the internal unit may be enough to meet the demand valued in the
internal unit, which makes belonging to the system a competitive advantage). However, the administrator pointed
to a situation in which a small company operating in a competitive market (without a competitive advantage)
entered the system, achieved a significant revenue growth in a month, but quickly left the system due to the lack
of a hypermarket, to which the company’s owner was accustomed. This shows that a certain level of structural
imbalance may not be avoidable, even with the members’ conscious choice.
3.5.

Problems and limitations

Apart from market imbalances, the coordinators mentioned many other system problems and limitations; among
these were the following:



Too large a system to coordinate (Tczew);
System inflation (Poznan);
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Participants' age (Tczew);
Underestimated costs of system operation and exchange;
The too-strong integration of the group;
Problems with internal settlement;
Failed attempts to register the initiative in the form of an association;
The difficulty in formulating the messages;
The presence in the group of people with ambiguous intentions or problems, and contagion effect (‘It is
just enough when someone comes who is going to be 5% dishonest or someone behind the gossip’);
Unreliability and irresponsibility of service providers; and
Difficulty of using IT exchange system.

Paradoxically, a certain restriction on the development of alternative currency systems may be that, in Poland,
there have been no deep crises in the last 20 years, and social problems and imbalances are addressed by the
relevant institutions, as some coordinators pointed out (‘Poland has never had such a crisis or boom. So, in fact,
the main motivator for people to use the time bank is simply willingness or good will’, Warsaw). This is why people do not seek monetary alternatives.
Another important systemic problem is that coordinators are not aware of competition from the sharing economy
services (Uber, etc.); traditional services, namely cooperative banks, online exchange systems and services accessible in Poland (Allegro, Gumtree, eBay, Olx); ‘neighbourhood’ clubs; or cryptocurrencies. Sometimes, they do not
even know about them.
Besides other problems, there seem to arise two paradoxes in community currencies systems. Both show that too
much integration in the system ultimately kills the system. First, the general prosocial character of the system can
be an obstacle to sustainability because relationships, initially built through a ‘trusted’ animator, coordinator or IT
system, transforms over time into a direct relationship (unless the system is large enough, with a large offer).
Direct relationships cause the members to skip the system. Second, maintaining social relationships based on
trust and integrating community applies mainly to relatively small communities. However, market liquidity is
essential for an exchange system’s sustainability, which requires a number of ready-to-buy-and-serve people of
different needs and skills. This is possible only in much larger communities. Therefore, in designing a system, it is
necessary to choose between the level of trust and liquidity.

4. RESULTS
Based on the coded content grouping, in comparison with the performance of the systems, I determined possible
factors of development of alternative systems and formulated suggestions for the actual and potential coordinators and PSOs on how to use the potential of the systems efficiently, that is, to accomplish the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attract as many members as the system is able to handle and maintain the number (balance the number
of incoming and outgoing);
Engage in as many exchanges as people really need;
Achieve sustainable development; and
Solve internal problems successfully.

Two of the examined systems need to be featured, namely the systems in Tczew and Starachowice. Although they
are not perfect, these systems performed the best among the examined systems and met all four efficiency conditions: They have relatively high and stable or growing numbers of active members and exchanges and are constantly developed, with reporting of any substantial problems. The first is an MCS C2C time bank with a natural
unit of exchange (‘hour’), which is a PSO’s project; the second is a private company–administered initiative of an
MCS 3C local currency valued in the official currency at a ratio of 1:1. Despite many differences, they have much in
common. Both are precisely designed and planned; they have clearly set goals and target groups and assured financing of the system (or are on their way to being financially sustainable). Moreover, the coordinators can devote much or all of their time to managing the system because they have their living secured. In addition, both
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have a clear structure. The coordinators prepared before implementing them and periodically evaluate them.
They both utilise strong motivations for the users, as well as using direct and many other forms of communication,
which supplement the major tools. Finally, both set clear rules.
The two examples in comparison with other systems enabled forming a list of sustainability factors and suggestions for the coordinators or initiators on how and what to do and what to avoid to make the system more sustainable. All the suggestions result from the analysis of alternative currencies in Poland presented above, and they
cannot be treated as a complete guide on how to design an alternative currency system in general. However, the
chapter aims at summarising some of the good and bad practices (evaluated via comparison among different systems). As almost all the examined systems were community currencies, the conclusions best fit to this type of
alternative currency; however, 3C systems may utilise most of them. The development factors and suggestions
were categorised into four groups, as follows: Those that seem to be indispensable for the efficiency of a system
(‘Do’), those that can be considered, those that should be avoided or analysed carefully and those that do not seem
to influence the efficiency.
4.1.

Do: plan and design

The ultimate factor (a necessary condition, but not always sufficient) for sustainability seem to be a proper preparation of the system (design, planning, careful implementation) preceded by gaining factual knowledge and a prelaunch environmental market analysis. A proper design may describe the basic mechanism of exchange, setting
the valuation method (commodity money, credit money – including MCS or other), unit of value and account settlement, medium of exchange (value carrier and transfer method), currency issuance method and accounting records storing method. A proper plan may cover the following: clear goals, basic financing sources, internal structure, a development schedule, rules (responsibilities, governing, evaluation), communication (internal and external) means and incentives for members.
A lack of a specific goal, or a too-general one, makes it difficult to choose proper methods and mechanisms, making the system work on an ad hoc basis: The users do not have any reference in unusual situations. No planned
financing restricts and impedes communication, especially in community currencies, which are too small to base
their sustainable development on self-financing (increasing the already high costs of exchange in the system).
Uncertain external financing, especially for NGOs administering community services, is an important factor causing the coordinators’ burnout. No clear internal structure with animators with operational responsibilities (making the markets and acting as intermediaries or moderating the IT system and online exchanges) lowers the development potential and can discourage exchanges, as the animators are important second-level trusted third
parties in such systems. The system is more likely to stall if coordinators are directly involved in the operational
activities, that is, making the market (everyday intermediary between buyers and sellers). This is a job for animators. Coordinators have much more general management tasks.
No schedule means the system may never start due to infinite postponing deadlines. Moreover, a lack of in-depth
knowledge or know-how makes coordinators unable to consciously choose the design, plan and verify whether
the exchange in the system is legal. It makes it necessary rediscover every document or file and develop solutions
to already solved problems from scratch; thus, coordinators are forced to make the same mistakes. Finally, the
lack of at least a basic environment analysis makes it impossible to adjust the design and communication properly
to fit into the local environment.
4.2.

Do: management

Proper preparation must be followed by proper management (administration, coordination, control, evaluation)
of the alternative currency system that separates the operational activities from long-term system supporting
activities or system management. The system management requires a trustworthy leader or coordinators with the
following characteristics:


Having a different source of stable income, satisfying basic living needs, and a lot of free time and strong
motivation; or
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Tangible benefits from managing the system (a remuneration from the system or the superior institution)
that are sufficient for satisfying basic living needs.
Coordinators need to feel a strong social mission (in times of financial trouble, they still should be motivated to run the system), but in general, in a healthy system, they should not worry about their personal
income. It is important to prevent too much rotation of ‘staff’. A perfect situation is a leader with the following characteristics:
An inner need for action;
Enough free time;
All needs ensured with, for example, a business or freelance occupation (flexible working time); and
A certain reward or benefit in the system.

The coordinator’s reward has to be relatively important in relation to remuneration from other sources (not necessarily absolutely high), making it sufficient to cover the opportunity costs. The leader cannot be socially excluded. The coordinators have to consider that too much optimism and enthusiasm at the beginning, without rational
assessment, precise system design and long-term planning to cover the fundamentals, is likely to result in rapid
burnout.
Coordinators play an important role in the system (main administrators, not necessarily the initiators); hence, the
key issue is persistent motivation (mainly material, as shown below) or externally imposed duty. Organising cofinancing, coordinating the activities of animators and ‘brokers’, maintaining the IT system (if present), creating
the market (not making the market), informing participants, initiating policy changes, resolving disputes and dispelling doubts, moderating the process of approving rules, organising additional activities, evaluating and analysing needs and offers to balance the system, and deciding on the currency (liabilities) restrictions are all their major responsibilities. The coordinators should not have to deal with operational issues; however, they should be
able to be the intermediary of last resort. They should encourage people to talk about their needs and report
them, and at the same time, search for ‘diamond in the rough’ among people who can do something (conduct environmental interviews). Even if there is an IT system that helps in creating a market, the coordinator should actively use that knowledge to support the system. All these activities, if they are visible to the participants, will help in
collecting potential internal fees (which do not have to be the system financing method, but motivating to exchange). A big number of tasks means that the system can only survive if its coordinator is completely devoted to
it. However, the administrator of the non-for-profit system should not be a company, due to the contractual exchange unit and systemic unprofitability of the coordination of C2C exchanges.
4.3.

Do: two incentives

The system’s complete reliance on emotional involvement and passion seems to be a short-term measure. The
emotions can and even should be reinforced. Positive emotions of a personal contact is an important and not marketable benefit. However, the foundation of the system’s existence should be something else. Something that sets
the system into perpetual motion, making it self-organising and self-regulating, where even without external financing, and even with temporary lack of coordinators or animators (rather impossible in the long-term), is able
to keep functioning.
The factor that may answer this call is ensuring that all stakeholders (coordinators; participants: companies, employees, customers; beneficiaries: charities and NGOs) benefit from the system on a daily basis in broad economic
terms, which gives them incentives to enter the system, remain there, be active, become involved in the idea,
stand by it and promote it. Benefiting in broad economic terms means that all the revenues the stakeholders receive (individually) cover the personal and system costs they have to bear, including the actual ones (system fees,
transactional costs), economic costs (opportunity costs: benefits/incomes or utility they would obtain using official systems; cost of changing the supplier: the need to break and change habits, new customs, paths), psychological costs (breaking the barrier to outside help, often from a stranger, barriers to home comfort) and risks. These
may also include higher order values (e.g. the idea of an integrated society, an alternative to a social capitalism,
building relationships, solidarity, exchange autonomy, etc.).
Building on only one type of motivation for the stakeholders may not be enough. Two simultaneous independent
motives/incentives, neither of which is forced on the participants, may be better. These are personal benefit and
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emotions and relationships. In case a user chooses not to participate in the meetings and all the social life (e.g.
because he/she is already integrated in another social environment, is in conflict with another member of the
system or his/her personality makes him/her reluctant to engage socially), he/she can always stick to the system
because of personal benefits. If a user does not achieve benefits (e.g. because there is no exchange, no corresponding demand/supply), the inertia of personal ties and habits remains and keeps the user with the system. Both
support and strengthen each other, and both should be taken care of and communicated to the potential and factual system members.
If one aims at creating and integrating communities, creating relationships, then we have to appeal to people who
do not have too many relationships. Those with a rich social life will not be interested in this aspect of the time
bank. If you want to attract them, you will need to appeal to other motivations.
4.4.

Do: direct communication

Regardless of the type of system and other factors, the key aspect is the personal and individual, preferably direct
and offline contact of the coordinator (animator or broker) with the participants – both before and after joining
the system. Automated platforms and contact via Facebook, email or internal systems will not replace personal
interviews, surveys or group meetings and building social capital. Personal, open contact inviting one to the system, especially from the trusted person, will be much more effective than advertising on a poster, billboard or
even via the media and Internet. However, these marketing channels still have a role in building the brand and
general consciousness of the system.
No proper internal communication adjusted to the target group means difficulties in gaining enough attention and
possible misunderstandings of the system’s goal and mechanisms. In the case of heterogeneous groups, all activities and communication should be differentiated by the role of the people in the system: Different messages and
actions can be addressed to groups already familiar with each other (strengthening the exchange and an open
integration), new people who do not know anyone (encouraging to adapt), people with a lot of free time (encouraging activation) and people with high debit balances (support with identification of needs and encouraging to be
report them). An important role of the internal communication should be ensuring the security of goods, services
and exchanges, data security and legality. More or less regular (if less: with good information) non-mandatory
meetings are important, but they should not dominate the participants’ life; their scheduling depends on the target group, because for students, singles or retired people, this can be their main activity besides their other duties.
Restricting the external communication to existing channels and business relations makes the developing community quite homogeneous and hermetic, which can limit its development by decreasing diversity, stagnation and
overconsolidation of existing relationships. It is like we are describing the newly built system and community to
people who already know about it. The exchange system may be targeted to certain groups, but complete closure
(including indirect – through information inaccessibility) may result in decreased inflow of new members, as well
as less diversity, activity and exchanges (it will become less interesting). Whispering marketing, as the most effective and most used form of external communication, should also not be isolated. To be sustainable such marketing
should encompass reaching people from different locations and pulling them out of their environments, explaining the substance of the system (like in direct sales), which requires high amounts of energy, and often, costs incurred individually by coordinators and animators without refund.
External communication and forms of marketing that are consistent with the purpose and scope of action should
combine twofold activities – integrating the community inside with direct contact and opening it to the new users
using other forms, such as articles, posters, leaflets, the Internet. This universal communication should consider
the need to overcome consumers’ psychological barriers and change the amount of free time or cyclicality of the
emergence of certain needs exchanged in the system.
4.5.

Do: clear and simple rules

Another essential factor is clear, simple rules without excess bureaucracy and formalities, supplemented with
accurate information about the legality and compliance with law and regulations, as well as formal and informal
institutions. Rules should promote balance, activity, diversity, openness and building personal relationships based
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on trust. The rules should also provide mechanisms that secure the transactions and the system (protection
against stowaways, defaults, overusing of the shared resources, moral hazards and other abuses), while setting
responsibilities. However, a lower level of formalities usually means lower transactional and systemic costs. Lack
of restrictions and governance framework (including competence, responsibilities and means of influence), on the
other hand, may reduce trust. A dynamic and elastic equilibrium between formalities and low costs should be
preserved, especially in the case of offline exchanges.

4.6.

Do: balancing means

An unbalanced system is one of the major problems of alternative currency systems; this must be addressed and
dealt with by the coordinators. There seem to be basically five types of imbalances visible in alternative currency
systems, as follows:






General market imbalances;
Structural market imbalances;
Market saturation;
General money supply (macro) imbalances; and
Paradoxes of community systems.

As stated previously, unbalanced systems in general terms may be caused by individual fear of borrowing, resulting in ‘local’ insufficiencies of currency in some parts of the system (large liabilities or credit balances automatically act as an exchange deterrent) and inflationary surpluses in others. In contrast, market structural imbalances,
along with low market liquidity and the lack of market price setting mechanism, which enables demand and supply adjustments under varying volumes of supply and demand and influences system instabilities, may be another
factor repelling potential newcomers from the system.
One of the major solutions of the general market imbalances is favouring zero account balances. In community
currencies (especially C2C), where people do not organise production subsystems (internal companies) to monetise the effects of scale or lower transaction costs, it is better to softly encourage (or enforce) using system with
null individual balances.
In 3C systems, local imbalances can be eliminated by incentives addressed to producing companies or companies
in the group that have permanently high and rising debit balances to spend some of these funds on bonuses for
employees – since they cannot be spent on goods and services. It is also important that, in the local subsystem,
companies form the full economic circle, so that the employees can actually spend these funds locally. Otherwise,
they can flow away from the local subsystem and limit its development, although the whole currency system will
function efficiently. The coordinator or local ‘broker’ has to play an important role in inviting companies that will
find the market for its goods and services, and at the same time, complement the system of full economic turnover.
For the long-term performance of 3C systems, achieving a macro-financial (money supply) balance is essential.
This problem is partly interconnected with market imbalances, but its consequences are different, namely internal
system inflation in case of too much money supply or deflation in case of too little money supply. For time banks,
there is no market pricing, so this problem does not apply.
In general, the amount of currency should increase in relation to the increase in turnover in the system, as suggested by economic theory. In MCSs, the currency is issued at the moment of payment with credit (the source
account credit balance increases and destination account debit balance increases) and withdrawn at the moment
of payment with debit (the source account debit balance decreases and destination account credit balance decreases). The problem may arise in the situation when companies offering final goods spend far more on intermediate goods and raw materials than they receive from customers (individuals and companies). This can happen if
the revenues of customers (as employees of companies in the system) are disproportionately smaller than the
expenses of the companies producing the final goods. Even if they want to spend a local unit, the customers cannot
– they did not receive it in the form of income. The system can operate for a while based on the B2B business cir120
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cle, but even in B2B exchange, it can work between companies offering final productive goods and those that offer
intermediate goods and raw materials. Each of these types of companies needs both intermediate and final goods.
However, ultimately, the economy is working and developing thanks to the demand for final consumer goods. If
this is the case, then such a company appears in a system limited to B2B, just like in 3C; it will give out more than
it receives, and its account will not be balanced.
The national economy is balanced because of much more liquid markets and the presence of a full economic circle.
The amount of money received as a source of income by the manufacturing agents (employees, business owners,
investors, tenants, etc.) is roughly equal to the amount of money spent on final goods and services and money
saved. The latter ultimately reaches the production companies in the form of new loans or from depository institutions used to make investments (other than loans). Companies producing final consumer goods (and through
them, intermediate and final production goods) receive the money saved. In 3C, a full economic circle is not always possible due to regulations and individuals’ apathy. In case of such a macro-imbalance, a local version of the
‘capital leaving abroad’ problem may arise. Thus, in complex systems, it is important to evaluate the flows to identify local imbalances and take actions to eliminate them. Careful selection of invited members and setting maximum credit side accounts (and maybe debit side accounts) has proved to be an effective solution.
There is another type of imbalance in small community currency systems that has not been mentioned previously.
‘Saturation’ of the market may appear for certain services (language learning), which causes the number of exchanges to fall. In contrast, every member is subject to the risk of ‘saturation of the idea’, as this is not the major
way to meet the basic needs and usually requires more effort than exchanges on the market. This saturation may
be addressed by coordinators with constant development and change that brings new goods and services to the
system, along with new needs.
To solve the structural system imbalance problem, a number of proposals can be considered and examined in an
empirical and theoretical way, the following among them:








Discouraging excess hoarding, for example, by ‘taxing’ high debit balances; and
Discouraging excess borrowing, for example, by ‘taxing’ high credit balances.
To resolve the general market imbalance (demand < supply), encouraging expenses is necessary by implementing the following measures:
A regular ‘basic income’ (increasing all account the balances) at the expense of the administrator;
One-time ‘quantitative easing’ at the expense of the administrator (assuming the total sum of balances in
the system is zero);
Discouraging excess hoarding (as described above); and
Encouraging borrowing alone (increasing only accounts with a credit balance so that the system is closer
to zero).

Bearing in mind the lack of symmetry in demand and supply of the services (stronger supply than demand), a
higher hoarding tax would work better. The fact is that, in extremely small systems with small choice, not many
exchanges occur, and people use the system as an excuse or motivation to meet and integrate than actually meet
their needs with services offered in the system, taxes will certainly kill the system (people will leave). Another
contradiction is noticeably in the listed solutions to solve the problem of the two types of imbalances. Encouraging
borrowing may eliminate the general market imbalance and put the system in motion, but it may also increase the
structural imbalances. In contrast, discouraging borrowing will help the whole system balance, but it may also
stall it.
A useful innovation of another type that may help solve the structural imbalance problem is to separate permanent (‘long expiry’) needs and capabilities from the current (‘short expiry’) needs and capabilities that coordinators want to offer at a given moment or time. Then, when a new current need is submitted, the current administrator or IT platform that creates the market could search for the corresponding offers – the permanent and current ones. Similarly, by reporting a current (‘short expiry’) capability to provide a service, the administrator could
find the corresponding permanent or current needs. In the face of demand/supply asymmetry, the system’s focus
needs to be changed to help realise one's needs and motivate and encourage reporting current (with ‘short expiry’) and permanent needs (with ‘long expiry’). It is even possible to opt out of collecting offers for encouraging
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response to the currently reported needs (and informing the system only about time-limited offers). Important or
special ‘long-expiry’ services, however, could be registered in the system. This will make people aware that what
is difficult for one, what requires substantial effort, can be ‘ordered’ (or at least report to the system); satisfying
these needs for the benefit of both parties in the internal market can be another key to development.
Finally, balancing between integration and size may be crucial for the sustainability of community currencies. One
solution to these paradoxes for a community system is a constantly changing system (providing members with
different events) with a growing or stable but relatively high number of participants to reach enough liquidity and
incentives to always check the availability of the service in the system first and hinder generating too many close
relationships. Substantial personal benefit may be another solution.
4.7.

Consider

There are some factors and practices that would facilitate exchanges in some circumstances, but are not indispensable, as follows:











Flexible but regular supportive activities (building relations, integrating, encouraging acceptance of new
members);
Availability of a public or shared place where exchanges take place;
Targeting people with favourable features (spare time or capacity, ready to give and take);
Specific target group should be identified;
Emphasising community relationships and promoting solidarity;
Connecting to the PSO (social integration, continuous funding);
Having a public-institution to back the coordination (building sense of safety and security);
Abolition or invisibility of negative (credit) balances (facilitate exchanges, psychological effect remaining
as an ‘internal sense of debt’);
Ownership of the system divided among all the users: a cooperative (more egalitarian rules); and
Cooperation with other systems (common standards for exchange, exchanging experience, knowledge,
evaluation methods, joint projects, procurement, tax interpretations, funding).

Services of a sharing economy develop quickly and effectively monetise the social potential by taking over surpluses of free time, thereby generating high opportunity cost and supplier change for the users of the community
currencies. If alternative currency systems are to compete with sharing economy services, cooperative banks,
online exchange services and ‘neighbourhood’ clubs – should identify their key competences, thereby giving a
competitive advantage. These can be found in utilising unused capacity or a specific assortment, or simply combining relation building with personal exchanges.
Using technologies does not always seem to be important. Systems designed for the elderly function fine without
electronic payments and mobile applications. However, in general, proper ICT utilisation (especially mobile)
should significantly improve system performance. A mobile application can bring the payment costs in the system
closer to the level of the traditional market. If the target group is able to use technology, it should be utilised. Developing an IT system is quite expensive, but there are already at least 14 standard solutions (Cyclos, CES, CClite,
Open Universal Dividend Currency, Drupal Mutual Credit Project, etc). The functionality of the system must cover
the market creation function (matching needs and resources), representing a system of fair and nondiscriminatory reputation (which can be rebuilt), and it must be intuitive and simple. There is also the whole ecosystem of blockchain technologies and cryptocurrencies; with an Initial Coin Offer (ICO), a new currency may be
brought to life; however, these altcoins have fundamentally different properties, and they may not always fit into
the frame of community currencies.
There is one unusual path, other than those described above, which the development of a system may follow,
namely a planned ‘development by budding’ – raising funds, marketing the idea, setting up a local system, community building, operational management and central coordination and then official closing of the project, or
handing the system over to the community for maintaining informal follow up, gathering conclusions and moving
to another location. This path is an option for PSOs or NGOs when there is no other way (due to the specificity of
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the group, place and so on) or the desire is lacking to go through all the suggested steps to design, plan and manage the system in a sustainable manner.
4.8.

Avoid

Physical representation of the unit of account has its power of attractiveness in closed communities. Although this
is a fairly demanding form (costly), it is possible to connect it with account registers through the interchange between positive balances (debit balances) and coins. The downside is that it is already strengthening the strong
supply side in community currencies (willingness to perform services) with an additional desire to receive an
unusual form of money.
Issuing physical tokens based on work done for the administrator can be attractive, if properly planned, but without any system evaluation, and keeping the registry (assuming there are no other problems and imbalances) will
either never fire up the system due to an insufficient token number issued or is likely to cause systemic inflation.
Without control of the currency issue, the number of tokens in circulation will correspond to the ratio of the demand for work to the administrator and the supply (needs) of the administrator, rather than the demand for the
means of exchange and supply of that means resulting from the demand and supply of goods and services. The
biggest drawback is that the currencies can be treated by authorities as money in most jurisdictions and immediately closed, if the size of the system goes beyond ‘artistic fun’.
Too much change, that is, experiments or ad hoc decisions that influence the whole system or rule changes (e.g.
the introduction of additional arbitrarily allocated hours), as well as touting adversely affects the system’s sustainability, because it may cause unforeseen and uncontrolled system phenomena. Users treating the system as a
channel to sell their products or dominating the system with the administrator’s offers is certainly an idea which
brings the systems down.
Focussing too much on additional activities, conferences and ‘targeted’ meetings does not always attract new people to the exchange system. If a currency system is to be sustainable and avoid becoming a private circle of friends,
internal communication between systemic activities directly realising or supporting the function of exchange and
other integrating activities should be balanced. Combining groups of people of all ages (large spread) may be attractive from the point of view of the idea or coordinators, but it usually is a disadvantage from the participants’
point of view.
4.9.

Do not matter

There are a couple of factors that alone seem not to make a difference concerning the system’s efficiency, as follows:





Participants’ and coordinators’ age;
Lack of economic education of the initiators and coordinators;
The type of unit of exchange; and
The specific goal (each system was built for another reason and differently motivated).

I did not find a system which was coordinated by a person with strong economic education background, so I am
unable to determine whether such a system would function better.

5. FINAL THOUGHTS
Community currencies are complex systems that are mostly social rather than economic; hence, developing such a
system should be strongly based on relations and should not aim solely at (except for 3C) providing solutions to
real economic problems. Community currencies can be used as a social tool, catalysing other means or as a
standalone institution for activating the elderly or unemployed, intergenerational exchange or social integration,
provided that they are designed, implemented and maintained properly, with external funding and paid coordinators. However, they will not help the economy grow much. Instead, 3C systems may be a tool for reinforcing the
local economy and reducing disproportions in production distribution under the same conditions. Both types of
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systems need to meet several necessary conditions, and the administrators need to address many problems so
that the system is sustainable and they can efficiently pursue the goals set for it.
The conclusions from the above analysis come from the Polish systems, but they can easily be adopted for different countries, as they relate to the common primeval human needs of relationships and exchange. However, there
is still a wide scope for continuation of research to deepen the chosen fields. During the study, some questions
arose to which the research did not provide an answer, as follows:







Are the identified factors actually indispensable?
Is the list of factors proposed in the article complete?
How can the problems of system imbalances, including the two paradoxes of community currencies, be
solved?
Is the current official monetary system fine enough so that there is no need to develop alternatives?
How does the development of a cryptocurrency ecosystem affect local community currencies?
Do alternative currencies truly help the economy?

I estimate that there are more than a million options for different system types to choose from. The estimations
assume that one needs to choose one or more options in each of seven major dimensions, as follows: valuation/backing method, unit (measure) of value (actual value or reference value), unit of (internal) account settlement, medium of exchange (value carrier) and transfer method, accounting records storage, method of issuance/withdrawal (putting in circulation) and form of administration unit. Each dimension consists of 3 to 18 options. Most options in each dimension are independent. All the combinations give an astounding number of over a
million different systems. Therefore, finally, we may ask: How can one choose the type of alternative currency
system when there are so many options?
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ABSTRACT
With the advent of social and mobile networks, new online communities are being created around
sustainable topics (e.g. environmental, social, community development). The phenomena, known as
digital social innovation, generates a positive ecosystem where business and social development
enabled with new behaviours boosted by social, complementary or community currencies deployed
as virtual currencies have a great potential for competitiveness, and entrepreneurship, but also for
fostering social responsibility in Europe. This document summarizes actions carried out through
the Vircoin2SME European community project (social, complementary or community virtual
currencies transfer of knowledge to SME: a new era for competitiveness and entrepreneurship) for
identification of barriers and their possible solutions to reduce them in the context of the adoption
of social, complementary and virtual currencies by SMEs and consumers. The Case Study method
allowed identifying these barriers almost at all on the basis of RES (digital currency of Belgium) and
Eurakos (virtual currency of Girona, Spain) complementary currencies operation by which the
Vircoin2SME researchers had close contact. Data analyzed were taken through observation, being
the project researchers’ direct users of these currencies and, the information records stored in
databases concerning the users’ interactions (transactions in trades associated with the RES and
Eurakos networks). This research was supported by the European Union’s Framework Programme
for Research and Innovation Horizon 2020 (2014-2020) under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Grant
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social, Complementary, Community, Local and Crypto currencies using a virtual scheme (from now referred as
virtual, complementary currencies or VCC) have been considered as new means of socio-economic development
by generating local exchange systems based on the idea of trading with anything different from a legal currency
(fiat currency) through electronic means.
In the last thirty years, it is known that more than 4000 complementary currency systems have been developed in
more than 50 countries worldwide with a variety of models and application schemes. Unfortunately, due to numerous barriers and constraints – both identified and studied by the VirCoin2SME consortium (Universitat de
Girona, Spain; Universidad Autónoma de Bucaramanga, Colombia; EASY Innova Center of Girona; Fraunhofer
IDMT Institute, Germany; Admin Leuven bvba, Belgium and Estrategias Sostenibles EKOSOS of Ecuador) – a great
percentage of these systems have failed in its attempt to create alternative practices aiming at supporting local
economies towards sustainable ecosystems while improving the social interactions among the different stakeholders involved.
At the age of the blockchain disruption and new technological advances in social networking and social money,
VCC is looking forward to reaching the highest levels of not only development and innovation but of usability,
security, and trust. Nevertheless, prior to meet this big, successful leap, it is necessary to understand and face the
barriers for its adoption and replication and explore the possibilities to overcome them and improve its performance while fulfilling with the objectives, features and mechanisms to create long-term business models that
boost the socio-economic development within a local, regional or global context.
VirCoin2SME was a multidisciplinary project that involved academic and non-academic organizations to promote
collaboration in socio-economic research and transfer of knowledge for developing guidelines that orient the creation of sustainable business models based on the use of complementary and virtual currencies. Finally, the idea
is to propose two of these business models to support SMEs of tourism and health sectors not only for Europe but
Latin America.
This document presents research results of the Vircoin2SME project towards the identification of barriers for the
adoption of complementary and virtual currencies in the context of SMEs and consumers in general. Possible solutions are also contextualized to reduce the aforementioned barriers.
The research was addressed by secondments based on the exchange of knowledge and cooperative collaboration
between companies and research organizations involved in the Project. Companies’ visitors received in the research organizations, introductory and training activities together with mentored tasks. Visitors from research
organization received from companies, knowledge, and information about the relevant regulatory and business
variables to feed research, conclusions, and outcomes expected.
In addition to the analysis of the literature related to social, complementary and virtual currencies, the case study
in the context of the complementary currencies RES (digital currency of Belgium) and Eurakos (virtual currency of
Girona, Spain) was the research method used to achieve the Project outcomes. As it was mentioned before, these
currencies were in execution (i.e. RES as a consolidated complementary currency and Eurakos as a prototype of a
virtual currency) and their entrepreneurs were part of the consortium of this research.
This document begins with a review of the basic literature needed for the research approach. The identification of
barriers for the adoption of social complementary and virtual currencies and possible proposals to reduce these
barriers are the subject of sections 3 and 4 respectively and finally, section 5 closes the document with the conclusions.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The VirCoin2SME project involved the following dimensions: social digital processes and, social, complementary or community
virtual currencies and their interaction with business and economy domains. Description of each of these dimensions is introduced next.
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2.1 Social digital processes
This research identifies key points for the incorporation and acceptance of technology by society, in aspects related to new
ways of strengthening local economies through the use of social and virtual complementary currencies. Knowing the basis of
digital social innovation is essential to achieve it.
Baeck and Bria (2014) claim that many social innovations can be result of four main technological trends which in one way or
another favor people and strengthen their collaborative relationships: open hardware, that make digital hardware available for
people to adapt, hack and shape into tools for social change; open knowledge, that refers to large groups of citizens coming
together through online platforms to collectively analyze data, develop and analyze new types of knowledge or crowdfund
social projects; open data, that refers to innovative ways of opening up, capturing, using, analyzing and interpreting open data;
and, open networks, that describes how citizens are developing new networks and infrastructures, e.g. sensor networks, where
they connect their devices such as phones and internet modems, to collectively share resources and solve problems.
Digital social innovation (DSI) has emerged as a new topic around the turn of the century, triggered by a number of advances
in Internet technologies. The shift from a hierarchical society to a networked society has created a culture of dependence on
others, channeled by Internet and new ICT applications.
2.2 Social, complementary and community currencies
As an alternative to conventional financial and monetary systems which are characterized by their tendency to speculation and
hoarding, and to threaten the social relations, have emerged the social systems, which focus on solidarity finance and are
linked to the microcredit and microfinance.
The articulation of such systems has given rise to the social economy, which releases the fiat currency of local development
and tries to find new solutions to social, economic or environmental problems that have been ignored or inadequately addressed by the public or private sectors. The objective of this economy is not accumulating profits, but generating goods and
services through fair productive structures where labor equality, gender equality and respect for the planet have priority
(Blondeau et al., 2004).
If solutions are designed to achieve objectives without profit, according to Scott and Green (2013) a social economy has a
unique role in the creation of a strong, sustainable, inclusive, prosperous and solidary society.
To operate in a social economy requires a type of currency, a social one, or alternative, that may be local, communitarian, complementary or virtual. HRZONE (2015), among others, have defined social currency as a set of resources and skills created and
made available through communities and networks (on line or off line), or the degree with which clients share a brand (as a
simple result of the interaction between people) or a brand information or business with others (Vivaldi Partners, 2013). The
social participation for knowing or using all types of information (e.g., products, services, habits, history, etc.) is which gives
value to this currency.
Generally, the purpose of an alternative currency, is to provide specific services and features which the legal tender currency
cannot offer, as for example, ensure that people meet their basic needs, promote active citizenship, strengthen sustainable and
environmental behaviors (LANZAROTE, 2013), create civic culture, promoting local trade, creating a society of learning, etc.
According to Lietaer and Belgin (2012), the design of an alternative currency (i.e. local, communitarian or complementary)
varies depending on the way how it responds to different origins, principles and requirements, however, Blanc (2011), complements stating that it is more organized and better focused the objective, if that design responds to the philosophy and general purpose of a project that is characterized by its designers. In that sense, proposes three kinds of projects that would constitute the root any kind of currency systems: a territorial project, mainly focused on a geopolitical space; a community project,
focused primarily on a pre-existing community or adhoc and an economic project, focused in activities of production and exchange markets.
Complementary currencies are used in the current (but limited) local economic environments and operate under the principle
of using them together with the fiat currency, and are intended to stimulate local economic activity by relocating expenses of
daily consumption. To ensure successful experiences using this currency there is a need to link small and medium-sized businesses (SME) and also in some cases, the alliance with local governments it is important especially when taxes or local public
services can make use of it.
2.3 Complementary currencies representation
A social or complementary currency can have physical representation as tickets, accounting books or bonds, or digital/virtual
representation as accumulated points for activities carried out through virtual communities (online business and games, for
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example). The use of each of them requires compliance with established rules for the corresponding community that created
them.
The European Central Bank defined virtual currency as a type of digital money that works in an unregulated environment
issued and controlled by its developers and used as a payment method among members of a specific virtual community
(Buntinx, 2015).
The implementation of these systems is not so easy since there are a series of factors that must be articulated to generate successful experiences. Precisely, the objective of the Vircoin2SME project that is presented in this document, is to identify what
types of barriers can arise to naturally adopt complementary currency use solutions in any of their representations (tending
more towards virtual representations) to strengthen local economies that meet social objectives.
Vivaldi Partners (2012) identifies six types of users’ social behaviors as basic to be considered for the implementation of social
currencies, these are:
1.

Utility, which consists in gain value by interact with brands (or business identifiers) and others.

2.

Information, to receive and share with other people valuable information about businesses.

3.

Conversation, to talk about a brand or business to others.

4.

Promotion, to promote or defend a brand or business.

5.

Affiliation, to connect and be a member of a community of people that is linked to a brand or business.

In a smart city context, social currencies could be designed to build social networks, since they not only focus on needs, but
help people achieve their goals, improve processes and activities and facilitate decision making (with interaction between
they) through products and services or something that really has an impact on their daily life, which is increasingly influenced
by the use of technology (for example, education, environment care, mobility, urban development, health, etc.).
The users’ loyalty in social currency systems has been one of the factors that most influences the success of the implementation of social currencies, especially because it is a matter which depends on the design of the interaction environments considering the users’ behaviors mentioned by Vivaldi. Customer loyalty is both an attitudinal and behavioral tendency to favor one
brand over all others and to recommend it to other customers. Berger (2013), says in that sense, people recommend and share
with others the things that to them has made them feel good (for example, good service, good value, excellent quality/price,
fast delivery, etc.) and accurates to take into account the following elements to be incorporated in social business systems:
1.

Identify the most important or the distinguishing seal of product or service offer and put it always visible (if it is in a
virtual social network interface, use a central box in front to the user).

2.

Use games mechanics, to encourage clients to engage in certain actions for the goals’ achievement. This allows knowing how is the customer’s performance with respect to others, which encourages the spirit of competitiveness and internally motivates to be better than others.

3.

Make customers feel exclusive. In that sense, Cialdini (2006) claims that if there is less existence of a product or less
service availability, more will be desired by customers. If a thing is rare and little common, most people want it, then
they will share with others the brand and may be this will attract new customers.

VirCoin2SME aims at participating in the new generations of currency schemes that should emerge in the coming years and
decades, either through the spreading of already existing schemes or through new combination of existing schemes or eventually through critical innovations like the “free currencies” or virtual currencies attempts that emerge as a full generation of
new currencies. The future evolution of Complementary Currencies (CC) is certainly linked to technological progress (with the
use of Internet and mobile devices), to their acknowledgment as a key element of public policies, and to their use as a tool for
environmental solutions.
2.4 The RES complementary currency
Leuven – Belgium is the home of RES, where Admin Leuven was created in 1996 as a cooperative network of 5,000 local merchants, SMEs, sole traders and professionals using RES business concept (see Figure 1 Deliverable 3-2:Commercial and Business Aspects, Vircoin2SME Project) to support local traders and SMEs. It operates in the similar way like the Swiss WIR as a
centralized organization with strong influence by the participants.
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It is a digital currency that works in a complementary way to the Euro. Its main objective is to generate additional revenue (3
to 5%) through exchange among its members, even getting additional customers that would otherwise never have met; including interest-free loans to finance investments. The cooperative has members from all sectors, ranging from bricks, office supplies, printers, catering to lingerie.
The aim of RES is to provide tools to boost local economies via SMEs and freelancers. For that reason, large companies, national governmental organizations and multinationals are excluded from participating within the network.
Initially, RES was operated as SME-instrument only, but since 2008, the company added consumer prepaid cards to create
more vivid exchange in the RES network. Since 2012, the company extended its activities towards Catalonia – Spain, focusing
in Girona.
Figure 1. Process of operation of the RES complementary currency (Deliverable 3-2: Commercial and Business Aspects, Vircoin2SME Project)

2.5 The Eurakos complementary currency (

)

It is a novel virtual currency aiming to enhance the producers and consumers online negotiations by a global and local platform, whereas the users (consumers) will decide the amount of money they will exchange in advance (Euros to Eurakos) to
buy goods and/or services in a specific period of time (preferable more than 6 months) through an auction scheme, and the
platform will search for different possibilities offered by the merchants in the network.
The customer will decide the most convenient option (considering quality, quantity and discounts offered during the apportioned time), ensuring at the same time fixed incomes and loyalty opportunities to SMEs/members.
Eurako´s platform launched his first pilot in the region of Catalonia (Spain) in September, 2015. The number of members on
the platform reached 50.
The summary of its operation is depicted in Figure 2 (Carrillo, Peña and De la Rosa, 2016) and it is described as follows:
1.

The consumer should buy Eurakos with Euros (1

= 1 € ) to start trading.

2.

The consumer creates a basket with the types of products, the amount of money to spend on each of them according
to his/her needs and the deadline for making the purchase (see Figure 2-(1) which shows 2 baskets for the categories
"Bar de copas" and "fruteria" respectively).

3.

Providers of the neighborhood sector receive a notification with the information produced in 2., and then as if it was
an auction, the different offerings are selected trying to match the consumer preferences.

4.

Providers set their offers with discounts they can give for the amount of money established by the consumer (see
Figure 2-(2) which shows offers set for the “fruteria” category with 10% discounts – this means 10% more Eurakos).

5.

The consumer chooses the only offer he/she thinks fits with his/her interests, i.e., price, location, quality, etc., note in
Figure 2-(3), the selection of the "petit mercat" offer. In this case the consumer decided to spend 5
at the "petit
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6.

The consumer accepts the offer and then the contract is set (see in Figure 2-(4) the possibility of the offer acceptance
and in Figure 2-(5) the established contract with the “Petit mercat” merchant).

7.

The consumer can meet the contract within the established dates (i.e., from 10/11/2015 until 24/11/2015), this
means that he/she can transact on this agreement until this is met by the deadline.

Figure 2. Process of creating a Eurakos digital contract (Carrillo, Peña and De la Rosa, 2016)

3. RESULTS
This section focuses on the identification of barriers for adoption of social, complementary and virtual currencies from the
point of view of Administrators, SMEs and Consumers based on the research carried out by the Vircoin2SME partners.
The experience in the use of RES in Belgium and Girona, and Eurakos in Girona by each one of the employees or researchers
assigned to the Vircoin2SME Project who had the opportunity to join the system, allowed to corroborate the theory with the
practice in real time.
People involved acquired the RES customer card or a Eurakos account and then used it in the different establishments belonging to the corresponding complementary currency system in order to find the strengths and / or barriers that could be presented in the operation of them.
Additionally, the different users of the system (administrators, SMEs and consumers) were asked about their opinions on the
factors involved in the use of virtual complementary currencies from the emotional, environmental, technological and management point of view according to their context.
The identification of prominent barriers for an appropriate application of schemes of virtual, social complementary currency
systems including those that do not have a direct monetary dimension is a challenge. It usually bases on technical aspects
deriving conclusions on the non-technical ones afterwards. Nonetheless, there are many considerations that can be done having a generic technology in mind without digging too much into the specific application domain.
Next figure summarizes the categorization of these barriers considered by the Vircoin2SME researchers.
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Figure 3. Classification of barriers for adoption of complementary and/or virtual currencies

3.1 Description of the Emotional barriers
What happens when the two domains of Human-Currency-Interaction design and Money start intersecting? The study of Wang
and Mainwaring (2008) shows that in this particular case and context, implications to the design and development of applications, gamification aspects, motivation instruments, and mainly usefulness and usability criteria matter.
The way and the methodologies on how a virtual or a social complementary currency is perceived, obtained, and spent can
critically shape users' behavior and experience in using an application.
Virtual and real currencies can correlate in complex ways that promote, extend, and/or interfere with the value and character
of the world of gamified elements and applications. Bringing real money into Human-Currency-Interaction design may heighten existing issues of realness, trust, and fairness, and thus presents new challenges and opportunities for user experience
innovation.
On the other hand, applications aiming at raising or enhancing the motivation to use a virtual currency application even without a monetary advantage but an appreciation to trigger the application of non-monetary methodologies and approaches allowing the users for making their own choice.
In the following, relevant psychological and emotional factors towards virtual currency will be introduced allowing for an
analysis of success and failure characteristics of existing and emerging applications and schemes. The analysis starts with an
overview of a few results of a study about virtual team building as well as the respectively identified barriers and hurdles in
this part of the business.
The advent of the new century or millennium has shown new trends to human beings, applications, systems, and mainly the
way people interact. Human beings used to live in groups right from the beginning, not as single persons. So working in groups,
exchanging knowledge, exchanging goods, and learning from each other’s work and results is basic to the process of becoming
what is called the Homo sapiens. As things have changed toward a digitalization of the society, the new century observes new
tendencies in organizations and management trying to accommodate people and processes to the changing global environment.
A team or group of people, who virtually work together, can be described as a Virtual Team. It may simply be considered people who work together, joining forces, on a common task and cross boundaries of space, time, organizations and culture, supported by ICT tools and networks. Such groups and teams offer a range of possibilities; however, their functioning is not always fruitful or even possible. A set of barriers has been identified, and adoptable solutions have been described, complemented by a conclusion about the possibilities and limits of the virtual work.
Barriers for virtual cooperative work, appear especially in the asynchronous systems like messaging, eHealth, eBusiness,
eGovernment, etc. The communication quality is lower because the non-verbal cues are limited - a person communicating does
not see the other person, missing other person’s body language -. However, it can observe meanwhile some attempts to ex-
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press one using substitutes of emotions (emoticons). Logically, problems with context-awareness and shared understanding
appear.
The communication may become more task-oriented and seems more business-like. It seems easier to forget about the social
relations and focus only on the task. Another potential problem is the lack of the virtual group or team members’ attributes for
tele-cooperative work, such as self-management and intercultural skills, interpersonal trust, skills to use new technologies and
to network virtually with others.
The science of knowledge in our view contains at least two general categories, the media impact and the media usage. The
media impact describes what media do with human beings, in a physical, mental, or psychological sense. The second category
is the media usage. It addresses the question of what human beings do with media, how they apply media.
In the context of the media impact, Vircoin2SME researchers consider intended and unintended results or consequences. The
category of the expected and intended impact factors contains competences, knowledge, experience, skills, etc., whereas the
other category is related to the expected but unintended impact factors, like aggression, addictiveness, etc.
A typical example for the latter might be the fact of the mental overload and mental underload. Here, tasks allocated to a particular person either do not require the necessary level of attention, or they exceed this level. The consequence is the same in
both occasions - the person does not feel appreciation - underload creates a feeling of laziness whereas overload creates the
feeling of too much pressure. Both end in a non-acceptance of the tasks to fulfil, in our context the application of a virtual, social, complementary currency approach to the business case expected.
Summarizing the science of media usage and impact explanations, there are a few statements being given in the following that
each and every single developer, designer and programmer of applications in the digital world, including the VirCoin2SME
aspects, needs to seriously take into account:


Human beings usually have expectations to media content even if sometimes these expectations are not clearly expressible.



Human beings do choose and select media content according to their own (direct or indirect) needs and wishes.



While using media, a kind of balancing takes place whether the primary, initial expectation (gratification) or at least a
secondary expectation (gratification) has been met.



The level of confidence, trust, and trustworthiness strongly influences and regulates the period as well as the frequency of media usage.



The reception of media leads to various behavioral changes in human beings in a way that they tend to accept new
gratifications and incentives but need to be convinced.



Human beings do select media content actively – media content has thus a high impact on human beings’ behavior.

One of the most important, most relevant categories for evaluating the success of an application in terms of acceptance is the
pair of usability and usefulness, complemented by the user experience that starts before the evaluation as such, and does not
end after it but adds user comments, gratification aspects, and more.
Usability is defined on the one hand as the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. Application, system usability, and usefulness are
interdependent properties of application and system interaction, which in combination, determine system satisfaction and
usage.
Next figure summarizes the emotional barriers identified.
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Figure 4. Emotional barriers from the point of view of administrators, SMEs and Customers

3.2 Description of the Management barriers
Three common barriers for SMEs and currency Administrators were identified during this analysis. Two of them are related to
customer´s loyalty within the ecosystem of each complementary currency and the currency management itself and the third
one is linked to the accounting assurance in terms of records, financial reports and taxation processes (in compliance to standards and current regulations).
Next figure summarizes these barriers.
Figure 5. Management barriers identified from the administrators, SMEs and Customer perspectives
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Effort involved in the currency management and the viralization of its use: it is certainly one of the most important barriers for these and all type of CC systems, due to the fact that maintenance and viralization are both clear indicators in terms of
trust and satisfaction perceived by the members (SMEs) and users (Customers).
These keywords “Trust and Satisfaction” are definitely part of the backbone of each CC System (especially when starting to
implement a new virtual and complementary currency) and should be analyzed not only in terms of the emotional barriers as
described in the previous paragraphs, but also when this new CC System starts in a community or local network, both the
knowledge of the operations/services and the commitment to comply the game rules are responsibilities of the Administrator/Platform Manager as well as each SME joining the network.
Therefore the CC System would be able to create and build a respected reputation that will encourage the incorporation of
many other new players (SMEs, consumers and other members).
Low initial customer´s loyalty: this boundary is mainly presented during the initial years of launching a new ecosystem/network and it is a definitely crucial issue that could define the success or failure depending on the strategies adopted to
spread and bid the values and mission of the new CC system in such a way that both members previous to the starting as well
as customers during the first years of implementation are encouraged and committed to make it work.
Accounting assurance: there are intrinsic boundaries that most of all CC systems have to deal with in order to ensure their
appropriate training and control activities to guarantee the non-existence of possible irregularities and controversies regarding the compliance on current regulations in terms of accounting and taxation processes of the CC System itself as well as the
behavior of the members within the community or social network.
High complexity of the service to be communicated: some informal interviews and observation activities were performed
during the researchers’ secondments in Catalonia. The perspective that most of the SMEs contacted had about the complexity
of how each CC system works (RES.cat / Eurakos) was very skeptical and only a few members were satisfied about the way of
understanding and transmitting the game rules to other members and their customers. This small group included the members that had the highest number of transactions within the complementary currency ecosystem.
Usability - to use the right media in the right context: a barrier that sometimes social, complementary and virtual currencies deal with is related to finding the appropriate media to achieve its mission and objectives. For instance, the great technological advances make researchers believe that there will not be other choice than being “online” all time in a near future in
most places around the world, and in fact that is accurate; however, the current situation is still in progress specially for developing and emerging countries and even some areas of developed countries where people are not able or attached to virtuality.
Usability - intuitive design: day by day is evident the diversity in technology and new channels of information. For CC systems is not a different scenario, because the eyes of some members, consumers and other players of each ecosystem are getting also focused in understanding how intuitive and novel it could be to use directly social, virtual and complementary currencies through online accounts, apps, and other possibilities.
Marginal use: numbers speak by themselves and not even amounting RES.cat and Eurakos transactions (in Euros) reach less
than 0,01% of the GDP in Catalonia. This figure just graphically displays a marginal situation for these CC systems so far, which
could be defined as a barrier in terms of the scope and relative importance in economic magnitude. It is of course is not the
case of RES.be.
Time of money recovery: this barrier is basically defined as constraints involved when a customer or member wants to redeem a social/complementary currency to fiat currency. For example, when people have an urgent necessity of liquidity for
acceding to a good or service “need” that could not be meet within the ecosystem of the CC. This barrier is specially involved to
some cases where customers or even members need to find a way to recover fiat money by paying fees (as mean of penalties)
but also are conditioned to wait for instances a couple days until the system credit their accounts or transfers the redeemed
money.
3.3 Barriers with regard the environment where complementary currencies operate
Apart from the generic barriers that exist for each and every single product, system, application, or service, each implementation project concerning CCs identifies its own additional, sometimes more detailed barriers.
In the context of the Vircoin2SME Project that collected information by surveys applied to the CCs stakeholders or by observation, the following results were found with respect the existence of environmental barriers for adoption of CCs and VCCs:
1.

In the domain of SMEs, the barriers tackle mostly the comparably low technology and investment levels available. These issues seen contain the lack of existing standards on the one hand and the high costs of produc-
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tion/establishment on the other. Moreover, SMEs stated not to have enough resources for financing, training and
using the appropriate technology. The analyzed communities of SMEs consider as the main barrier not having a
sufficient level of experience with the development scheme of social, complementary and virtual currencies, as
well as the ignorance of the jurisdictional scope for legal purposes. They also claim to have difficulties of integration with the communities due to the different existing ideologies in terms of political, social and cultural backgrounds and, finally, they think that the inability to trade and exchange the virtual currency with the one of legal
tender is another important barrier that it must be taken into account.
2.

At the governmental level of the regions and countries of the participants in the Project, it was interesting to
identify the fear that is felt by the establishment of decentralized structures of autonomous government for the
purpose of cooperation in terms of complementary virtual and social currencies, especially for the non-existence
of policies and strategies to control the development, implementation and permanence in the market of this type
of currency.

3.

The financial institutions involved in this type of projects showed their concern in aspects related to the regulation that applies only to legal tender and not to any other currency, especially virtual currencies. Therefore, the
lack of policies and strategies to create and successfully execute a virtual system of complementary social currency is considered a barrier due to the risk of generating political or economic crises that have repercussions on
the instability of regions and countries.

4.

When interviewing tourists they comment that the main barrier they identify is the inability to change this currency to legal currency at the time they wish and also using a CC scheme would not be possible to bargain in
shops.

In short, the Vircoin2SME project did not encounter so many different barriers concerning the environment where
the social complementary and virtual currencies operate. In general, the most important thing to mention is the absence of a legal and political framework for the operation of this type of currencies as well as the lack of experience of
administrators and SMEs in the design and use of them. Also, the effort involved by the managers of these currencies
in training and accompaniment in the follow-up of their operation is a limitation for the adoption of these initiatives
in business.
Next Figure summarizes the above mentioned barriers.
Figure 6. Environmental barriers identified from the administrators, SMEs and Customer perspectives

3.4 Barriers with regard infrastructure and technology
It is important to note that the apparent barriers in this classification are those related to connectivity, not only in terms of
deficient technological infrastructure (if any), especially in some regions of developing countries, but also in the high cost of
the devices (computers , laptops, mobile phones, etc.) used to access the services offered by virtual currency networks, which
means that the development of businesses mediated by virtual currencies can only echo in part of the population, that is, they
are solutions mutually exclusive from the social point of view.
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On the other hand still exists a gap in digital skills at different levels of the system's stakeholders which do not allow to exploit
the available technological resources efficiently.
Many actions undertaken by Governments for the development of these skills are included in education Programs at different
levels, however, it is important to involve people in learning by doing activities on this subject in order to make faster its appropriation.
At this point, of course, there exist the barriers identified in section 3.2 related to the currency usability as to use the right
media in the right context and to use intuitive designs (problems that should be addressed by the currency designers considering the context of the stakeholders).
Next Figure summarizes the classification of these barriers.
Figure 7. Technological barriers identified from the administrators, SMEs and Customer perspectives

4. RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOW TO OVERCOME THE IDENTIFIED BARRIERS
As Rogers (2011) stated: “If we want to improve sustainability rate of community currencies, we need to raise skill levels both
for the designing and participating in them”, these possible solutions should motivate all players throughout better ways for
both the transference of knowledge and effective education towards a better understanding of the game rules for each business model application (e.g. through different events, workshops, newsletters and other events gathering different stakeholders and users).
Regarding users’ motivation or loyalty, there is still a lot of work to do in order to find the ways to reach a bigger impact when
using VCC or CC and, perhaps, the new technological advances are the key to make of this big leap a reality. That is why the
creation of promotion and strong marketing strategies should be applied in parallel with new game mechanics aiming to engage and create sense of ownership/engagement in the different members not only to use the CC system but also to spread the
word mouth to mouth with family members, friends and colleagues.
When it comes to Latin American – but not limited to European – CC systems, a possible recommendation would be the creation and dissemination of practical guidelines/ tutorials for members. By doing so, they are allowed firstly to obtain a common
understanding frameworks for the accounting treatment they will use for recording all transactions (including those using the
CC), as well as day-by-day tool to get insights of possible changes in regulations, standards and any other issues that could
impact the accounting, finance or taxation processes of these different SMEs within the CC System.
With respect the usability barrier for the complementary currency – in terms of use the right media in the right context –
should continue operating based on different schemes of presentation such as prepaid cards, note bills, coins and other mechanisms that would be safely sheltered and backed according the nature of the CC system and will evolve in concordance to the
local area context.
For example, in RES.Be Walter Smets (RES Bartering System founder) mentions that mobile payment is not in the focus at the
current moment (according his study and understanding the local market in Leuven, Belgium). “It is too novel technology, the
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acceptance is low and the users would need some training to learn how to use it which would be too much investment, sooner
or later this technology will be included too, as soon as the crowd accept it and can use it already”, he states.
Concerning Social inclusion solutions in contexts where citizen skills are low or have not developed in population it is mandatory to design strategies through formal and not formal learning (lifelong learning) as it is consigned in the Paris Declaration
on promoting citizenship and the common values of freedom, tolerance and non-discrimination, which in 2015 was adopted by
European Education Ministers but extended also to development countries, for instance, Colombia and Ecuador in Latin America.

This Declaration calls for the mobilization of the education sector to promote inclusion and fundamental values. It establishes a
list of concrete objectives to be pursued at national and local level and defines four overarching priorities for cooperation at
EU-level:
1.

Ensuring young people acquire social, civic and intercultural competences, by promoting democratic values and fundamental rights, social inclusion and non-discrimination, as well as active citizenship.

2.

Enhancing critical thinking and media literacy, particularly in the use of the Internet and social media, so as to develop resistance to discrimination and indoctrination.

3.

Fostering the education of disadvantaged children and young people, by ensuring that the education and training systems address their needs.

4.

Promoting intercultural dialogue through all forms of learning in cooperation with other relevant policies and stakeholders. These initiatives can be implemented using learning by doing strategies in daily live where community
should work together to achieve objectives. It will create the necessary social weaving to involve people to take advantage of the ICT in daily live to improve the quality of life in economics, environmental and governance aspects.

With respect the implementation of the business models designed by the Vircoin2SME project to support SMEs of tourism and
health sectors of Latin-America, this study considers that a good starting point could be the creation of barter networks and
time banks and be aware of the development of citizen and digital skills in the population in order to introduce the use of virtual currencies.
As it was mentioned before, one of the technological barriers found to be reduced is the Usability of the applications involved
to use virtual currencies. The solution by one hand could be oriented to the design of the user’s interface that should follow the
Gestalt laws (intuitive design) (Shimpeno & Ezer, 2014) and the KISS principle (simple design) and by the other hand to the
use of strategies that clearly show benefits to the currency stakeholders to manage secure, faster and frictionless transactions.
With respect to improving the connectivity strategies that is matter of the country’s governments, the Academy can contribute
knowledge participating in projects’ realization of strategic plans of incorporation of ICT in regions to guide decision making
on aspects with the dimensioning of the connectivity infrastructure required according to the context.
See in tables 1 to 4 the main recommendations proposed by the Vircoin2SME project in order to overcome the identified barriers for adoption of social complementary and virtual currencies in business.
Table 1. Recommendations to reduce the Emotional barriers
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Table 2. Recommendations to reduce the Management barriers

Table 3. Recommendations to reduce the Technological barriers

Table 4. Recommendations to reduce the Environmental barriers
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5. CONCLUSIONS
The study of the different existing models of social and complementary currencies and their operating characteristics had made it possible to identify the potential barriers to their adoption in the required contexts of this research, in order to propose solutions that reduce for the experience to be successful in competitive environments
and entrepreneurship.
Roughly, these barriers were identified taking into account the types of involved users (administrators of the currency, SMEs and consumers) and the types of actual barriers that include aspects related to trust and human emotions, management and infrastructure and environment.
A common denominator, most notable in Latin America but even in Europe, was related to the barriers of trust
and human emotions that lead to the absence of civic culture (learning to live together and work collaboratively to
achieve a common good, public safety, respect for the other, etc.) and low digital skills.
In addition, in the dimension of the currency management, still costs in commissions are a bit high (but still lower
than the managed by the banks), which has curbed most users to networks linking.
Similarly, the demand for human resource for the accompaniment and the monitoring of the interactions of users
with the currencies that will allow a more personalized service, is quite high and therefore the staff costs for the
managers of the currency has been increasing, for which it sees that the solutions must be oriented toward the
development of competencies in the citizens (SMEs or independent users) and to the proper exploitation of the
technology generating innovative solutions attractive, intuitive and easy to use to motivate the linking of users to
networks and their permanence in the same.
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